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The failure of structural components is now recognized to be the result of the presence 
of defects, inherent in aU materials, in combination witli the conditions and loads 
experienced by the structure over its lifetime. In principle one should therefore be able to 
predict the lifetime of any component given knowledge of the conditions and loads the 
structure will experience, and information regarding the defects present. Fracture 
mechanics provides many of the tools necessary for making this type of prediction. The 
actual process by which information is obtained regarding the structural defects is known 
as nondestructive evaluation (NDE). The information is obtained in NDE by observing the 
interaction between the structural defects and some form of probing energy. For this 
purpose, any form of energy may be used which will interact with the defects without 
altering or damaging the structure as a whole. Of the various forms of energy employed in 
NDE, ultrasonic energy is one of the most common. The actual measurement of the 
interaction between the ultrasonic energy and the structural defects is a rather complicated 
process. The measurement system, the method and equipment by which the probing 
energy is introduced into the structure and the interaction witii the defects is observed, 
involves a number of effects which are not related to the presence of the defects. Thus, in 
order to be able to efficiendy extract information regarding the defects, it is necessary to 
have a complete understanding of the measurement process. The present work is aimed at 
obtaining such an understanding through the modeling of ultrasonic scattering experiments, 
which form the basis of ultrasonic NDE. 
The work is separated into four parts, each of which builds on the concepts and 
formulae presented and developed in the previous parts. However, each part is also written 
as an individual unit, and an attempt has been made to minimize the number of direct 
references to any preceding parts. Part 1 develops the general model for ultrasonic 
scattering experiments adopted and used throughout. The voltage signal output by the 
receiver electronics, which represents the observable quantity in a typical ultrasonic 
scattering experiment, is written as a product, in the frequency domain, of two factors: the 
system efficiency and the scattering coefficient. The system efficiency represents the 
combined electrical properties of the generator and receiver electronics and is a function of 
frequency only. The scattering coefficient represents the acoustic nature of the experiment 
(the radiation, propagation, scattering, and reception of the ultrasonic waves) and depends 
on the distributed field properties of the transducers involved and their locations and 
orientations, on the number and type of structural defects and their locations and 
orientations, on the acoustic properties of the media through which the waves travel, and 
on the nature and shape of any interfaces through which the waves pass. Based on a 
generalized principle of electroacoustic reciprocity, formulae are developed for the 
evaluation of the scattering coefficient A number of different but equivalent forms are 
presented. 
In Parts 2 and 3, the scattering coefficient formulae developed in Part 1 are applied for 
two common UT experimental arrangements. In Part 2, the pulse-echo scattering from an 
infinite, flat elastic plate immersed in water is considered. This arrangement is often used 
for the measurement of the velocity and attenuation of ultrasonic waves in solids. It is also 
very often used as a reference experiment for the determination of the system efficiency, 
since it is perhaps the most straightforward scattering measurement to understand and 
model. It is therefore also the most logical arrangement to start with in demonstrating the 
application of the general formulae developed in Part 1. In Part 3, the pulse-echo scattering 
from an elastic sphere immersed in water is considered. This arrangement is often used as 
a tool for obtaining qualitative information regarding the acoustic beam radiated by 
transducers. It is also a relatively simple measurement to understand, although the actual 
details involved in applying the formulae from Part 1 are more complicated than for the case 
of the flat plate. Both of these scattering arrangements provide useful examples of the 
application of the general measurement model, and help to illustrate the nature of the 
measurement process. 
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In Part 4, the results of Part 3 are used as the basis for obtaining quantitative 
information regarding the acoustic beam radiated by transducers. For the application in 
Parts 2 and 3 of the scattering coefficient formulae, it was necessary to assume a specific 
form for the distributed field characteristics of the transducers involved in order to calculate 
numerical values for the scattering coefficient. If one is interested in the value of the 
scattering coefficient for a particular measurement system, then it becomes important to 
incorporate into the calculations the properties of the transducers actually used. A logical 
consequence of this is the desire to experimentally determine the properties of real 
transducers. From the developments in Parts 1-3, it is found that a characterization of each 
probe's acoustic beam is needed in order to properly incorporate into the calculations the 
behavior of real transducers. That is, the necessary information is required from which the 
field radiated by the probe may be accurately predicted (by reciprocity one therefore has the 
reception properties as well). The determination of this information is the subject of Part 4. 
There it is shown that an accurate characterization of the acoustic beam is possible using 
experimental data acquired from the specular reflection off an elastic sphere. The technique 
is tested for two commercially manufactured transducers; one of which is planar 
(unfocused) and the other focused. 
4 
PART 1. 
A MEASUREMENT MODEL FOR ULTRASONIC 
SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS AND THE 
GENERALIZED PRINCIPLE OF RECIPROCITY 
5 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The scattering of elastic waves by an obstacle embedded in a solid, or of acoustic 
waves by an obstacle submerged in a fluid, has received a great deal of attention in the 
literature [1]. Most of this attention has focused on the interaction between the obstacle and 
a given incident field, usually in the form of a plane wave. However, actual measurements 
of the scattering process always include a number of aspects in addition to the wave-
obstacle interaction. Some of the other aspects that may be involved include the use of 
transducers with nonuniform frequency responses, the location of these transducers at 
finite distances ftom the scatterer, the generation of finite beams, and the propagation of 
these finite beams through interfaces, complex geometries, and anisotropic materials. In 
the area of nondestructive evaluation (NDE), where the emphasis is on the quantitative 
evaluation of flaw signals and on the assessment of inspection capabilities, these other 
aspects represent a part of the measurement process which cannot be ignored. The 
development of models that include all aspects of the measurement process is therefore a 
necessary step in quantitative NDE. Once such models are developed and validated, they 
can be used to gain a thorough understanding of the inspection process, and can provide a 
basis for the proper interpretation of flaw signals [2-4]. 
The purpose of this work is to present a model for ultrasonic scattering measurements 
capable of including all aspects of the measurement process. The model is based on the 
scattering matrix description of an N-port device [5] which represents the terminal behavior 
of the device by a matrix equation relating the scattered or reflected amplitudes to the 
incident amplitudes. This is a very natural formulation to use for problems involving wave 
propagation and scattering. The complete description of the internal behavior of the device 
is contained within the elements of the scattering matrix, which are referred to individually 
as the scattering coefficients. Reciprocity relations were first used for the evaluation of 
ultrasonic scattering coefficients by Kino [6], who based his results on elastic wave 
reciprocity [7]. This work was then extended by Auld [8] using the traditional version of 
electroacoustic reciprocity introduced by Foldy and Primakoff [9]. As examples of the 
application of the formulae, Kino considered elastic wave scattering within the Bom 
approximation from a buried inhomogeneity, and Auld considered Rayleigh wave 
scattering within the quasistatic approximation from a surface-breaking crack. Auld's 
formula for the scattering coefficient was later used by Thompson and Gray [10] to develop 
an approximate model relating the flaw signal to the scatterer's unbounded medium, plane 
wave scattering amplitude. 
The present work begins in Section n where the overall measurement model is 
developed based on the scattering matrix description of an N-port device. The 
determination of formulae for evaluating the scattering coefficients fi-om the individual 
aspects of the measurement process is taken up in Section in. The results are based on the 
generalized principle of electroacoustic reciprocity developed by Yaghjian [11], which is 
reviewed in Appendix A for completeness. This formulation extends the previous work to 
include cases for which the transducers do not satisfy the traditional form of reciprocity. In 
addition, alternate formulae are developed in Section IV which express the scattering 
coefficient in terms of the spherical wave transition matrix of the scatterer [12-14]. These 
formulae should prove useful since the solution of acoustic and elastic wave scattering in 
terms of the spherical wave transition matrix has been studied extensively [15]. An 
equivalent formula for the acoustic case was developed directiy from the reciprocity 
theorem for mechanical networks by Auphan [16]. In Section V similar formulae are 
developed involving the plane wave scattering amplitude of the obstacle, thus extending the 
approximate formula developed by Thompson and Gray. 
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H. MEASUREMENT MODEL 
The measurement situation to be considered is illustrated in Fig. 1. The set of N 
transducers to be used in the experiment, each capable of both generating and detecting 
ultrasonic waves, is either coupled to an elastic solid for a contact measurement, or 
immersed in an inviscid fluid for an immersion measurement. Embedded in the solid, or 
submerged in the fluid, are a number of obstacles (flaws, defects, scatterers) which scatter 
the ultrasonic waves. The transducers are connected to generator and receiver electronics 
through feeding cables, which transmit electrical signals between the electronics and the 
probes. Each of these cables is considered to be an ideal waveguide designed such that 
only one propagating mode exists [17]. Therefore, on any cross section A/ far removed 
from the transducer and the electronics, all higher cutoff modes excited at the connections 
will have died away to negligible amplitude. For the remaining propagating mode, the 
transverse electric and magnetic fields Et and respectively may be written as [18] 
where propagation is along the z direction, the x and y axes define the transverse plane, and 
the e-'^ time dependence has been suppressed (nonitalic i being reserved for iPT ). The 
transverse electric and magnetic fields are the components of the total fields E and H in the 
transverse x-y plane, with the direction and distribution in the plane given by the transverse 
modes e, and h,-, and the strength given by the mode amplitudes V/ and I/. The subscript / 
on the modes e/ and h,- in Eqs. (1) refers to the cable for which the fields apply and is 





transducer. The subscript i on the amplitudes V,- and I; is included because the feeding 
cables are physically distinct for each transducer. The transverse' modes e,- and h; may be 
chosen to have dimensions of (meter)"^ and a nonnalization given by 
f dS nz-(e,xhi)=l, (2) 
JAi 
where is a unit vector in the positive z direction and the cross section A,- remains in the 
transverse plane. The amplitude factors Vi(z,co) and Ii(z,(o) in Eqs. (1) are given by 
Vi(z,o))= + vr(m)e-iWz (3a) 
and 
l,(z,0))=Z:\0))[Vj"(0))eiMz _ , (3b) 
and behave dimensionally as a voltage and a current respectively [19]. The factor Z,(co) in 
Eq. (3b) is therefore the impedence of the mode, while Pj(o)) is the propagation constant. 
It is convenient to redefine as the mode amplitudes the normalized quantities [5] 
Vî , . V: 
^ "''It.-
which behave dimensionally as (power) From Eqs. (3) it is clear that the mode amplitude 
Oi represents an electrical signal transmitted from the electronics to the transducer, provided 
of course that the positive z axis for each cable is directed toward the corresponding 
transducer. The mode amplitude 6, then represents a signal transmitted from the transducer 
to the electronics. 
The ultrasonic segment of the measurement, which includes the transducers, can now 
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be viewed externally as an N-port device. Each port or terminal of this device corresponds 
to a single cross section A/ within the feeding cable of the 0 transducer. The terminal 
behavior of the device is therefore characterized by the mode amplitudes ai,bi for each 
cable. Of these 2N terminal variables only N are independent, so our N-port device may be 
described by a set of N simultaneous equations. Provided the transducers, and whatever is 
placed between them, are governed by linear equations, then this set of simultaneous 
equations will also be linear in nature and may be written as 
N 
bi=X^U^p (i=l.---,N). (5) 
y=i 
Eq. (5) comprises the scattering matrix description of an N-port device, with the individual 
matrix elements Sy termed the scattering coefficients [5]. 
For a given UT experiment there are actually tiiree different sets of scattering 
coefficients that can be of interest The first set, termed the initial scattering coefficients 
and denoted by S\j, is given by die values the coefficients obtain in Eq. (5) when the 
scatterers are absent. In NDE, they represent the situation when the inspected component 
is entirely ftee of defects. The second set, termed the total scattering coefficients and 
denoted by Sjy, is given by the values the coefficients obtain in Eq. (5) when the scatterers 
arc present They represent the actual scattering experiment. The initial scattering 
coefficients contain information about both the direct coupling between transducers and any 
coupling that results from the reflection or transmission of waves at component interfaces 
and boundaries. The total scattering coefficients also contain this information, as well as 
information regarding the coupling of the transducers due to the presence of the scatterers. 
In order to extract the component of the total scattering coefficient due solely to the 
presence of the scatterers, a third set, termed the fiaw scattering coefficients, is defined by 
(6) 
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In most NDE applications, the flaw scattering coefficient r,y is precisely the quantity of 
direct interest, since it represents the difference in the signal between a flawed and an 
unflawed component. Several formulae for evaluating Fy are developed in the following 
sections. 
The scattering coefficients in general are determined by the combined effects of the 
radiation, propagation, scattering, and reception of ultrasonic waves, starting from 
transducer j and ending with transducer i. They therefore represent the entire mechanical 
portion of the measurement process as well as, in principle, the electromechanical 
conversion properties of the transducers. The scattering coefficients do not, however, 
represent the electrical transmitter and receiver portion of the measurement process dealing 
with the actual generation and reception of the mode amplitudes a,- and bi respectively. In 
fact, the output voltage V/ of the receiver electronics is die quantity one actually observes, 
not the mode amplitude bi. However, if the receiver is operating within its range of 
linearity, then a linear relationship will exist between the two 
V,=Y,6,. (7) 
Eq. (7) may be combined witii Eq. (5) to yield 
PySy, (i=l,*--,N) (8) 
7=1 
where the mode amplitude aj has been included in the term (3^ along with the receiver 
linearity constant Y,-. Since the mode amplitude aj is a function of the generator electronics, 
the term p,y represents the properties of both the receiver (for transducer /) and of the 
generator (for transducer j). In Eq. (8), the general scattering coefficient Sy may represent 
any one of the actual scattering coefficients of interest: S'y, S]/ and F,y. For example, if S,y 
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is replaced by F//, then Eq. (8) becomes the measurement model for that part of the signal 
due solely to the presence of the scatterers. For other signals, S y should of course be 
replaced by the scattering coefficient appropriate for that signal. It should also be noted that 
Eq. (8) does not require that the generator electronics behave linearly. 
Furthermore, due to the assumed linearity of the mechanical portion of the 
measurement, any change in the electronics will produce a change in |3y only. The term Py 
therefore represents the efficiency of the electronics in generating and receiving the mode 
amplitudes a,- and bi respectively [20]. Conversely, any change in the ultrasonic 
measurement not involving the electronics will produce a change in Sy only. The 
efficiency Py may therefore be determined directly from a single reference experiment 
provided of course that the scattering coefficient for the reference measurement is known. 
An experiment commonly used for this purpose is discussed in Reference 8. In writing 
Eq. (9), it is assumed that only transducer j is being used to excite ultrasonic waves. 
Furthermore, an efficiency factor measured through the use of Eq. (9) is obviously valid 
only for the equipment and settings used in the reference experiment. Therefore, if Eq. (8) 
is to be useful in predicting the signals obtained in other scattering experiments, the 
selection of a proper reference measurement may be important. 
12 
m. SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS 
A. Contact Measurements 
Consider the ultrasonic contact measurement illustrated in Fig. 2. The transducers are 
placed directly upon, or with a thin couplant layer between, an elastic body B which 
surrounds several regions of localized scattering (which are not considered part of B). 
These scattering regions are locations within the body as a whole over which undesirably 
large or abi'upt variations in the elastic constants occur, and may contain cracks, voids, 
inclusions or any combination thereof. Although the elastic body may be a complicated 
structure consisting of many different individual components, it is assumed that each of 
these components is constructed from a single homogeneous material (although possibly 
anisotropic) [21]. Furthermore, it is assumed that the source-free forms of Eqs. (A1)-(A5) 
hold throughout the body with all of the electromechanical coupling terms set to zero. 
Under these conditions, Eq. (A9) may be integrated throughout the volume of the elastic 
body (the same volume for the adjoint B as for B) and yields, after application of the 
divergence theorem. 
In Eq. (10), Ho is the outward normal to B on the entire outer surface Sb and to each region 
Rff, on the corresponding surface S^. The outer surface Sg can be separated into the stress 




So vanishes (the boundary conditions for B are the same as for B) while each integral of the 
form 
j^ dS no-(T v-T v) (11) 
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may be evaluated by use of Eq. (A 15a). In order to make use of Eq. (A 15a), the solutions 
within the transducers and the elastic body obviously must be combined appropriately. The 
two combinations that in fact need to be considered represent the actual measurement of 
interest and its mathematical adjoint. The adjoint measurement is obtained from the actual 
measurement by replacing the elastic body and each region R^, as well as each transducer, 
with their mathematical adjoints. The mechanical fields that appear in Eq. (A 15a) when it is 
written for each transducer can then be taken to correspond to the same solutions as for the 
fields in Eq. (10). The surface integrals of Eq. (11) can thus be evaluated ft-om Eq. 
(A 15a). Since nonzero stresses occur only over the contact area T,- of each transducer's 
acoustic surface Sa, it follows that 
^ dS no- ( T .v-T .v)=-2(aA-W, (12) 
provided that each transducer is either in direct contact with the elastic body or the couplant 
layer is thin enough that variations in the stresses through its thickness are negligible [22]. 
The additional minus sign on the right-hand side appears because the outward normal to the 
elastic body and to the transducer volume are in opposite directions over T,-. 
Combining Eqs. (10) and (12), and eliminating the mode amplitudes bi and 6, that 
appear in the result with Eq. (5), yields 
N N M 
Z s (So-Sy,)&,^=12 £dS no-(T.v-T-v), (13) 
1=1 y=i m=\ "* 
where the adjoint scattering coefficients Sy will differ in general from those of the actual 
measurement Sy. Eq. (13) holds for arbitrary values of the mode amplitudes a,- and S,-, 
since selecting values for these is sufficient to define the entire solutions. The actual values 
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obtained by the scattering coefficients Sy and S// in Eq. (13) will depend on the content of 
the scattering regions Rm, which has yet to be specified. The three sets of scattering 
coefficients discussed in Section H are obviously of particular interest. 
The initial scattering coefficients for the actual and the adjoint measurement will be 
given by Sy and Sy in Eq. (13) respectively, provided each region is filled with the 
same material as the surrounding medium in the elastic body [23]. Specifying the contents 
of each in this manner ensures the absence of any scattering. The initial fields are then 
defined as the values the field quantities obtain on the right-hand side of Eq. (13), and will 
also be denoted by the superscript I. Now, under the stated conditions, the scattering 
regions in effect vanish, since Eq. (A9) is valid within each region R^* as well as 
throughout the elastic body. The surface integrals in Eq. (13) therefore also vanish, and 
since the mode amplitudes a,- and a,- are arbitrary one concludes that 
Syj—Sy. (14) 
Eq. (14) expresses the generalized principle of reciprocity for the overall ultrasonic 
measurement in the absence of the scattering obstacles. 
The total scattering coefficients for the actual and the adjoint measurement will be given 
by Sy- and Sy in Eq. (13) respectively, provided each region R^ contains the scatterers 
actually present in the measurement. For the adjoint measurement this obviously refers to 
the scatters adjoint to those present in the actual measurement. Since a crack, void, or rigid 
obstacle may be considered as an appropriate limiting case of the elastic inclusion, the 
concept of an adjoint scatterer is in essence contained within the results of Appendix A on 
elastic media. In particular, the set of self-adjoint scatterers includes cracks, voids, rigid 
obstacles, and elastic inclusions for which C^t/y-Cyw. The total fields are now defined as 
the values the field quantities obtain in Eq. (13) under the presently stated conditions, and 
will be denoted by the superscript T. Furthermore, with the actual scatterers replaced by 
15 
their adjoints for the adjoint measurement, Eq. (A9) is once again valid within each region 
ROT as well as throughout the elastic body. The surface integrals in Eq. (13) therefore 
vanish as before, since the boundary conditions at the interface between the scatterer and 
the host medium are the same for both measurements, and one concludes that 
From Eq. (6), and Eqs. (14) and (15), the flaw scattering coefficient is found to satisfy 
ultrasonic measurement In essence, the equations state that if the actual measurement 
situation is replaced by its mathematical adjoint and the role of the source and receiver are 
interchanged, then the value of the scattering coefficient remains unchanged. If the elastic 
body and each transducer and scatterer is self-adjoint, then the entire ultrasonic 
measurement is self-adjoint and the scattering coefficients satisfy 
(15) 
(16) 





Eqs. (17) represent the more familiar form of reciprocity, stating that the value of the 
scattering coefficient remains unchanged under the interchange of the role of source and 
16 
receiver. This does not mean, however, that the voltage signal must remain unchanged in 
either case, since the efficiency factors need not satisfy (3y/=Py. 
Eqs. (14) and (15) represent general properties that the initial and total scattering 
coefficients satisfy. Unfortunately, this is the only information about these two types of 
scattering coefficients that can be obtained from Eq. (13). However, by making use of Eq. 
(14), one can obtain firom Eq. (13) general formulae for the evaluation of the flaw 
scattering coefficient Fy. The desired results are arrived at by considering the actual 
measurement solution to be for the total fields and scattering coefficients, while the adjoint 
measurement solution is taken for the initial fields and scattering coefficients. Thus the 
scatterers are to be present for the actual measurement, as one would expect, while they are 
to be absent for the adjoint measurement. Applying Eqs. (6) and (14), and using the 





Eq. (18) separates the flaw scattering coefficient into the contributions arising from each 
scattering region (each may not be calculated independentiy, however, unless scattering 
between the obstacles themselves may be neglected). In Eq. (19), the fields vj and Tj are 
the total fields for the actual measurement when transducer j, and only transducer j, is 
excited by a mode amplitude of value aj, while the fields vj- and T/ are the initial fields for 
the adjoint measurement when transducer / is excited by a mode amplitude of S/. The 
normalization constant P// in Eq. (19) is defined by 
17 
(20) 
and has the necessary dimensions of power, since each mode amplitude carries units of 
(power)"^. The factor of two in Eq. (20) is included so that Eq. (19) will have the same 
basic form as Auld's reciprocity integral for the flaw scattering coefficient [8]. The value 
of Py is arbitrary, since both a,- and aj are arbitrary. However, the value of Fy is unique, 
since the fields vj and Jj are proportional to aj while the fields v) and T; are proportional to 
a,-. In order to make this dependence explicit one would have to consider a specific 
description for the behavior of the transducers [24]. 
With only minor modification, the procedure just used for contact measurements may 
be applied to the immersion measurement illustrated in Fig. 3. The transducers are 
immersed in a body of inviscid fluid B which surrounds several regions of scattering R^. 
If the acoustic fields within the fluid are assumed to be of small amplitude, then the source-
free forms of Eqs. (A1)-(A5) hold throughout with all of the electromechanical coupling 
terms set to zero and the elastic constants given by Eq. (A 10). The generalized reciprocity 
principle in Eq. (A11) is therefore valid within the body B. Although it is clear ft-om Eq. 
(A 10) that B is self-adjoint, the fields p and v in Eq. (A11) are still to be associated with 
the adjoint measurement since the transducers themselves need not be self-adjoint. When 
Eq. (All) is integrated throughout the volume B and the divergence theorem applied, one 
obtains in place of Eq. (10) the result 
B. Immersion Measurements 
M 
(21) 
The outer surface Sb is now separated into the pressure release surface So, the hemisphere 
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at infinity S^, and the sum of the combined manipulator-transducer surfaces T,- (the 
"manipulator" being the device used to hold the transducer in place). The integrals over So 
and Soo vanish by the pressure release and radiation condition respectively, while the 
integrals over each T,- are evaluated from Eq. (A15b) as 
To arrive at Eq. (22) it is necessary to assume that the surface of each manipulator may be 
considered to be rigid with respect to the surrounding fluid. When Eq. (22) is combined 
with Eqs. (5) and (21), the result is identical to that already given in Eq, (13), with the 
stresses involved given in terms of the pressure by Eq. (A12). Eqs. (14)-(20) thus follow 
directiy for the case of acoustic wave scattering in an immersion measurement. The results 
may also be further extended to cover the case of elastic wave scattering in an immersion 
measurement, which occurs when the scatterers themselves are embedded in an elastic solid 
submerged in the fluid. The basis of this extension is the validity of Eq. (A9) throughout 
the combined fluid-solid volume. One could also consider the fluid and solid separately 
and then apply boundary conditions at the interface between them to combine the results. 
Using either approach, Eq. (19) is found to remain valid, although there is now the added 
difficulty of determining the fields transmitted into a submerged solid. 
The formula for the flaw scattering coefficient given by Eq. (19) is therefore seen to be 
applicable to both acoustic and elastic wave scattering in immersion measurements, as well 





which is based on the decomposition of the total fields vj, Tj into the sum of the regular (or 
incident) fields vj, Tj and the singular (or scattered) fields vJ, Tj (see Appendix B and C 
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for further discussion of this decomposition). Eq. (23) results because the regular field 
contributions to the flaw scattering coefficient vanish, that is 
Another form of Eq. (19) may be arrived at by using the divergence theorem to convert the 
surface integral into an integral over the volume of the flaw Taking advantage of the 
PDEs satisfied by the fields involved yields 
where AC (ApJ is the difference in the elastic constants (density) between the flaw and the 
host media, and the symbol represents a double contraction on the indices. To arrive at 
Eq. (24) it is necessary to assume the continuity of the displacement and traction vectors 
across the bounding surface of the flaw. Although the incident fields are necessarily 
continuous across the flaw boundary this is not true in general for the total fields for 
arbitrary boundary conditions at the flaw surface. To be complete one must add to Eq. (24) 
the term 
where AvJ (AtJ) is the discontinuity in the velocity (traction) across the boundary in the 
direction of Hq (value as approach from outside minus value as approach from inside). For 
the special case of an inhomogeneous region in an otherwise homogeneous inviscid fluid, 
Eq. (24) becomes 
£dS no-(Tj'-vi-f;-v?)=0. 
(24) 
^^dS (AtJ- V f -tl-AvJ), 
(25) 
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In the following sections, other alternate versions of Eq. (19) will be developed which 
express the flaw scattering coefficient in terms of either the transition matrix of the scatterer 
or its farfield scattering amplitude. 
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IV. SPHERICAL WAVE FORMULATION 
A. Acoustic Wave Scattering 
For a single obstacle submerged in an inviscid fluid, the flaw scattering coefficient is to 
be evaluated from 
r = ^ ^ d S  n o . ( p Y - p ^ v ' ) ,  ( 2 6 )  
which results when the stress fields in Eq. (23) are expressed in terms of the pressure by 
Eq. (A 12). The subscripts i and j have been dropped in Eq. (26) since the hatted 
quantities will always refer to the adjoint measurement and the fields due to the excitation of 
transducer i (the receiving transducer), while the unhatted quantities will always refer to 
the actual measurement and the fields due to the excitation of transducer j (the transmitting 
transducer). To proceed with the evaluation of the surface integral in Eq. (26), it is 
rewritten in the form 
r= iko(4poCokâP)-^ I dS (27) 
using the relation between the velocity and pressure given by Eqs. (Al) and (A12), and 
remembering that Hq is the outward normal to the scattering region on S while n is the 
inward normal for ^  (as used in Appendix B and below, and shown in Fig. B1 with Vj 
now the scattering region). Provided the obstacle is completely enclosed within a sphere of 
finite radius which remains entirely within the fluid and contains no other scatterers or 
sources, then the initial field p' is regular throughout the volume of the obstacle and 
possesses an expansion in the form of Eq. (Blla). Inserting this expansion into Eq. (27) 
yields 
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r= iko(4poCokâPr^ s (f ds (ApS-psA)A^ 
U Js Sn an 
= (4poCokSPr^ X 6(/,m), (28) 
l,m 
where the a' denote the spherical wave amplitudes for the initial field Eq, (28) follows 
directly from Eq. (B12b) and the identification of p® as the singular part of the total field p\ 
with an expansion in the form of Eq. (Bllb), and the surface S as the boundary of the 
obstacle. 
The total field p^ also has a regular part p** which has an expansion in the form of Eq. 
(Blla). In fact, the spherical wave amplitudes a(l,m) and b(l/n) for the fields p** and p® 
respectively, are not independent but are coupled together by the boundary conditions at the 
surface of the obstacle. This relation is usually written in the form 
which defines the spherical wave transition matrix T(/,mlX,,|i) of the obstacle [12-15]. 
With Eq. (29), the formula for the flaw scattering coefficient becomes 
As an alternate form of Eq. (26), Eq. (30) is somewhat restricted by the previously 
mentioned conditions required in order for p', and also p^, to have a spherical wave 
expansion valid throughout the entire volume of the obstacle. Only for long, slender 
obstacles, however, should this restriction be of any significance [25]. It should also be 
noted that the use of Eq. (30) does not rule out situations involving multiple scattering. 
The amplitudes a(,l,m) are strictly for the expansion of the regular part of the total field in 
6(W=% T(/,mlA.,|i)a(A,,p.), (29) 
r= (4poCokâP)-i X E T(l/n\X,ii)a\l,m)a(X,ii). (30) 
l,m 
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the vicinity of the obstacle, and thus contain contributions from the fields scattered by any 
nearby objects. Only if the scattering obstacles are well separated can these contributions 
be neglected, so that a(l,m)=a\l,m), where the a' are the amplitudes for the initial field 
(i.e., no scatterers present) in the actual measurement. 
The generalized principle of reciprocity may also be used to determine the transition 
matrix of the adjoint scatterer. One begins with the identity 
^ dS Ho (p^v^-p^v^)=0 (31) 
which follows from the definition of the adjoint scatterer [26]. Separating the total fields 
into their regular and singular components yields 
^ dS no-(pV-p®v^)+^ dS no-(pV-p^v^)=0, (32) 
which results because 
|dS no-(pV-P^^)=0, (33a) 
and 
|dS no-(pV-pSv®) = 0. (33b) 
Eq. (33a) holds because the regular fields satisfy Eq. (All) throughout the volume interior 
to S, while Eq. (33b) holds because the singular fields satisfy Eq. (A11) throughout the 
volume exterior to S and satisfy the radiation condition at infinity. Both surface integrals 
remaining in Eq. (32) may be evaluated in exacdy the same manner as Eq. (26), with the 
result 
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E Z [T(/,ma,^)-T(X,^ilW]a(Wa(A.,W=0. (34) 
Since Eq. (31) holds for arbitrary solutions and p\ Eq. (34) holds for arbitrary values of 
a and a. Thus one concludes that 
T(^,Hl/,m)=T(/,ma,^). (35) 
For the very important class of self-adjoint scatterers, Eq, (35) verifies the symmetry of the 
transition matrix [27]. 
A particularly interesting feature of Eq. (30) is that the details of the scatterer are 
contained exclusively within the transition matrix, and are therefore separated from the 
other factors involved in the modeling of the measurement. For a change in thé location or 
orientation of either the defect or the transducers, it is only necessaiy to re-evaluate the 
expansion coefficients a(l/n) and a\l,m) in order to determine the change in P. 
Furthermore, if a(/,m)=a'(/,m), then it may be possible to determine the transition matrix of 
each unknown defect separately, provided enough measurements are made with different 
transducer locations and orientations. Eq. (30) may be written compactiy in matrix notation 
as 
r=ya^ T a, (36) 
where a is an infinite column vector with elements â\l,m), a is an infinite column vector 
with elements a\l,m), T is a doubly infinite matrix with elements T(/,mlA,,|J.), 
Y=(4poCokoP)"^ and the superscript T denotes transposition. If the receiving transducer is 
now scanned over a fixed set of M locations and orientations (x,-,n,-; /=1,2,- • -M) for each 
member of a set of N transmitting transducer locations and orientations (Xy,ny ; j=l,2,-
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then an MxTV matrix T can be built up with the elements 
ry=r(x/,n,lxy,ny)=ya'^CxMn.)- T • a(x;,n;), (37a) 
or 
r=yÂ'^-T-A, (37b) 
where A is the matrix consisting of the M infinite column vectors a(x,-,n,) and A is the 
matrix consisting of the N infinite column vectors a(Xy,ny). Assuming the matrix T may 
be approximated by a matrix T' of finite rank R, then Eq. (37b) may be inverted to yield 
T=T'=Y-^A"'^-r-A-i, (38) 
provided M=N=R and the matrices A and A are invertible (with the column vectors of A 
and A now truncated to a length of R). As long as the column vectors of A, A are 
independent, then the inverse matrices will exist. This means that all of the measurements 
must be independent, and therefore the initial fields for each should be as dissimilar as 
possible. This technique will work for any set of measurements for which the columns of 
A, A can be varied individually. Transducer arrays could prove very useful for this 
purpose, since with arrays the initial fields can be varied without actually moving the 
probes. 
B. Elastic Wave Scattering 
For a single obstacle embedded in an elastic solid, the flaw scattering coefficient is to be 
evaluated from 
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dS noir- V"-T'- V®). (39) 
For an isotropic host medium, Eq. (39) may be handled in exactly the same manner as the 




where the transition matrix Tnvil,m IX,|i) is defined through the relation 
3 
&«(/,/«)= X X Twv(/,wIX,M')MX.M.)- (41) 
v=i X.ti 
• For the transition matrix of the adjoint scatterer the result is 
Tvn(X,p.i/,/w)=Tnv(^»'wlX,,(i.), (42) 
which is also obtained in the same manner as in the acoustic case. Eq. (42) again verifies 
the symmetry of the transition matrix for self-adjoint scatterers. The comments regarding 
the use of Eq. (30) also apply to Eq. (40). In particular, Eq. (40) cannot be used for 
surface breaking defects, or defects otherwise too close to the surface of the elastic body 
for the necessary spherical wave expansions to exist. 
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V. PLANE WAVE FORMULATION 
A. Acoustic Wave Scattering 
In this section, formulae analogous to those presented in Section IV will be developed 
for use with plane wave field expansions. For the acoustic case, we now wish to evaluate 
Eq. (27) using a plane wave expansion for the initial field in the form of Eqs. (B14) and 
(B 15a). In order for p' to possess such an expansion it is strictly necessary that there be no 
other scatterers or sources within an infinite strip which contains the obstacle. This is a 
much more stringent requirement than is necessary for p' to possess a spherical wave 
expansion. However, even when finite geometries are involved, the initial fields are very 
often approximated in practice by bounded beam solutions for infinite media [28] for which 
such plane wave expansions exist. Thus, inserting a plane wave expansion for p' into Eq. 
(27) yields 
r=-|^(4poCok^P)-^ Ç I dQk^(nk)jE dS (i-p?-pS±)eikonkT 
= (4poCok|P)-' X f dOk ^(nk)P^(-nk), (43) 
± •'i 
with the second form following directly from Eq. (B16b). In Eq. (43), and P® are the 
plane wave spectrums with respect to the origin of the coordinate system for the expansions 
of p' and p® respectively. The same coordinate system (same location of origin and 
orientation of z axis) being used for both expansions. 
As in the spherical wave case, the singular field p® is not independent but is coupled by 
the boundary conditions to the regular field p"*. The plane wave spectrum P® for tiie 
singular field is therefore related to the spectrum P^ for the regular field. This relation may 
be written in the form 
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P^(nk)= di^kT(nkK)PX)' (44) 
which defines the plane wave transition matrix T(njjlnjj) of the obstacle. With Eq. (44), 
the formula for the flaw scattering coefficient becomes 
In Eq. (45) we note that it is not necessary for the plane wave expansions involving and 
is of finite extent. This is because the singular field p® for a finite scatterer possesses a 
plane wave expansion for any arbitrary orientation of the z axis, regardless of the 
orientation originally used for the plane wave expansion of p\ Eq. (44) therefore holds 
regardless of the orientations of the coordinate systems used for the expansions of p® and 
p"^. If the scatterer extends to infinity in any direction, however, then this is no longer true 
and the use of Eq. (45) is much more restricted. In applying Eq. (45) to situations in 
which the orientation of the coordinate systems are not the same for the plane wave 
expansions of p® and p"^, one must be careful in the interpretation of the term T(n|jlny, 
since the arguments and now refer to different coordinate systems. The validity of 
Eq. (45) for such situations becomes clearer when the evanescent plane wave components 
arc neglected, in which case (45) reduces to 
r= (4poCok^P)-i S X' f f dO'k ^(nk)T(-nkln;,)P±(ny. 
+ + « « ± ± 
(45) 
*4* 
F to be for the same coordinate system orientation [29], as long as the scattering obstacle 
r= (4PoCo^P)-' £ dQk£ dQ'k p'(nk)T(-nklnk)P«(n'^), (45') 
where p'and arc the portions of "p^ and P^ for real-valued nk and only. All 
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information about the fields p' and p** are now carried by the spectrums P and which 
represent the amplitudes of plane waves moving in directions and nj^ respectively. 
Clearly the direction of a plane wave is independent of the coordinate system used to 
describe it. Thus, as long as the amplitudes p' and P*^ are combined appropriately with the 
transition matrix T on the basis of the direction of propagation of the corresponding plane 
waves, then Eq. (45') is independent of the coordinate systems actually used to describe 
the plane waves. Many of these comments could also be applied to the spherical wave 
formula in Eq. (30). However, the rotational properties of the spherical wave 
eigenfunctions are well known [30], and there is no inherent difficulty in applying rotations 
of the coordinate system to spherical wave expansions. In fact, one would generally select 
the location of the origin and orientation of the z axis for Eq. (30) in such a manner as to 
simplify the determination of the transition matrix T(/,m l^,|i). 
The plane wave transition matrix of the adjoint scatterer is found using the same 
procedure as for the spherical wave transition matrix. Beginning with Eq. (32), both 
surface integrals are evaluated in the manner of Eq. (43), yielding 
EE f  dOk f d£2'k[T(-nkln;^)-T(-n;,lnk)]P^(nk)P±(n') = 0. (46) 
± ± J± 
Eq. (46) is valid for arbitrary values of P^ and P^, and thus one may conclude that 
T(-nkl-nk)=T(nkln'k). (47) 
For self-adjoint scatterers, Eq. (47) may be regarded as once again expressing the 
symmetry of the transition matrix [31]. More often, Eq. (47) is written in terms of the 
scattering amplitude of the obstacle and referred to as a reciprocity relation [7]. The 
scattering amplitude is defined with"regard to the asymptotic form of the singular field p® as 
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the point of observation recedes to infinity. In particular, the scattering amplitude 
represents the angular dependence of the spherical wave propagating outward from the 
obstacle at large distances when the incident field is in the form of a plane wave. From 
Eqs. (BlOa), (B3) and (B16b), it is straightforward to show that 
as r-^oo. For an incident field in the form of a plane wave propagating in the direction 
with an amplitude of Po, 
p''(rlnic)=Poe^ " k" 
one has, on the basis of Eqs. (B14), (B15a) and (44), 
P®(nr)=47cPoT(nrlnk). 





Eq. (50) shows that the plane wave transition matrix T is directly related to the scattering 
amplitude A, which is defined by Eq. (49) for real-valued and Hk. For self-adjoint 
scatterers, the scattering amplitude satisfies from Eqs. (47) and (50) the reciprocity relation 
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A(-nkl-nr)=A(nrlnk). (51) 
Since the scattering process has been characterized by both a spherical wave and a plane 
wave transition matrix, it is natural to ask if a relationship exists between them. To show 
that there is such a relationship, we begin by inserting Eq. (29) into the formula (B21) for 
the plane wave spectrum P^, yielding 
P'(nk)=S Z (-i)'Y/«(nk)T(/,ma,^)fl(^,^i). (52) 
l,m X,P-
The spherical wave amplitudes a(A,,|J.) may be eliminated from Eq. (52) using Eq. (B23), 
and when the resulting expression is compared to Eq. (44), it is clear that we must have 
T(nklnk)=Z E (-i)'i^T(/,/na,H)Y,„(nk)Y;^(nk), (53) 
l,m A-.Ji 
with nic and nj^ referring to the same coordinate system. Eq. (53) is clearly a 
generalization of the spherical wave to plane wave transition formula given in Appendix B 
for the two forms of field expansions. The inverse relation to Eq. (53) should therefore be 
a generalization of the plane wave to spherical wave transition formula in Appendix B. In 
order to obtain this relation we use the fact that the amplitude b{l,m) is equal in value to the 
transition matrix element T(/,/wl^,)i) when the regular field is given by the eigenfunction 
Ax^(r). Eqs. (B18) and (44) may thus be combined as 
T(/,ml^,H)= i'Ç £ dûkjf dflkY,>k)T(nklnpP^(nk), (54) 
where is the plane wave spectrum for the regular field A;^^. But the plane wave 
expansion of A^ is given by Eq. (B17), so that Eq. (54) becomes 
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T(M,ii) = i'(-i)''f dOkf dQkYi„(nk)T(nkln;^)Yxj,(n'^). (55) /4n Jin 
The validity of Eq, (55) demonstrates that term-by-term integration of Eq. (53) is justified 
for integration over the unit sphere since, by assuming the validity of term-by-term 
integration, one can use the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics directly to obtain (55). 
Again the possibility exists for determining, from data measured for a sufficient number 
of independent transmitter and receiver locations and orientations, the function which 
characterizes in effect the scattering process. The operating equation is now 
r(x,nlx,ii)=(4poCok^P)-^XS' f f dQk^(nklx,n)T(-nklnk)P±(n'^lx,n). 
± ± J± J± 
(56) 
The transmitter and receiver locations and orientations, (x,n) and (x,n ) respectively, now 
range over a continuous set of values limited only by accessibility to the part under test. 
Eq. (56) is in the form of a double Fredholm integral equation of the first kind, with the 
plane wave spectrums ^(%lx,n) and P*(nj^lx,n) acting as kernels. One would like to 
invert Eq. (56) in order to obtain the unknown transition matrix T(n,(ln|^) from the 
presumably known flaw scattering coefficient r(x ,n lx,n). Very little can be said about the 
inversion of Eq. (56) in general, since the kemals and depend on the measurement 
situation at hand. However, it is clear that the measureable data r(x,n lx,n) has a total of 
ten degrees of freedom (for a fixed frequency), three for each location and two for each 
orientation, whereas the unknown data T(nklny has only four degrees of freedom. It 
should therefore be necessary to measure Y for only a limited set of transducer locations 
and orientations. This is important since not all of the possible locations and orientations 
are likely to be accessible, and because many of the remaining arrangements will provide 
I 
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no useful information (for example, when one of the transducers is pointed away from the 
flaw). 
B. Elastic Wave Scattering 
All of the formulae presented in the last section can be duplicated for the case of elastic 
wave scattering. The developments are carried out in exactly the same manner as before, 
but using the corresponding formulae from Section IV.B and Appendix C. For the flaw 
scattering coefficient the result is 
r= S'i dflkX dni '0*(nk) T(-nklny U±(np, (57) 
where the transition matrix T(n^lnj^) is defined through the relation 
U'(nk)= Z j dQ'k T(nkln'k) • U±(np. (58) 
The comments regarding the use of Eq. (45) also apply to Eq. (57) [32]. For the transition 
matrix of the adjoint scatterer the result is 
T (—iijjl—iijj)—T(njjlnjj). (59) 
Furthermore, the counterparts to Eqs. (53) and (55) relating the spherical wave and plane 
wave transition matrices are 





VYv f d£2kf d£2'^Yl(n^)'T(n^ln'^)-Y;^M. (61) J4n 
The scattering amplitude is now defined by the asymptotic relation 
\lî„(nr)-u§(rlnk)->UoArtv(nrlnk)£i^, (r-»oo) (62) 
where Uv(rlnjc) is the singular field due to an incident field in the form of a plane wave 
propagating in the direction widi polarization \i{v(nk). The relation between the 
transition matrix and the scattering amplitude is found to be 
T(nrlnk)=^ •^^(Cn/Cv)^'^ Anv(nrlnk)^rt(nr)yfv(nk)* (63) 
n,V 
Eq. (63) is based on the asymptotic form of Eq. (C8b), 
u®(r)->^X [^n"^îlî«("r)-U='(nr)]\i/„(nr)S^, (r->oo) (64) 
and the plane wave spectrum 
U®(nr) =47tK^^UoT(nrlnk) ]|/v(nk), (65) 
found from Eqs. (58) and (C24a) for an incident field in the form 
u5(rlnk) =Uo\|{v(nk)ei^vnk r. (66) 
From Eqs. (59) and (63), the scattering amplitude is found to satisfy the reciprocity relation 
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Avn(~n]{l—iij)— (—l)'''''^(Crt/Cv)^A„v(nrlnk) (67) 
for a self-adjoint scattering obstacle. 
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VI. DISCUSSION 
A measurement model has been developed for predicting the signals received in both 
acoustic and elastic wave scattering experiments. The model factors the response into a 
product, in the frequency domain, of two terms. The first term, called the system 
efficiency, represents the combined electrical properties of both the generator and receiver 
electronics. The second term, called the scattering coefficient, represents the mechanical 
properties of the measurement, and includes the effects due to the radiation, propagation, 
scattering and reception of ultrasonic waves. It is suggested that the system efficiency be 
determined experimentally using a reference measurement for which the scattering 
coefficient may be calculated, in which case the electromechanical conversion efficiencies 
of the transducers are also conveniendy included in the overall system efficiency. 
Based on the generalized principle of reciprocity, which relates arbitrary solutions for 
the actual measurement situation and its mathematical adjoint, formulae for the evaluation of 
the flaw scattering coefficient were derived. The flaw scattering coefficient being that 
portion of the total scattering coefficient due solely to the presence of the scattering 
obstacle. The general vector formulae appear in Eqs. (19) and (23) in terms of a surface 
integral, and in Eq, (24) in terms of a volume integral. Formulae which express the flaw 
scattering coefficient in terais of either the spherical wave or plane wave transition matrix of 
the obstacle appear in Eqs. (30) and (45) respectively for acoustic waves, and in Eqs. (40) 
and (57) respectively for elastic waves. It is important to realize that these formulae are 
only recipes for combining together the various aspects of the measurement process in 
order to obtain a value for the scattering coefficient. However, even though one still must 
determine the incident fields and solve the scattering problem, the formulae provide the 
necessary tools for combining together the results of simplified theoretical calculations in 
order to predict the scattering signals for real experimental situations. For example, in 
order to numerically evaluate the scattering coefficient, Schafbuch et al. [46] utilized the 
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surface integral formulation to combine a boundary element method for solving the 
scattering problem with a Gauss-Hermite beam model for the incident fields [47]. 
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vn. APPENDIX A. GENERALIZED PRINCIPLE OF ELECTROACOUSTIC 
RECIPROCITY 
For the reader's convenience, we review in this appendix the generalized principle of 
electroacoustic reciprocity developed by Yaghjian [11]. The principle applies to an arbitrary 
electroacoustic medium B whose behavior is adequately described by the following set of 










The harmonic field quantities appearing in Eqs. (A1)-(A5) are the stress tensor T (T,y), the 
linearized strain tensor S (S,y), the material velocity v (v,), the electric field intensity E (E,), 
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the magnetic field intensity H (H,), the electric displacement D (D,), the magnetic induction 
B (Bj), the total volume force f (f,), and the total current density J (J,), along with the 
harmonic sources of polariztion P, (I^), magnetization Ms (Mf), current Js (Jf), and 
volume force fs (ff). 
The system of equations (A1)-(A5) forms a complete set which can be solved in terms 
of the fundamental field variables v, E, and H. The mechanical equation of motion 
governing v is given by Eq. (Al), which expresses Newton's second law for continuous 
media. The electromagnetic equations of motion governing E and H are given by Eqs. 
(A2), which express Maxwell's equations in macroscopic form. The additional field 
quantities appearing in the equations of motion are eliminated using the constitutive 
relations of Eqs. (A3) characterizing the electromechanical behavior of the medium, and the 
kinematic relation of Eq. (AS) between the strain tensor and the material velocity. The 
source terms driving the equations of motion are given by Eqs. (A4). The material 
parameters involved in Eqs. (A1)-(A5), which may in general be functions of position and 
frequency (for nonstatic quantities), are the static mass density Po, the static charge 
distribution pe, die static magnetic induction Bo (B°), the permittivity tensor £ (e,y), the 
permeability tensor ji (|iy) with |io the permeability of free-space, the conductivity tensor 
S (Oij), the direct and inverse piezoelectric tensors & (aij/t) and fl.' (cx'p), the direct and 
inverse piezomagnetic tensors ^ (Py^) and ^ (Py^), the magneto-electric tensors x (Xij) and 
Y (Vy), and the elastic stiffness tensor C (Cyw). 
Based on the general theory of linear differential operators [33], Yaghjian derived from 
Eqs. (A1)-(A5) the generalized electroacoustic reciprocity lemma 
V- (ExH-ExH )-V- (T-v-f-v)=0 (A6) 
valid throughout any volume of B in which the harmonic sources vanish [34]. In Eq. (A6), 
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the fields E, H, T and v represent any arbitrary solution of the governing equations (Al)-
(A5) for the given medium, that is, for the given values of the material properties. Thé 
fields E, H, T and v then represent any arbitrary solution to the system of equations 
mathematically adjoint to the set (A1)-(A5). 
Yaghjian has shown that this second set of equations, the adjoint set, is identical in 
form to the original set (A1)-(A5) and thus describes a second hypothetical medium, the 
adjoint medium B (hatted quantities being used throughout to refer to the adjoint). 
Although the adjoint medium occupies the same volume of space that the original medium 
occupied, the material properties of B will differ in general from those of B, since they are 
determined through the relations 
[Lij=\lji, Cijicl=CicUj, 
^ijk-~^kijt (A7) 
Ty=—Vyj, Vy=—Tyj, Bj =—B°, po = po and Pe=Pe* 
If the material properties of the adjoint are, in fact, identical to those of the original, then the 
medium is termed self-adjoint. To be precise, Yaghjian actually defines two adjoints: a "+" 
adjoint and a adjoint. A material which is self-adjoint with respect to the + adjoint 
corresponds to the reciprocal case in Reference 9, while a material which is self-adjoint 
with respect to the - adjoint corresponds to the anti-reciprocal case. Furthermore, the 
relations given in Eq. (A7) are only for the + adjoint, which is the only adjoint considered 
in the work here. Although the use of the - adjoint in place of the + adjoint would 
introduce some changes in sign in the formulae developed, the values calculated for any 
physically measureable quantity would not change. 
The electromagnetic and mechanical fields are coupled in an electroacoustic medium 
through the material parameters pe, Bq, fit. fit', ^and §. If these electromechanical 
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coupling terms in Eqs. (A1)-(A5) are set to zero, then Eq. (A6) separates into a purely 
electromagnetic version 
V-(ExH-ExH)=0, (A8) 
and a purely mechanical version 
V-(T-v-T-v)=0. (A9) 
Eq. (A9) is the generalized principle of reciprocity for an elastic body characterized by the 
elastic constants Ciju and density po. The fields v and T in Eq. (A9) represent any 
arbitrary solution to the elastic wave field equations for the given elastic body B, while the 
fields V and T refer to any arbitrary solution for the adjoint medium B, with elastic 
constants Cijki=Ckiij. A further reduction occurs for an inviscid fluid for which the elastic 
constants are given by 
Cijki=Poclôij5ki, (A 10) 
where Co is the speed of sound propagation in the fluid, and ôjy is the usual Kronecker delta 
symbol. The resulting form of Eq. (A9) is 
V-(pv-pv)=0, (All) 
since the stresses within an inviscid fluid are given in terms of the pressure p by 
Ty=-pSy. (A 12) 
An integrated form of Eq. (A6) will now be developed for electroacoustic transducers. 
First, Eq. (A6) is integrated throughout the volume of the transducer and the divergence 
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theorem applied to yield 
^ dS no-(ExH-ExH)-^ dS no-(T-v-T-v) =0, (A 13) 
where H q is the outward normal to the surface S enclosing the volume of the transducer. 
The validity of Eq. (A 13) does not require that the transducer be composed of a single 
material. The transducer may in fact be comprised of many different individual 
components, as long as each component is constructed from a single material which 
behaves according to Eqs. (A1)-(A5), or any limiting form thereof (for example, a 
mechanically rigid material may be considered as the limit <»). Under these 
conditions, Eq. (A13) obviously holds for each individual component of the transducer. 
The validity of Eq. (A 13) for the entire collection of components follows by combining 
together the (A 13) for each component through the use of boundary conditions at the 
component surfaces. This includes the use of continuity conditions for the fields over 
surfaces where the different components are in contact. Now, the required validity of the 
differential form (A6) of Eq. (A 13) defines each adjoint medium only to the extent of 
specifying what their material properties must be. But a complete description of any 
medium must also include a specification of the conditions that the fields are required to 
satisfy on the bounding surface. For the adjoint medium, these boundary conditions, as 
with the material properties, are given in terms of the conditions satisfied by the orginal 
medium. Specifically, the homogeneous boundary conditions, including continuity 
conditions, are earned over to the adjoint medium without change. Any inhomogeneous 
boundary conditions also remain inhomogeneous in nature, but are not otherwise specified, 
since without the presence of any source terms, the specification of the inhomogeneous 
boundary conditions is all that remains to define the field solutions. It is the property of the 
homogeneous boundary conditions which allows Eq. (A 13) for the various transducer 
components to be combined, yielding the validity of (A 13) for the entire transducer. 
Inhomogeneous boundaiy conditions may occur only over the outer surface of the 
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transducer, where energy is input to the device. 
In Fig. Al, the outer surface of the transducer S is separated into the acoustically active 
surface Sa and the surface Sc which cuts across the connection to the feeding cable. The 
integral over S® of the electromagnetic fields and the integral over Sc of the mechanical 
fields are assumed to be either negligible or to vanish identically [11]. The remaining 
integral over Sc of the electromagnetic fields is translated to the cross section Aq within the 
feeding cable far removed from the connection to the transducer. This translation of the 
surface integral over Sc is valid provided the fields within the cable are governed by 
equations for which the self-adjoint, source-free fomi of Eq. (A8) holds (the cable being 
kept the same for both the actual transducer and its adjoint). With the positive direction of 
the z axis on Aq directed toward the transducer, Eqs. (l)-(4) may be combined to yield 
where the subscript o has been used for the general transducer under consideration here 
(instead of the subsript i used in Section II to distinguish between the various members of 
an entire collection of transducers). In Eq. (A 14), the mode amplitudes Oq and bo are 
associated with the fields E, H, T and v of an arbitrary solution for the actual transducer, 
arbitrary solution for the adjoint transducer. Combining Eqs. (A 13) and (A 14) under the 
assumptions previously stated results in 
(A 14) 
while the mode amplitudes Oo and bo are associated with the fields È, H, T and v of an 
(A15a) 
If the transducer is immersed in an inviscid fluid, then the stresses over Sa are related to the 
pressure in the surrounding fluid by Eq. (A12), and Eq. (A 15a) may be written as 
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Jf  dS no-( pv-pv) = 2(ao6o-ûo6o). (A 15b) 
The adjoint transducer is of course defined by the replacement of every medium in the 
original transducer with its appropriate adjoint. As such the internal details required to 
construct the adjoint transducer may not be physically realizable. However, the external 
radiation, reception, and scattering characteristics of the adjoint transducer can be 
determined from these same characteristics of the original. For this reason the concept of 




Vni. APPENDIX B. ACOUSTIC WAVE FIELD EXPANSIONS 
For harmonic fields, the acoustic pressure within a homogeneous inviscid fluid satisfies 
the reduced wave equation 
(vVk2)p(r)=0, (Bl) 
where the propagation constant ko=©/Co with Cq the speed of sound. It is well known that 
the pressure within any volume V throughout which Eq. (Bl) holds has the integral 
representation 
p(r)= I dS(r') [Ap(r')_p(r')£-]G(r'lr), (B2) 
• where S is the surface bounding V, G(rlr') is the free-space Green's function given by 
G(rlr')= (B3) 
4jtR 
with R=lr-r'l, and :^sn-V with n the outward normal to V on S. 
dn 
The free-space Green's function also possesses an expansion in spherical waves given 
by 
G(rlr')= iko £ Ab,(r<)nUr>), (B4) 
l,m 
where and are respectively the greater and lesser in magnitude of r,r'. The two sets of 
scalar spherical wave eigenfunctions are 
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AUr)=jXkor)Y6»(6,#, (B5a) 
which are regular throughout all of space, being solutions due to sources at infinity, and 
nUr)=h}^)(kor)YU8,(|)), (B5b) 
which are singular at the origin, being solutions due to point sources located there. These 
two sets of eigenfunctions are independent and together represent the general solution to Eq. 
(Bl) in the spherical coordinates r,0, (|) within any spherical annulus centered about the 
origin. In Eqs. (B5), the index 1=0,1,2,- • • corresponds to the order of the spherical 
harmonic Yi^ involved, and m=-/,-/+l ,• • •,/ specifies rank. Furthermore, j/(z) is the 
spherical Bessel function of the first kind, while h/'\z) is the spherical Hankel function of 







1 ,m=0 (B6b) 
I -V?sin(m<l)), m<0 
and the Pf arc the associated Legendrc functions. The use of both positive and negative 
values of m eliminates the need for a third subscript on the spherical harmonics and 
eigenfunctions. The factors are orthonormal over the azimuthal angle 
f d(t)Xff,((|))X^((|))=ô;np,, (B7a) 
Jo 
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while the spherical harmonics themselves are orthonormal over the unit sphere 
£ dAYUe,4»)Y%^(8,4,)=5A5^n, (B7b) 
where dO=sin8d8d(|) and the 47C represents integration over O<0<7C and -7C<(|)<7C. Under 
parity (0->7C-e, (|)-»%+(})) the Yim satisfy 
with (n@,n^) a unit vector in the positive r (0,<t)) direction. The presence of a unit vector 
in this expression as the argument of a function, as elsewhere in this work, is to be 
considered as shorthand notation for the spherical angles which define the vector. 
An expansion of the pressure field in terms of spherical waves may be obtained by 
inserting the expansion of Eq. (B4) into the integral representation (B2). However, before 
proceeding to this, it is important to distinguish between the two types of fields which may 
be represented by the spherical wave eigenfunctions. Consider the geometry in Fig. B1, 
where the finite volume V is bounded on the inside by the closed surface Si and on the 
outside by the closed surface Sq. Note that the origin O must be placed within the inner 
surface Si and located such that if where if"=max(r) for re Si and rS'"=min(r) for 
re So. Eq. (Bl) is assumed to hold throughout the volume V. Within V the total pressure 
p=p^ may be decomposed into the sum of a regular field component p*^ and a singular field 
component p®. The fields p"^ and p® being classified as to their behavior within the entire 
volume VuVj enclosed by the outer surface So. The regular field p*^ is well-behaved for all 
space interior to So, and is therefore a result of all sources on or exterior to So. The singular 
field p® is well-behaved only for the region V of the total volume interior to So, and is 
therefore a result of all sources on or interior to the inner surface Si (including image sources 
necessary to account for any scattering [35]). As such, the singular field is acmally defined 
Y &»(—(If)—(—1 )'Y //n(nr)> (B8) 
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for all space exterior to the inner surface Si, and satisfies the radiation condition at infinity. 
In scattering problems p® is also referred to as the scattered field, while p^ is referred to as 
the incident field. Thus, for re V, 
with p*^  defined for re VuVi and p® defined for re VuVq. 
Now, just as the total pressure p^ possesses an integral representation throughout the 
region in which it is defined, both p"^ and p® possess integral representations throughout the 
regions in which they are defined. To obtain these we apply the decomposition of Eq. (B9) 
in Eq. (Bl), and separate the bounding surface S into the inner and outer surfaces Si and So-
This decomposes the integral over S in Eq. (B2) into four separate integrals involving the 
various combinations of p"^ and p® with Si and Sq. Two of these integrals vanish identically. 
The first is the integral over Si involving p^. With r restricted to the region V, both p'^(r') 
and G(r'lr) satisfy the source-free equations of motion for an inviscid fluid for r'e Vj. Thus 
they satisfy together the reciprocity relation of Eq. (A 11) within Vj, and the integral is 
therefore identically zero. The second integral to vanish is the one over So involving p^. 
With r restricted to the region V, both p®(r') and G(r'lr) satisfy the source-free equations of 
motion for an inviscid fluid for r'e Vq. Thus they satisfy together the reciprocity relation of 
Eq. (All) within Vo, and since they both also satisfy the radiation condition at infinity, the 
integral is again identically zero. This leaves the two integrals 
p(r)=pR(r)+p®(r) (B9) 
p«(r)= £ dS(r') [^PV)-p''(r')^]G(r'lr) (BlOa) 
and 
pV)=£ dS(r') [i-pS(r')-p='(r')^]G(r'lr). (BlOb) 
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It is easy to demonstrate that Eq. (BlOa) actually defines a field satisfying Eq. (Bl) for 
re VuVi, while Eq. (BlOb) defines a field satisfying both Eq. (Bl) for re VuVo and the 
radiation condition at infinity [36]. This clearly verifies the identification of the surface 
integrals with the fields and p® respectively, as given in Eqs. (B10). Of course the total 
field is given by Eq. (B9) only within the region of overlap V. 
From the behavior of the two types of spherical wave eigenfunctions, it is clear that the 
Kim should be useful in representing p*^ only, while the 11^ should be useful in representing 
p® only. This is verified by inserting into Eqs. (BIO) the spherical wave expansion (B4) of 
the Green's function, yielding 
for r>if'*. The spherical wave amplitudes in Eqs. (Bl 1) are given by the formulas 
p'^(r)= X a{l/n)J\.im(x) (Blla) 
l,m 
for r<rS", and 





In addition to Eq. (B4), the free-space Green's function possesses an expansion in 
plane waves given by [37] 
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G(rlr')= ^  j dQ^eiko n^ Cr -r'). (B13) 
In Eq. (B13), % (na.np) is a unit vector in the positive k (a,(3) direction in k-space. The 
differential d£2k=sinadadp and the ±represents integration overand as C* for 
±(z-z')>0. The a contours are given in Fig. B2. Eq. (El3) expresses G in terms of 
both homogeneous plane waves, which have real-valued n^, and inhomogeneous or 
evanescent plane waves, which have complex-valued %. In order to obtain from Eqs. 
(BlOa) and (HI3) a plane wave expansion of p"^, it is necessary to deform So into the two 
disjoint surfaces SJ and S~, as shown in Fig. B3. The surface S J must be restricted to a 
half-space z^zy with ^''<zp", and where z?l"'=max(z) for re SS and z^"=min(z) for re S,. 
The surface S~ must be restricted to a half-space with zf!^>z,""*, and where 
z!T=min(z) for re Sô and 2f"*=max(z) for re S,. This requires that all sources exterior to Si 
remain in the half-spaces z<z?" and z>zrT [38]. With this restriction, the field p"^ 
decomposes into 
where p+ is the field due to all sources in the half-space z^z?" and is defined for all z>z!p", 
and p- is the field due to all sources in the half-space z>zT and is defined for all z<z!2'". 
Inserting the expansion in Eq. (B13) into Eqs. (BIO) yields 
p«(r)=p+(r)+p-(r). (B14) 
p±(r)=^^ dOkP^WeikoHk r (BI5a) 
for z>z?'* and z<^ respectively, and 
P^(r)=^JdQkP>k)eikonkT (B15b) 
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for z>z{"* for the C" contour, and z<zj^ for the C~ contour. The plane wave spectrums in 
Eqs. (B15) are given by the formulas 
P * ( n k ) = d S (r') [±p«(r')-p«(r)|^]e-ikonkT' (B16a) 
and 
P®(nk)= dS(r') r'. (B16b) 
From Eqs. (B15) and (B16), it is clear that p+ (p-) is represented by plane waves traveling 
in the positive (negative) z direction with the amplitude spectrum P+ (P~), thus justifying the 
use of the ± superscripts. 
Since both plane wave and spherical wave expansions exist for the fields p*^ and p^, it is 
natural to ask how the two expansions are related. More specifically, if the coefficients for 
one expansion are known, how can we determine the coefficients for the other expansion. 
For the singular field, simple formulae exist for making this transition in both directions. 
The plane wave to spherical wave formula is based on the plane wave expansion [39] 
A/m(r)=^ f dOkY/,M(nk)eiko"k r. (B17) 
J4n 
Note that only homogeneous plane waves are required in the expansion of [40]. When 





To show this one must interchange the order of integration in the resulting expression 
(justified because both integrals are finite in extent with continuous integrands, at least for Si 
sufficiently segmented), apply the parity relations (B8) and 
and use Eq. (B16b). The spherical wave to plane wave formula is based on the spherical 
wave expansion [41] 
When Eq. (B20) is substituted into Eq. (B16b), the resulting expression is identical to 
To show this one must integrate term-by-term in the resulting expression (justified because 
the integration is over a finite extent in r, for which the series is uniformly convergent) and 
use Eq. (B15b). Eqs. (B18) and (B21) are essentially the same results as obtained in 
Reference 39 from a volume source formulation, and show in principle how to analytically 
continue the plane wave spectrum from real-valued to complex-valued n^. For the regular 
field p^, a simple formula seems to exist only for the plane wave to spherical wave 
transition. The formula is based on the plane wave expansion [42] 
£dQkf(n^) •'"••«-••k)- (B19) 
(B20) 
P'(nk)=S (-i)'6(/,m)Yte(nk). (B21) 
n/m(r)=^ J dOkY/m(nk)eikon (B22) 
where the a contour C= is used when ± z>0. When Eq. (B22) is substituted into Eq. 




a±(/,m)=i'^ dQkY,;„(nk)P±(nk). (B23b) 
To show this one follows the same procedure as for Eq. (B18), with the interchange in the 
order of integration justified by the uniform convergence of (B22) for |z|>0. Because there 
is no spherical wave expansion similar to Eq, (B20) involving the liim, there does not seem 
to be a simple formula for the spherical to plane wave transition for p*^ [43]. 
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IX. APPENDIX C. ELASTIC WAVE FIELD EXPANSIONS 
In this appendix, formuale analogous to those already presented in Appendix B are 
developed for the wave fields in homogeneous, isotropic elastic solids. For harmonic 
fields, the displacement vector satisfies in general the reduced wave equation 
V (C :Vu)+cù^p(;U=0. (Cl) 
Eq. (Cl) holds for an arbitrary inhomogeneous, anisotropic elastic solid for which there are 
no body forces present. Under the restriction to homogeneous isotropic solids, Eq. (CI) 
becomes 
-kf^VxVxu+kL^V(V u)+u=0, (C2) 
where kL=ai/cL with c^ the longitudinal wave speed, and kr=Cû/cT with Cr the transverse (or 
shear) wave speed. For a self-adjoint medium (i.e., C/t/y-Qyjt/), it is well known that the 
displacement within any volume V throughout which Eq. (CI) holds has the integral 
representation 
u(r)= I dS(r') [V^"^.u(r')-u(r')-V^"YG(r'lr), (C3) 
where S is the surface bounding V, the dyadic operator sn - C • V with n the outward 
normal to V on S, and G(rlr') is the fi-ee-space Green's dyadic. The physical meaning of 
the dyadic operator is given by 
t„(r)=n-T=V^"^u(r), (C4) 
that is, when operates on the displacement u(r) it yields the traction at location r with 
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respect to the direction n. For a homogeneous isotropic solid, the elements of the free-
space Green's dyadic are given in closed form by 
Gy(rlr')= 
Pod) 
3 9 [eii^ TR _ 
4icR 3x|3xy \ 4JIR 4n:R ' (C5) 
and the operator is given by 
V^"^=poC|[(K^-2)nV-+2n-V +nxVx] (C6) 
with k=Ci/Ct. 
Again, before proceeding to obtain spherical and plane wave expansions for the 
displacement field, the total displacement u=u^ is decomposed into the sum of .a regular 
field component u® and a singular field component u^. 
uHr)=u'*(r)+u®(r). (C7) 
Referring to Fig. Bl, we have defined for re VuVi and u® defined for re VuVq. The 
integral representations for the fields u® and u® are respectively 
u«(r)=£ dS(r') [V^"^-uR(r')-u«(r')-V^"^]-G(r'lr) (C8a) 
and 
u''(r)=£ dS(r') [V^"^-uS(r')-u='(r')-V^"YG(r'lr). (C8b) 
Eqs, (C8) are obtained from Eq. (C3) utilizing exactly the same arguments by which Eqs. 
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(BIO) where obtained from Eq. (B2), Eqs. (C8) may now be used to develop spherical 
wave and plane wave expansions for the fields u'^ and u®. At this point we must restrict 
ourselves to homogeneous isotropic solids, since only for this case are both spherical wave 
and plane wave expansions of the free-space Green's dyadic known [44]. 
The free-space Green's dyadic, with elements given by Eq. (C5), possesses the 
following expansion in spherical waves 
G(rlr')=^X ZAL(r<)nL(r>), (C9) 
where and are respectively the greater and lesser in magnitude of r,r'. The vector 
spherical wave eigenfunctions are given by 





AL(r) =;^=^ kf-' VxVx[rAin,(r)], (ClOc) 
where A^ (a=L,T) is the scalar spherical wave eigenfunction in Eq. (B5a) with ko 
replaced by k^. Acting through with the differential operators in Eqs. (CIO) yields the 
expanded forms 
AL(r) = K-''^ jXk,r)YL(nr)+lWn%^YL(nr: (CI la) 
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Ai„(r)=jKlCiT)Y^(nr) (Cl lb) 
and 
AL(r) = WiT^YL(nr) +[j;(W kpT YL(nr). 
with the real-valued, vector spherical harmonics given by 
(Cllc) 
YirftO^r) ~ HfY/m(nr)i 




"0" + "07^ Y/m(nr). (C12c) 
In Eqs. (Cll), the primes on the j/ represent differentiation with respect to the entire 
argument At each point on the unit sphere the three vector spherical harmonics form an 
orthogonal basis, 
YL(nr) YL(nr)=0 for «^v. (CI 3) 
and they are orthonormal over the entire unit sphere. 
jf dî2rY7;;,(nr)'Yj^^^(nr) —ôrtvô/X,5njn. (C14) 
Under parity the Yl^ satisfy 
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Y2»(-nr)=(-l)'+''Y%,(nr). (C15) 
Results identical to Eqs. (CIO) and (Cll) also hold for the vector spherical wave 
eigenfunctions Il/mi with and j/ replaced by and h^^^ respectively. 
Once again from the behavior of the two types of spherical wave eigenfunctions it is 
clear that the should be useful in representing only, while the Il/m should be useful 
in representing u® only. This is verified by inserting into Eqs. (C8) the spherical wave 
expansion (C9) of the Green's dyadic, yielding 
3 
u'^(r)=% 2 fln(A/n)A/m(r) (CI6a) 
n=l l,m 
for r<i??'", and 
3 
u®(r)=X ^ bn(l,ni)lïîm(.r) (Cl6b) 
rt=l l,m 
for r>if ". The spherical wave amplitudes in Eqs. (CI6) are given by the formulas 
a»(W=-^(( dS(r') [V^"^-uR(r')-u«(r')-V^"^]-IlL(r') (C17a) 
PoOp JSo 
and 
bn(/,m)=-^(f dS(r') [V^"^-uS(r')-u^(r')-V<"^].A^(r'). (C17b) 
PoCy JSi 
The plane wave expansion of the free-space Green's dyadic is given by 
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G(rlr')= i f dOk^(nklr)Y;(nklr'). (CIS) 
In Eq. (CI8), the vector plane wave eigenfiinctions are 
ÎE^(nklr)= K„^®\i/„(nk)e±il^nnk-r, (C19) 
where is the polarization, 
îlîn(nk)= 
"k , n=l 
n ( x ,  n = 2  , (C20) 
, Hp , n=3 
kn=(0lcn is the wave number, with ci =Cl and 02=03=0;., and ^«=0^/0^.. For a given 
propagation direction Hk, the polarizations Xj/» form an orthonormal basis 
}l£n(nk)'}}{v(nk)—5nv» (C21) 
and under parity they satisfy 
îl/«(-nk)=(-l)"ll/«(nk). (C22) 
Again the ± in Eq. (CI8) represents integration over -7t^P<7t and ae C* for ±(z-z')>0, 
with the a contours C^ as shown in Fig. B2. 
As in the acoustic case, deforming So into the two disjoint surfaces SJ and S~, as 
shown in Fig, B3, yields the decomposition 
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u"(r)=u+(r)+u-(r) (C23) 
for the regular field within VuVi. Inserting the expansion in Eq. (CI 8) into Eqs. (C8) then 
yields the plane wave expansions 
u±(r)= % dOkkn(nk). U±(nk)]v:(nklr) (C24a) 
for z>2T* and z<z!T respectively, and 
3 
u'(r)= ^  S / dOkk»(nk)'U«(nk)]Y:(nklr) (C24b) 
for z>zj"* for the C*" contour, and z<zj^ for the C~ contour. The plane wave spectrums in 
Eqs. (C24) are given by the formulas 
3 
U±(nk)= X ll{»(nk)^ dS(r') [V^"^-u«(r')-u«(r')-V^"^]-ÎE;;(nklr') (C25a) 
and 
3 
U^(nk)= E llî«(nk)£ dS(r') [V^"^-u5(r')-u='(r')-V^"Y&klr'). (C25b) 
Once more the relations between the plane wave and spherical wave expansions are of 
interest. For the singular field u®, simple formulae can again be found for making the 
transition between expansions in both directions, while for the regular field u"^, a simple 








nim(r)= Y« ^ s J[ dakkv(nk)' Y?m(nk)]3i;(nklr), (C26b) 
where Yn= i for n=l,3 and Yn= 1 for n=2, form the basis for the plane wave to spherical 
wave transition formulae. When Eqs. (C26) are substituted into Eqs. (C17), the resulting 
expressions yield the formulae 
an(l,m)=aiil,m)+a-(l,m) (C27a) 
with 
a^(/,m)=Y-4'J dQkYL(nk).U±(nk), (C27b) 
and 
bnM=rn i'f dOkYL(nk) U'(nk). (C28) 
J4n 
Eqs. (C27) and (C28) follow in the same manner as Eqs. (B18) and (B23), using the parity 
relations in Eqs. (C15) and (B19). The spherical wave to plane wave formula for is 
based on the spherical wave expansion 




which can be verified by comparing die farfield asymptotics of Eqs. (C5) and (C9). When 
Eq. (C29) is substituted into Eq. (C25b), the resulting expression yields the transition 
formula 
3 
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Fig. 3 General ultrasonic immersion measurement 
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Fig- B1 The geometry for the development of the spherical wave expansions of 













Fig. B2 The contours in the complex a plane for the plane wave 




Fig. B3 The geometry for the development of the plane wave expansions of the 
acoustic and elastic fields. 
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PART 2. 
CALCULATION OF THE PULSE-ECHO 
SCATTERING FROM AN ELASTIC PLATE 
IMMERSED IN WATER 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Several formulae were developed in Part 1 for predicting the signals received in 
ultrasonic scattering experiments. The formulae are extensions of earlier work by others 
[1-4] and express the received signal as a product, in the frequency domain, of two factors. 
One factor, the scattering coefficient, deals with the acoustic aspects of the measurement 
process: the radiation, propagation, scattering, and reception of ultrasonic waves. The 
other factor, the system efficiency, represents the electrical properties of the generator and 
receiver electronics, and is required for the prediction of absolute signal amplitudes. 
Because the system efficiency is independent of the scattering process, it may be 
detennined experimentally utilizing the scattering from a known target. Such an approach 
eliminates the need for any modeling of the generator and receiver electronics, and requires 
only a single reference experiment. However, the approach does require the evaluation of 
the scattering coefficient for the experimental arrangement employed. 
For a pulse-echo measurement setup, the reflection from a planar interface is perhaps 
the most frequently used reference experiment for the determination of the system 
efficiency [3,5-8]. In particular, the reflection from either the front surface of a flat, metal 
plate, or the first longitudinal-longitudinal back surface reflection, is typically used. 
Measurements of the velocity and attenuation of elastic waves in solids are also frequently 
based on scattering experiments involving a flat plate geometry [9,10]. For both types of 
measurements, especially for the determination of very low attenuations, it is important to 
apply corrections for the diffraction of the acoustic beam. The calculation of these 
corrections for a circular source with a uniform amplitude of vibration has received 
considerable attention in the literature [11-20]. Furthermore, the scattering from a flat plate 
is also well suited to the purpose of illustrating the use of the formulae developed in Part 1. 
The behavior of ultrasonic transducers is conveniently described in terms of plane waves 
[21], and the scattering from a flat plate is readily evaluated for plane waves. Thus, the 
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plane wave formulae developed in Part 1 can easily be applied for the flat plate arrangement 
[22]. 
The first step toward calculating the scattering coefficient is to model the behavior of the 
transducers involved. This is done in a manner following Kerns [21], and is presented in 
Section n in general form. The model applies to a transducer being used as either a 
transmitter or a receiver of ultrasonic waves. Also included is a discussion of the 
properties of the adjoint transducer, which is a transducer mathematically adjoint to the 
original [23], since the properties of the adjoint are required in order to make use of the 
formulae developed in Part 1. In Section HI, a more specific model is introduced within 
the general framework of Section H, and evaluation of the plane wave directivities 
(spectrum of plane waves) is discussed. Formulae for the calculation of the scattering 
coefficient for a flat plate geometry follow in Section TV, with the final result involving the 
evaluation of both a Fourier and a Laplace transform. Section V then develops an 
approximate treatment of the scattering coefficient based on the paraxial or Fresnel 
approximation [24]. Finally, some numerical calculations and experimental results are 
presented in Section VI, testing the validity of the paraxial approximation and of the theory 
in general. 
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n. TRANSDUCER MODEL 
Following the work of others [21,23], a simple transducer model is presented in this 
section which should adequately characterize the behavior of a large number of UT 
immersion probes. The model applies to the geometry in Fig. 1. The z axis is taken along 
the acoustic axis of the probe (we assume a fairly directional probe so that a uniquely 
definable acoustic axis exists), and the plane z=0 is taken as close to the probe as possible 
without any part of the probe extending into the half-space z>0 (only for a planar source 
does the plane z=0 therefore correspond to the face of the probe). The location of an 
arbitrary field point in the half-space z>0 is denoted by the vector r, while the location of an 
arbitrary point in the plane z=0 is denoted by the vector x. The field p^° coiresponds to 
the pressure radiated by the transducer, which is a result of the excitation of the probe by a 
mode incident in the feeding cable with an amplitude OQ. The field p"^^ corresponds to the 
pressure incident upon the transducer, which results in the excitation of a mode in the 
feeding cable traveling away from the probe with an amplitude bo. The active face of the 
transducer is taken to have a characteristic dimension a (diameter 2a for a circular 
transducer). 
Although the transducer may be operating as either a transmitter or a receiver of 
ultrasonic waves, it is assumed that the scattering geometry and transducer excitation are 
such that the transducer is never acting as both simultaneously. The plane wave scattering 
matrix (PWSM) description introduced by Kerns may therefore be simplified to the form 
pRAD(r)= poCoOo (la) 
for the transmitting mode, and 
bo= f dK^iOFR(-K)P'^^(K) (lb) 
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for the receiving mode, with the plane wave spectrum of the incident field defined by 
p:^c(r)= ^ J dK P^'^(K) eik" r. (Ic) 




(iV(K/ko)'-l , K>ko 
and where K= (k|+I^)"^ is the magnitude of the two-dimensional vector K=kxnx+kyny. 
Furthermore, dK = dkxdky, with integration over -«» to +«> for both k* and ky, and 
a=0 or 1 depending on the specific physical model which the equations are taken to 
represent. That is, for a=0 Eqs. (1) are also equivalent to the set of equations 
P^(r)=-poCo^ J dx Vz(x)S^ (3a) 
and 




is the velocity profile over the plane z=0. While for a= 1, Eqs. (1) are equivalent to the set 
and 
bo= poCo J dx fR(x) vg^(:(x), (4b) 
where 
p(x)=poCofT(x)ao (4c) 
is the pressure profile over the plane z=0. In Eqs. (3) and (4), dx=dxdy, with integration 
over -oo to +00 for both x and y, and R= Ir-xl. The plane wave spectra and are 
related to the spatial distributions fj. and by the two-dimensional Fourier transform 
Fv(K)=^ J dx fv(x) e-iK- X , (5) 
where v=T,R. Both f^. and f^ have units of velocity/Vpower, while F^ and Fr have units of 
V power/pressure. 
Since the scattering coefficient is a nondimensional quantity, it is convenient to use a 
transducer description which is also nondimensional in form. Thus f^ and f^ are written as 
fv(x)=(VpoCo a)"^Yvdv(x), (6) 
where a is the characteristic size of the source and both and dy are nondimensional. The 
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Dv(K)=(2%aT' j" dx dv(x) e-iK-x . (7b) 
Only the product is actually defined by Eq. (7a), and a further stipulation is necessary 
in order to define both and uniquely. One possible choice for this additional 
stipulation is to require the normalization 
Of course this is not the only normalization possible, and another form may even be 
preferred in some situations. The normalization will therefore be left unspecified unless a 
definite choice becomes necessary, in which case Eq. (8) will be used. 
For an interpretation of D^, the farfield limits of Eqs. (3a) and (4a) are taken using the 
result 
D^(0)=1, (8) 
which may also be written in the form 
(8') 
gikoR -^gikaT g-ilCoIlr-X (9) 
R r 
as r —>oo, which is valid as long as |x| remains finite (i.e., for sources of finite extent). The 
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radiated field in this farfield limit may be written as, remembering to apply the differential 
operator in Eq. (4a) before taking the limit, 
pRAD(r) Yr(koa)Vf I>r(KR) (10) 
where KR=koSin0 (cos<|) nx+sin(|) Hy), the subscript R on p. indicates that it is to be 
evaluated from Eq. (2b) with K=Kr, and 
Pq— VpoCo Oo/a. (11) 
Thus Dy represents essentially the farfield directivity of the probe when used as a 
transmitter, normalized to a directivity of unity along the acoustic (z) axis if Eq. (8) is used. 
For an interpretation of D^, a plane wave incident field in the form 
piNC(r)= (2jj)-ipoe-iki-r (12) 
is assumed, where k, = K;+ko |ii n^. From Eq. (Ic), the corresponding plane wave 
spectrum is found to be 
P'N'=(K)=po6(K+K,). (13) 
which yields, when substituted into Eq. (lb), 
^o(Ki)=Bo% |iP Dr(KI) , (14) 
where Eq. (7a) has been used and 
Bo= apo/VpoCo. (15) 
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Thus Dr represents the plane wave directivity of the probe when used as a receiver, again 
normalized to a directivity of unity along the acoustic axis if Eq. (8) is used. Since the Dy 
represent the plane wave directivities of the transducer, it follows that jr and % represent 
the electroacoustic efficiencies of the probe, when used as either a transmitter or receiver of 
UT waves respectively. 
What remains to complete the description is a discussion of the properties of the adjoint 
transducer. The elements Sjo and Sq, of the PWSM introduced by Kems [21] are given by 
in terms of the plane wave spectra in Eqs. (la) and (lb). The factor rjo in Eqs. (16) is 
the admittance of the fundamental mode for the feeding cable which carries signals to and 
from the transducer, and appears on the right-hand side of (16) as a result of the difference 
in the definition of the mode amplitudes (OQ and bo) between Part 1 and Reference 21. 
Yaghjian [23] has shown that the scattering matrix elements and of the adjoint 
transducer are given by 
Sio(K)= poCoTlif Ft(K)/^I-° (16a) 
and 
Soi(K)=Ti3""^i''FR(-K) (16b) 
Sio(K)= PoCoTloSoi(-K)/|l (17a) 
and 
Soi(K)= (poCoTlo)"VSio(-K), (17b) 
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which express the adjoint spatial distributions in terms of those of the actual transducer. 






Eqs. (18a) and (19) show how the reception properties of the receiving transducer are 
incorporated into the scattering coefficient calculation through the use of the adjoint 
transducer. Furthermore, Eqs. (18)-(20) show that the radiation and reception properties 
are identical for a reciprocal (i.e., self-adjoint) probe. For reversible probes, which may be 
used to both excite and detect ultrasonic waves, the assumption of reciprocity is usually 
made in practice. 
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m. PLANE WAVE DIRECTIVITIES 
For work in later sections, it is convenient to assume the expansion (with the as 
defined in Eq. (B6b) of Part 1) 
+00 
dv(x)= X %(p/a)X«,«», (21) 
/n=-oo 
separating d^ into its various angular modes. It is well known that the use of this 
expansion in Eq. (7b) leads to [25] 
+00 




DU2)=i \ dxxJ«,(xz)d%,(x) (22b) 
is the Fourier-Bessel transform of d^. Furthermore, it has also been found to be 
convenient to assume the expansion 
+00 
d%,(p/a)= X cLWp/a), (23a) 
1=0 
where the radial modes fim are defined by 
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xNPK2x2-l),x^l 
(23b) ftoi(x) — 
0 , x>l 
The Legendre polynomials ?/, with the argument given in Eq. (23b), are complete over the 
interval [0,1]. The use of x^ in the argument, and of the leading factor xW, gives the 
expansion the correct behavior as p->0, assuming that dv(x) admits a power series 
expansion in x and y which is convergent about the origin. 
Eqs. (21) and (23) form a more specific model, within the general framework of 
Section II, for representing the behavior of UT transducers. This is the model that we will 
adopt and use throughout the remainder of the work. Eventually, in Part 4, the coefficients 
C/^ will be determined experimentally for real sources. However, for the purely theoretical 
calculations that follow, we will consider only the special subclass of sources defined by 
where x=p/a, K=(koa2)/(4F) with F the focal length [26-28], and n assumes only integer 
values for convenience. The coefficients cim for this special subclass are given by 
d^(xlK,n) (24) 
C/m—C/(K,n), (25) 
independent of m, with the c/ defined by the expansion 
(l-x2)"e-2iKx^= ^ cXK,n)P/(2x2-l). (26) 
/=o 
Changing variables to y=2x2-1 and using the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials 
leads to 
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Ci(K,n)=2&L I dy P/(y) (l-yfeMi+y) 
2"+v., 




with the last step following firom Reference 29; Excercise 12.4.9. For the special case 
K=0, the c/ may be evaluated directly from the first expression on the right-hand side of Eq. 
(27) [30; 7.127], 
='<0'n)-(2'*l)(-')'(SiSiW)!' «« 
which clearly vanishes for />n due to the term (n-/)! in the denominator. For direct 
numerical evaluation of the c/ for ift^O, a recurrence relation can be derived from the last 
form in Eq. (27). Applying one of the 9/3k operators, assuming n>0, and using the 
spherical Bessel function relation 
(2/+l)j;(z) = /j/_i(z)-(/+l)j/+i(z), (29) 
yields 
2c/(K,n) = c/(K,n-l ) - ~ 2/43 ^^+1 (K,n-1). (30) 
Eq. (30) may be used to obtain values for all of the c/(K,n) from the initial values C;(K,0), 
readily determined from the last expression in Eq. (27), provided values are also known for 
the special case /=0. For the case 1=0, the first expression in Eq. (27) may be rewritten as 
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Co(K,n) = e^2iK I (jx xHgZiKx^ ( (31) 
which leads to the recurrence relation for n>0 
co(K,n) = ^ [1-nco(K,n-l)], (32) 
after a single integration-by-parts. Direct evaluation of Eq. (31) for the case n=0 yields 
which may be used to start the recurrence in Eq. (32) for increasing n. However, Eq. (32) 
is stable for increasing n only for n<2K. For n>2K, Eq. (32) must be used with decreasing 
n, starting from a known value for some large n. To evaluate co for large n, we note that it 
may be expressed in terms of the degenerate hypergeometric function iFi as [30; 3.761.1, 
3.761.6 and 9.212.1] 
The second form in Eq. (34) follows from the power series representation of iFi [30; 
9.210.1]. One may evaluate co very easily from Eq. (34) for n»2K, and use this value to 
start the recurrence in Eq. (32) for decreasing n. In this manner, the co may be obtained for 
all n of interest, regardless of the value of K. Eq. (30) may then be utilized to obtain values 
for all c/ of interest. 
Given values for the c)„, the Fourier-Bessel transform may be evaluated for the d^ 
co(K,0) = e-'K 51^, (33) 




defined in Eq. (23). By substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (22b), one finds 
+ 00 
D%,(Xa) = (-i)"^ X (35) 
1=0 
where 
Bte(z)=j^ dxx' "+iJ;„(xz)PK2x2-l) (36a) 
) 
for rn^O, and 
B/m(z) = B/._m(z) (36b) 
for m<0. The B^^ for the special case m=0 are known analytically [31; 2.62] 
Bzo(z)=(-l)'^?^i^. (37) 
The remaining B^, may be found using the Bessel function relation 
^[x''J„(x)]=x'»Jrt_i(x). (38) 
Applying (38), and an integration-by-parts, to Eq. (36a), leads to 
Baz) = ^2H^_i| dxx'"+2J;»+i(xz)P;(2x2-l), (39) 
where the prime on the P/ denotes differentiation with respect to the entire argument. For 
/=0, Eq. (39) leads directly to 
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Bom(z) = ^ 2îJ^, (40a) 
while for /=1 it leads to 
Blm(z) = Bom(z) — Y®0,m+l(z) 
= ^[jm+l(z)-|Wz)]. (40b) 
In fact, by continuing to apply Eq. (38) together with an integration-by-parts, one finds that 
Bw(z)= (-l)''(f)''P!''\l)Jm+n+i(z). (41) 
n=Q 
where Py"^(l) represents the derivative of P/(x) evaluated at x=l. The P/"\l) may be 
evaluated directly as [30; 8.810 and 8.812] 
which finally yields 
(43) 
In Appendix A, an alternate formula for the B^, is developed based on Eq. (43) which 
reconciles this result with Eq. (37). For direct numerical evaluation of the a 
recurrence relation may be derived from Eq. (39). Writing Eq. (39) for and 





Eq, (45) may be used as a recurrence on m, starting from the initial values B/o, or as a 
recurrence on /, starting from the initial values Bq^ and Bi^- As one would expect, the 
stability of Eq. (45) when used in either manner depends on the value of z. From Eq. (35), 
it is clear that we will be interested in obtaining the B^^ as / varies for a fixed m. Eq. (45) 
is best used as a recurrence on /, however, only for the lower / values. For the higher I 
values it is necessary to switch over to a recurrence on m. The I value at which this 
transition is to occur depends on m as well as on z. Our approach to determining the 
transition point has been to evaluate the B/^ twice, first using the recurrence on m and then 
using the recurrence on /. Comparing the two sets of values, the transition point is 
selected as the / value at which the two agree most closely. The idea is demonstrated in 
Fig. 2a. Assuming essentially monotonie error curves, then the maximum error should 
occur at or near the transition point. Of course there is no guarantee that the actual 
transition point selected by this method will result in a minimum error curve, as shown in 
Fig. 2a. However, this method will work satisfactorily as long as the transition regions for 
the change from a stable to an unstable recurrence, on I and on m, overlap sufficiently. If 
there is little or no overlap of the transition regions, then the errors in B^ around the 
transition point will be undesirably large, as shown in Fig. 2b. This situation may be 
detected by calculating, using the recurrence on I, the value of B/o at the transition point, 
and then comparing this result to a direct evaluation of Eq. (37). If too large a difference is 
found, with respect to some user set error level, then the evaluation of by Eq. (35) will 
not be accurate to the degree desired. Fortunately, such problems do not appear to occur 
until larger m values are reached, so that one may easily consider sources which are not 
too far from being axially symmetric. Furthermore, for the subclass of sources defined by 
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Eq, (24), the are known analytically for the special case k=0 [31; 4.38] 
DUz\K,n)/^^Q = (-i^'^ 2nn! (46) 
Eq. (46) may be used to test the evaluation of the by Eq. (35). 
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IV. SCATTERING CALCULATIONS 
The formulae necessary for predicting the signal received in an ultrasonic scattering 
experiment are developed in this section for an isotropic elastic plate immersed in water. 
Particular attention is given to the pulse-echo arrangement in which a single transducer is 
used to both excite and receive UT waves. The extension to other experimental 
arrangements should be clear from the developments. The geometry is shown in Fig. 3. 
The origin of the scatterer oriented coordinate system x'yV is placed on the near surface of 
the scattering obstacle, an elastic plate of thickness b, and located at the point r in the 
transducer oriented coordinate system xy z. This placement of the x'y'z' origin is made for 
convenience in the present work; for other experimental arrangements it may be convenient 
to place die x'y'z' origin at the center of the plate. The z' axis is taken inward to the plate 
and normal to the plate surface. The z axis, the acoustic axis of the probe, is also taken 
normal to the plate surface, since it is assumed that the transducer is oriented in this 
manner. Finally, due to the translational invariance of the arrangement with respect to x 
and y, one may take r=znz without loss of generality. The generator and receiver are 
external electronics connected to the transducer by feeding cables, and the voltage V output 
by the receiver is the experimentally measureable quantity. 
From Part 1, the signal received in an experiment corresponding to Fig. 3 may be 
predicted as a function of frequency from (the dependence on frequency is implicit) 
V(r) = p r (r), (47a) 
where the scattering coefficient F is given by 
r= (4PoCok2p)-i XZ f f dQ'k 'F^(nk)T(-nkln;^)P±(n'J (47b) 
± ± J± J± 
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and the system efficiency P by 
P = Yoûo- (47c) 
In Eq, (47c), the factor Yo represents the conversion of the mode amplitude bo, incident 
upon the input terminals of the receiver, into the voltage signal V at the output terminals. In 
Eq. (47b), the plane wave spectra P* and 'p* are defined implicitly by the expansions 
where p'^(r') is the regular field in the vicinity of the scatterer at r when the transducer itself 
is excited by a mode amplitude ûq» and p'(r') is the initial field in the vicinity of the scatterer 
at r when the adjoint transducer is excited by a mode amplitude Oq. Other factors in Eq. 
(47b) are the plane wave transition matrix T(nijlnJj) of the obstacle, the normalization 
"power" P=^ûo^ïo. and the fluid density po, wave speed Cq , and wave number ko . 
The plane wave spectra P^ and 'p^ may be determined from the transducer model 
presented in Section U. Provided any multiple scattering which occurs between the 
transducer and the obstacle may be neglected, then the following relation holds 




PV)= I dQk'p%klr)eikonkT', (48b) 
p*(r') = p**G(r4-r'), (49) 
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where is the field radiated by the transducer and given by Eq. (la). Combining Eq. 
(49) with Eqs. (la) and (7a) results in 
p"(r3=Po'yr^/ (r+r')^ (50) 
with Po as defined in Eq. (11). Transforming the integral in Eq. (50) according to the 
formula 
j dK^^eik='-'' = k2|d£2kf(konk)eikoni,T, (51) 
then yields Eq. (48a) with P+ given by 
p-^(nklr) = 2PoYr(koa)'n°Dr(konk)eikonk-r (52) 
and P~sO (as expected, since there are no sources on the far side of the obstacle). For the 
field p', the obstacle is removed and the transducer replace by its adjoint (in principle only). 
This yields the relation 
pV') = pnr+r'), (53) 
where p^ is the field radiated by the adjoint transducer and given by Eq, (la), with Fx 
and Qo replaced by Ft and Oo respectively. Eq. (53) may now be used in exactly the same 
manner as Eq. (49), resulting in Eq. (48b) with 'p^ given by 
'P"'(nklr) = 2Po ^  (koa)' |i«^Dr(konk,to) e • r (54) 
and 'p~sO, and where Po is given by Eq. (11) with a and Oq replaced by a and âo. 
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Experimentally, in order to make better use of Eqs. (47), it is found to be convenient to 
introduce the concept of an effective system efficiency. This is done by rewritting Eqs. 
(47) in the form 
V(r) = pcf(r), (55a) 
where the normalized scattering coefficient F is given by 
r(r) = 2(a/ko)2/dK ^^e^''-''T(-nklnk) (55b) 
and the effective system efficiency Pe by 
Pe = PYTYR- (55c) 
Several steps are required in order to go from Eqs. (47) to Eqs. (55). First, the plane wave 
spectra P* and in Eqs. (47) are evaluated from Eq, (52) and Eq. (54) respectively. 
Second, the factor Po is evaluated from Eq, (11), as is Po with a and Oq replaced by a and 
Û0. The adjoint relations in Eq. (19) are then used to replace ^  and by Yr and Dr. 
Finally, the integral transformation in Eq. (51) is applied twice, and after a bit of algebra 
and the use of P=Eqs. (55) result. Although it is not necessary, we have assumed 
that the characteristic dimension a of the transducer is the same whether the probe is being 
used as a transmitter or a receiver of UT waves, which yields a = a due to the adjoint 
relations in Eqs. (18). There does not seem to be any reason why this assumption should 
not be made. Furthermore, in Eq. (55b), the wave vectors k+ and k\ and the wave 
directions and are determined from the two-dimensional vectors K and K through 
the relations 
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k+ = konk = K+ko|j,nz (56a) 
and 
k^= koHk = K+koilnz. . (56b) 
Now, the only difference between the scattering coefficient F in Eqs. (55) and the 
scattering coefficient F in Eqs. (47) is that F does not include the electroacoustic 
efficiencies Yv of the transducer. Therefore, only the transducer's spatial distributions dy, 
or plane wave directivities Dy, are required in order to calculate F. Experimentally, Eqs. 
(55) turn out to be more convenient than Eqs. (47) because diere is no easy way to measure 
P and each "yV separately. Thus, they are best dealt with as a single quantity, the effective 
system efficiency pe-
Evaluation of the plane wave directivités Dy has already been discussed in Section III. 
In order to utilize Eq. (55b), what remains is to evaluate the plane wave transition matrix T 
for the scattering obstacle. This can be done for both isotropic and anisotropic plates, 
although it is considerable simpler for the isotropic case. First, we note that when T is 
considered as a function of the two-dimensional vectors K and K, that is T(K'IK), then 
there are actually four distinct transition matrices T"P (T++, T+-, T"\ and T—). This is a 
result of the fact that for a given K there are two possible choices for the associated wave 
direction nk, having a z component of either +ji or -|X. The superscripts a and p therefore 
refer to the sign given to the z component of the wave direction associated with the first and 
second arguments of the transition matrix respectively. The four possibilities are 
interpreted physically in Fig. 4, which shows that both T"*"^ and T— deal with situations 
involving waves transmitted through the plate, while T+- and T-+ deal with situations 
involving waves reflected from the plate. For the pulse-echo configuration depicted in 
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Fig. 3, the particular transition matrix to use is obviously T""*". More specifically, the 
first argument in Eq. (55b) is, from Eq. (56b), 
—Hk=—K/ko—|i.n z, 
and since p. is independent of the sign of K, the correct transition matrix to use is 
T-+(-KIK). 
For thin plates one would need to determine the complete transition matrix taking into 
account all of the internal reflections. However, for thicker plates for which the internal 
reflections are resolved in time (at least the ones of interest), it is more convenient to 
separate out each reflection individually. This is accomplished by writing as 
T-+(K'IK) = k2p. Ô(K'-K) X R„(K), (57) 
M=0 
where RQ represents the reflection from the front surface, and R^ for n>0 represents the 
«îh reflection from the back surface. The delta function in Eq. (57) is present because of 
the translational invariance of the obstacle with respect to x' and y' (it ensures that boundary 
conditions on the plate surface are satisfied for all x' and y', and leads to Snell's law). The 
necessity for the other leading factors in Eq. (57) follows from applying the integral 
transformation in (51) to Eq. (1.44), which actually defines the plane wave transition 
matrix. With the leading terms as given in Eq. (57), the R^ are dimensionless and have the 
usual interpretation as plane wave relection coefficients (for example, RQ is just the 
reflection coefficient for the liquid-solid interface at the front surface). Combining Eqs. 
' (55b) and (57) leads to 





r„(z) = 2a2 J dK Rn(K)e^iko^iz. (58b) 
With the argument of left as K, Eqs. (58) hold for both isotropic and anisotropic plates. 
However, for an isotropic plate, one has the further simplification 
R„(K) = R„(^) (59) 
when K is expressed in terms of the polar coordinates A,,p. Utilizing Eq, (59) and 
converting to polar coordinates X,P for K, yields from Eq. (58b) the result 
r„(z) = 2a2 j'dX f„(X), (60a) 
where 
dp Dt(X,P)Dr(^,P+7c). (60b) 
n 
Furthermore, substituting into Eq. (60b) expansions for both E>r and Dr in the form of Eq. 
(22a), results in 
+ 00 
f„(^)=R„(A.) X (-iy"Dl,(Xa)DS,(Xa). (61) 
where the relation 
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Xm(P+K) = (-irXm(P) 
has been used, along with the orthogonality of the X^,. Finally, Eq. (60a) is rewritten as 




Pn(y)= I dxeixyx2<Jf;;(x) (63a) 
and 
LS(y)= I dx e-xyx2af^(x), (63b) 
Jo 
and where 
fn(x) = f«(X.)/ 
In Eq. (62), t=koa and v=koZ. The scattering coefficients r„ may now be evaluated from 
Eqs. (62)-(64) (the method actually used for calculating the Fourier and Laplace transfomis 
is presented in Appendix B). However, in order to make use of Eqs. (62)-(64), it still 
remains to evaluate the R^. 
The R„ are actually rather straightforward to evaluate. They are built up from the plane 
wave reflection and transmission coefficients for a planar liquid-solid interface, and from 
complex exponentials representing the propagation of the plane waves within the plate. 
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However, as a result of mode conversion, the reflection is actually composed of 4" 
components, which does require an amount of bookkeeping for higher n values. These 
individual components are illustrated in Fig. 5 for the case n=l, for which 
T 
Ri(^)= Z Rfa). (65a) 
a,p=L 
with 
R^Pm = TF.amRa.pmTp.Fmei(kafla+k|3^ip)b (65b) 
In Eq. (65b), T„.p (R^.p) is the plane wave transmission (reflection) coefficient for a planar 
interface going from medium a to medium p [32]. Also in Eq. (65b), ka for a=L (T) is 
the longitudinal (transverse) wave number for the plate, and |ia is given by Eq.. (2b) with 
ko replace by ka and K=X. The interpretation of the superscripts on should be clear 
from Fig. 5. For the nih reflection each component will need to be specified by a total of 
2n superscripts. For example, for n=2 the individual components of R2 are given by 
from which it should be clear how to determine the individual components for any higher 
value of n. 
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V. PARAXIAL APPROXIMATION 
Before proceeding to present numerical results based on the formulae in Section IV, a 
paraxial treatment of the formulae is developed in this section which provides a useful but 
approximate method of evaluation. In the paraxial approximation, it is assumed that only 
the plane wave components which are propagating in directions close to or equal to the 
direction of the acoustic axis, Hz, contribute significandy to the superposition integral in 
Eq. (58b). Thus, only K for which |K|=^=0 are assumed to be significant. For |i in Eq. 
(2b), one may therefore use the approximation 
|J.= 1—^(X,/ko) , (66) 
valid for X«ko, and similarly for |iv with ko replaced by kv and v=L,T. Eq. (66) is used 
within the exponential term in Eq. (58b), and also within the exponential terms involving 




R„.p(>.) = R„.p(0) (67b) 
are used for the plane wave transmission and reflection coefficients which appear in the 
components of R„. Eqs. (66) and (67) lead to the approximation 
C^'"(z)= 2a2Rf-(0)e2ikoz j dK A-'(2z/ko+ b S kZ') 
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for Eq. (58b), where the calculation is now being made separately for each component 
RaPy... Qf If Eq. (66) is used again, this time to eliminate the factor of 7^ within the 
exponential term under the integral sign in Eq. (68), then the result may be expressed as 
r^^"'(z)=R?P-(0)e2ikoZC)(Ze), (69) 
where 
$(z) = 2a2e-ikoZ J dK ei^o^z (70) 
and 
ze=2z+ % (Cv/Co)b. (71) 
v=a,. 
Eq. (69) is the paraxial treatment of Eq. (58b), The transmission and reflection of the beam 
at the two liquid-solid interfaces comprising the surface of the plate are accounted for in the 
temi R"P"" (0), while the diffraction of the beam is accounted for by the factor 0(ze). The 
diffraction integral 0(z) in Eq. (70) corresponds to the propagation of the beam, over a 
distance of z, through the fluid medium only. Thus, an effective propagation path length 
Zg, given by Eq. (71), is used in (69) in order to account for the effect of the propagation 
through the plate. The factor Cy/Co in Eq. (71) can be justified by Snell's law and ray 
tracing arguments for those rays traveling in directions close to or equal to Hg. 
The diffraction integral in Eq. (70) may be evaluated in exactly the same manner as Eq. 
(58b), but with set to unity. Following this approach up to Eqs. (60) and (61) yields 
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+ 00 
<D(z)=:2a2e-ikozjr X (-irD^WD^W. (72) 
" ^ OT=-oo 
However, it becomes useful at this point to deviate from the approach taken in Section IV, 
and to bring in the expansion for 
discussed in Appendix C. Formulae for evaluating the coefficients are also discussed 
in Appendix C. Use of Eq, (73) for both and leads to the result 
X (-irDl,(Xa)]%(Aa) = X ^ (74a) 
„tco A 22?(9!)2 
where 
D«=I S (-•)"('lLu)D'~.Dk,-»-W- (74b) 
m=-q n=0 * ^ ^' 
In order to arrive at Eqs. (74), one has to apply the double series reairangement [29; 5.62] 
% X ^n,m - X X 
m=0 n=Q p=Q q=Q 
several times. The use of this rearrangement is justified by the convergence of the series on 
the right-hand side of (74a). To prove the convergence of this series requires knowledge 
of the behavior of the as This knowledge could come from examining 
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Eq. (74b) for large q\ however, an easier approach is available. First, an effective plane 
wave directivity D is defined by D(K)=Dt(K)Dr(-K), for which the spatial distribution is 
given by d(x,y)=(27ta^)~MT(x,y)®dR(-x,-y), using Eq. (7b) and die convolution theorem 
for Fourier transforms (the ® denotes a two-dimensional convolution). Since dj and d^ are 
assumed to be bounded in magnitude and finite in extent, it follows that d is also bounded 
in magnitude and finite in extent. In fact, if a is taken as the radius of the smallest circle 
which completely encloses the extent of the dy, then 2a is the radius of the smallest circle 
enclosing d. Thus D possesses an expansion in the form of Eqs. (22a) and (C2), 
Furthermore, D;;,(^) is given by, from Eq. (22a) and die orthonormality of Xm((3), 
by comparison with Eqs. (60b) and (61). Eq. (74a) is therefore seen to be just the 




= £" dp X^(|3)DT(?i,P)DR(?L,p+7t), 
which reduces for the case m=0 to 
Do(X)= X (-l)PD^(Xa)Dg(Xa) 
drA dS(x)(p/a)2?d(x), 




valid for all q. With Eq. (75), the series on the right-hand side of Eq. (74b) is easily 
shown to be convergent In fact, it is uniformly convergent for all X in the complex plane 
(this is easily seen by comparison with Eq. (CI) for the Bessel function JQ). 
A formula for evaluating 0(z) may now be determined by combining Eqs. (72) and 
(74a). Interchanging the order of integration and summation in the resulting expression 
yields 
and t=koa, v=koZ, S=27cv/t^ and p, is given by Eq. (2b) with K=X,=koS. The special 
function Xn in Eq, (77) may be evaluated as [33; 6.1(4) and 6.1(5) p. 165] 
where h^^ is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind [29; 11.141]. By using Eq. (75) 
and the asymptotics of the factorial and spherical Hankel functions, the series in Eq. (76) 
can be shown to be convergent for z>2a, thus justifying for these z values the interchange 
in the order of integration and summation used to arrive at (76). However, the 
convergence of the series depends only on the behavior of the terms as not on the 
<D(z) = 2t2e-iv X D, ^  (f)'[x,(v) -o^^^x^i(v)], (76) 
• where 
(77) 
X/i(v) = h^'(v), (78) 
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behavior of any finite number of the leading terms. For z only slightly greater than 2a, the 
leading terms are in fact initially increasing in magnitude, and can become quite large in 
comparison to the final value of the series. Therefore, because of the necessarily finite 
word length, one must be careful when numerically evaluating Eq. (76) on a computer. 
For example, if the ratio of the magnitude of the largest term in the series to the magnitude 
of the final value of the series is 10'°, then at least the last 10 digits in the result are 
inaccurate (assuming of course that more than 10 digits of precision are actually used in the 
computation, otherwise no accuracy at all could be expected). Of course the effects of 
roundoff errors will reduce the accuracy even more than what would be predicted by 
simply the truncation of the largest terms in the sum. 
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VI. RESULTS 
The results presented here have been selected in order to fulfill essentially two 
objectives. The first is to check the validity of the paraxial approximation discussed in 
Section V, since the use of diffraction corrections based on Eqs. (69)-(71) is common in 
practice. The second is to test the predictions of the exact theory, at least to some degree, 
using a few simple scattering experiments. Here "exact" refers to the evaluation of the 
normalized scattering coefficient using Eqs. (62)-(64), along with the numerical evaluation 
of the Fourier and Laplace transforms according to the method presented in Appendix B 
(which will clearly not yield truely exact values). The results pertaining to the validity of 
the paraxial approximation are presented first. Note that a reciprocal source will always be 
assumed for the theoretical calculations, and only the physical probe model for a=0 will be 
considered. 
In order to ensure that the computations are being made correctly for both the exact 
theory and the paraxial treatment, we begin with a scattering situation for which the two are 
expected to yield essentially identical results. The magnitude and phase of the normalized 
scattering coefficient, considered as a function of the normalized fi"equency koa, is shown 
in Fig. 6 for the front surface reflection from both a tungsten carbide (c^ = 0.686 cm/|isec, 
Cj. = 0.4185 cm/|isec, pi = 13.8 g/cm^) and an aluminum (c^ = 0.627 cm/^isec, c^ = 0.338 
cm/^isec, pi = 2.7 gica?) plate immersed in water (Co = 0.148 cm/(isec, po = 1 g/cm^). 
The source was taken to be a symmetric rigid piston: W = 0, n = 0, and K = 0 in Eq. (24), 
located at a distance of z/a = 10 from the plate. Because of the high acoustic impedance of 
the plate materials, especially tungsten carbide, the reflection coefficient Rp-p. and therefore 
Ro in Eq. (58b), is essentially a constant. Thus, with Ze = 2z for the front surface 
reflection, Eq. (69) should yield results which are essentially identical to those of the exact 
theory. That this is in fact the case is verified by the results in Fig. 6, and also by the 
results in Fig. 7, which are for an even smaller transducer-plate separation of z/a = 2. In 
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Fig. 7, the calculations are earned out only to the value of koa = 65 because the accuracy of 
the evaluation of 0 by Eq. (76) is suspect beyond this point (for the reasons previously 
discussed in Section V). However, Eq. (69) is essentially a high frequency asymptotic 
treatment of the exact theory, at least to first order, and the two results already agree for 
koa < 65. 
With confidence in the computational routines established, we move on to the more 
interesting case of the back surface reflection. The magnitude of the normalized scattering 
coefficient is shown in Fig. 8 for the back surface LL reflection (longitudinal wave 
transmitted into the solid; longitudinal wave reflected off the back surface) from an 
aluminum plate. The source is again taken to be a rigid piston, located at z/a = 2, and 
calculations are made as a function of koa for plate thicknesses of b/a = 1, 2, and 4. From 
Fig. 8, it appears that the paraxial treatment yields an excellent approximation to the exact 
theory except at low kga values, with "low" being defined relative the size of b/a (larger b/a 
corresponding to smaller "low" k^a limits). The results in Fig. 9, showing the phase of F 
for the same set of scattering arrangements, also seem to fit this conclusion. However, the 
conclusion is not exactly decisive in either case, and the rapid change in the phase for koa < 
20 would seem to make the computations for the exact theory somewhat suspect. In fact, 
the low koa results do need to be considered more closely. 
The calculations for the exact theory presented in Figs. 8 and 9 are actually for the 
Fourier transform part of Eq. (62) only. Including the Laplace transform part in Eq. (62) 
was found to have littie effect on the results for k^a > 10 and b/a = 1, and even less effect 
for larger b/a values (and also for larger z/a values). However, for kga <10, including the 
Laplace transform part was found to cause the scattering coefficient to become very large in 
magnitude as koa was decreased, with the result appearing to be unbounded in the limit 
koa 0. In fact, a correct asymptotic analysis of Eq. (62) in Uie limit t = koa -> 0 yields 
r 1 = 0(t"'). The computations were therefore being done correcdy when the Laplace 
transform part was included; there is simply no physically meaningful limit for Fi as t —> 0. 
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The asymptotic result F i = 0(t"') as t-»0 actually follows from the behavior of the plane 
wave reflection coefficients RL-L. RL-T. RT-L and RT-T- In particular, it follows from the 
result Rot.p(s) = O(s^) as s —> <», where s = Vk© represents the sine of the angle of 
incidence of the plane wave, and a,P = L,T. This behavior does not hold for Rf-f. which 
satisfies instead the relation RF-F(S) = C?(1) as S Furthermore, since RQ = RF-F. A 
correct asymptotic analysis for the front surface reflection yields To = 0(t) as t 0. The 
Laplace transform part of Eq. (62) may therefore be included in the calculation of the 
reflection from the front surface for all k^a values, which has in fact been done for Figs. 6 
and 7 already presented, and the correct low koa limit obtained. It should also be 
mentioned that Eq. (76) for a=0, by making use of the series formula for hji^z) in inverse 
powers of z, can be written as a power series in t which is absolutely convergent for all t, 
as long as z/a > 2. Eq. (76) may therefore be used for all values of k^a as well, and in 
particular yields the correct limit for 0 as koa —> 0. 
The reason why there is no physically meaningful limit in the exact theory for the r„ as 
t —> 0, at least for n>0, has akeady been mentioned in Section IV. There it was stated that 
for thin plates one would need to calculate the complete transition matrix, or equivalently 
the reflection coefficient R, taking into account all of the internal reflections. The term "thin 
plate" should clearly be interpreted as meaning a plate whose thickness is small compared 
to the wavelength. Therefore, since die wavelength varies as the inverse of the frequency, 
it follows that the separation of the internal reflections will not be permissible in die limit 
t -> 0 for any fixed value of b. Furthermore, for a fixed "low" frequency, it also follows 
that any calculations based on the separation of the internal reflections will improve as b/a 
increases, since Uie plate will in effect be getting "Uiicker". This undoubtedly accounts for 
most of the improvement seen in the low k^a results in Figs. 8 and 9 as b/a is increased. 
The question now remains as to why the front surface reflection has a "physical" limit in 
the exact theory as t 0, while the back surface reflections do not. The reason for tiiis is 
simply that tiie front surface reflection, when separated from all of the internal reflections. 
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becomes equivalent to the reflection from an infinite half-space (filled of course with the 
same material as the elastic plate). The thickness of the plate is therefore effectively infinite 
for the front surface reflection, and clearly plays no role in the calculations. 
With this understanding of the limitations in the calculations of the exact theory at low 
koa, we move on to the treatment of different sources. Remaining with a scattering 
arrangement involving an aluminum plate of thickness b/a = 1, and a transducer location of 
z/a = 2, Fig. 10 presents the magnitude of Ti for the LL back surface reflection for three 
different symmetric, unfocused sources: the usual rigid piston (n=0), a pinned or simply 
supported piston (n=l), and a clamped piston (n=2). The phase of the normalized 
scattering coefficient is shown in Fig. 11. The results suggest that as n increases it requires 
a higher k^a value before the paraxial treatment yields an equally accurate approximation to 
the exact theoiy. This means that the paraxial approximation, as defined here, is better 
suited for the rigid piston than for "smoother" sources. One can understand this by 
considering the plane wave directivités Do(X,alO,n) in Eq. (46). From the behavior of the 
Bessel functions one finds that the D%XalO,n) are all essentially bell shaped near X = 0, 
with the first zero in Dq occuring at Xa = 3.832, 5.136, 6.380, etc. for n = 0, 1, 2, etc. 
The Dq thus become broader and flatter near X = 0 as n is increased, and the off-axis plane 
waves become more important in the calculation of F i. 
The first comparison between the predictions of the exact theory and experimental 
measurements is presented in Fig. 12. The scattering experiment involved the back surface 
LL reflection from a 0.5" aluminum (7075) plate. The transducer used was a Panametrics 
model V309 immersion probe having a nominal center frequency of 5 MHz, element 
diameter of 0.5", and focal length of 4". The signals were acquired using a pulse (spike) 
excitation, enabling the LL reflection to be resolved in time and digitized separately (with 
care taken to sample at a sufficiently high rate). The FFT was subsequently applied to the 
discretized waveforms, and the 4.98 MHz component extracted. For the experimental 
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measurements, the separation between the probe and the plate was varied from z = 0.5" out 
to z = 5.0" in steps of 0.5". The results presented in the top graph of Fig. 12 are for the 
magnitude of the voltage signal received, as determined by both the theoretical predictions, 
based on a focused piston model (m = 0, n = 0 and K = 2.098), and the experimental 
measurements. The theoretical values have been scaled in order to obtain the best fit with 
experiment. The scaling was done according to the formula 
IVI = Blrle-2«z, (79) 
since the theoretical calculations do not include the effective system efficiency pe. and do 
not take into account any attenuation in the fluid or the solid. In fact, the numerical 
calculations were made on the basis of a real-valued wave number, and are therefore strictly 
valid only for nondissipative media. However, for media which are only slightly 
dissipative, the use of an attenuation correction in the form of Eq. (79) is usually adequate. 
The amplitude factor B in Eq. (79) takes care of the magnitude of Pe» as well as the 
constant scaling representing the attenuation in the solid. The result of the fitting process is 
presented in the lower graph in Fig. 12. The value for the attenuation obtained is a = 
0.032 Np/cm. This value is high for the attenuation in water at 5 MHz but not 
unreasonable, since we did not use distilled water or otherwise take care to keep the water 
clean. 
The second experiment involved the prediction of the LT-TL back surface reflection. 
The LT and the TL back surface reflections are considered together because they have the 
same arrival times and cannot therefore be resolved experimentally (the theory predicts that 
the two signals should in fact be identical). This particular signal was selected because the 
paraxial approximation predicts that it should not even exist, since TF.T(O) = TT.F(O) = 0. 
However, by using a focused probe, it is possible to generate this signal experimentally 
with a reasonable amplitude, and of course the exact theory does not predict that the signal 
should vanish. In the experimental measurements, a 1.5" thick aluminum (7075) plate was 
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used, along with the same transducer used in the first experiment. The distance between 
the probe and the plate was also varied as in the first experiment, except that the last value 
at z = 5" was removed because of the low signal-to-noise ratio for TL-LT reflection. In 
order to remove the effects of the attenuation in the water, the back surface LL reflection 
was also acquired, and the ratio of the LT-TL and LL signals used as the quantity of 
interest, after both were extracted from the FFT. The comparison between the theoretical 
predictions and the experimental measurements is presented in Fig. 13 for a frequency of 
5.08 MHz (K = 2.14 for the probe model). The theoretical results have again been scaled 
in order to obtain the best fit with experiment. The scaling was done according to the 
formula 
VLT-nyVLL = (rLT-TL/rLL)e(^")'', (80) 
where Aa = aL-otx with % the longitudinal wave attenuation and a? the transverse wave 
attenuation. Since the scaling is just a constant in this case, the ratio of the signals 
according to experiment was divided by the ratio according to theory, and the average of 
these values used as the scale factor. The value of Aa obtained in this manner was Aa = 
0.075 Np/cm. This value is high even for at alone at 5 MHz. However, the prediction of 
the LT-TL signal is considerably more sensitive to the material property values assumed for 
the plate than is the LL signal. Therefore, if the values used for CL, CT, and pi are not 
correct for the aluminum plate actually used in the experiment, then this could help explain 
the large Aa value obtained. 
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VIL DISCUSSION 
The calculation of the scattering from an elastic plate immersed in water was considered 
based on the formulae developed in Part 1. In order to determine the incident fields 
required, a general transducer model was presented which describes the properties of the 
probe in terms of nondimensional quantities representing the overall electromechanical 
efficiency and the distributed field characteristics. The properties of the adjoint transducer, 
required for the scattering coefficient formulae in Part 1, are also conveniently expressed in 
terms of these nondimensional quantities, with their values being directly related to those of 
the original probe. For actual computations, a specific model for the distributed field 
characteristics was considered, and the calculation of the plane wave directivities for this 
model was discussed. The scattering from the plate itself was separated into the front 
surface reflection and the various internal reflections, a simplification which is valid only 
for thicker plates (relative to the wavelength). Also included was a paraxial treatment of the 
scattering, which involved the computation of the diffraction integral often used to correct 
for beam spreading effects in the measurement of the velocity and attenuation of elastic 
waves. A method for evaluating the diffraction integral for an arbitrary source was 
presented which is efficient and accurate for probe-to-plate separations considerably larger 
than the probe size. 
Subsequent numerical calculations verified the usefulness of the paraxial approximation 
at higher nondimensional frequencies, and also demonstrated the improvement that occurs 
in the paraxial approximation as either the distance to the plate or its thickness is increased. 
However, the paraxial approximation breaks down when a significant number of the off-
axis plane waves become important, which leads to difficulties for lower frequencies and 
smoother sources. This also suggests that the paraxial approximation will have more 
difficulty with focused probes, for which off-axis plane waves become important for the 
focusing of the beam. In order to test the exact theory, two simple scattering experiments 
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were performed. In both cases the transducer used was a commercially manufactured 5 
MHz probe, with a nominal diameter of 0.5 " and a nominal focal length of 4". For the 
magnitude of the LL back surface reflection from a 0.5" thick aluminum plate, good 
agreement was obtained between the experimental results and the exact theory, modified to 
account for the attenuation in water, as the distance to the plate was varied. Good 
agreement was also obtained between the experimental results and the exact theory for the 
ratio of the LT-TL back surface reflection to the LL back surface reflection. Once again the 
distance to the plate was varied, but this time for a 1.5" thick aluminum plate. However, an 
absolute interpretation of the results in this case, taking into acount the longitudinal and 
transverse wave attenuations in the plate, lead to a value for the difference in the wave 
attenuations which seemed unusually high. 
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Vm. APPENDIX A. ALTERNATE FORMULA FOR 
In this appendix, an alternate form of Eq. (43) is developed which reduces to Eq.(37) 
when m=0, thus reconciling the two results. First, the identity [33; 5.21(2) p. 139] 
Jm+rt+i(z) _ 2""^ I n \ (!2.k+ni+\){jn+1c)\ , fAn 
fc=0 
is substituted into Eq. (43). Since both sums in the resulting expression are finite, the 
order of the summations may be interchanged in order to arrive at 
B/m(z)= É (2/:+m+l)^^5^Awm^^^^^^, (A2) 
i=0 
where 
A«„= t (-1)" (/-n)!(n-k)!(m+n+/:+l)! 
1 
=(-i)'I (-ly (A3) 
p=o p\i.q-p)\ip+2k+m+\)\ 
with q=l-k in the last expression. The A.um may be evaluated from the result [34] 
y ( no _ (^+M--1)KV-M-)! 
^ p\(,q-p)\(p+\)\ «7!(v-^-<7)!(v+<7)! ' 
which yields 
A / •i\k m\{l+k)\ .... 
( 1) (/_^),(;M-/+A:)!(/+m+A:+l)! ' ^ ^ 
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Since the A/un clearly vanish for k<l-m, due to the term (m-l+k)l in the denominator, 
Eqs. (A2) and (A5) combine as 
'-''''''-''marnai-
(A6) 
Eq. (A6) is the desired result, which reduces to Eq. (37) when m=0. 
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IX. APPENDIX B. EVALUATION OF FOURIER AND LAPLACE TRANSFORMS 
In order to calculate the normalized scattering coefficient using Eq. (62), the Fourier 
and Laplace transforms in Eqs. (63) must first be evaluated. The numerical evaluation of 
these two types of transforms is the subject of this appendix. Specifically, the integral 
transforms of interest are 
where the upper limit must be finite in practice (if the Laplace transform of f is to exist in 
the usual sense, then for any given error level, a finite upper limit can always be found for 
which L may be evaluated to the desired accuracy). The approach we have selected for 
evaluating these transforms follows that of Reference 35, and will be presented for Eq. 
(B1) in detail. The interval of integration is first divided into M subintervals [x^-iix^], 
with m=1,..., M and where xo=a and xm=^. After the change of variables 
for each subinterval, Eq. (Bl) becomes 
dxeixyf(x). (Bl) 
which may also be written with -i in the exponential, and 
(B2) 
M 
F(z)= 2 AXmeiXmZFm(AXmZ), (B3a) 
with 
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• [  Fm(u)=| dyeiuyf(Ax;„y+xJ, (B3b) 
and where Xm=j (Xm_i +X;„) and Axm=(Xm-Xm-i)- On each subinterval the 
approximation 
& 
. f(Ax;»y+X;M)= X amnT„(y) (B4) 
n=0 
is now made (it is an approximation because is necessarily finite). The actual 
determination of die coefficients a^n, given the interval [x^-i.x^J and the upper limit 
is discussed in Reference 36. Once the a^t are found, Eq. (B4) is transformed into 
f(Ax;„ y+Xm) s 2, CM„P„(y), (B5) 
n=0 
with P„ die rt— order Legendre polynomial and 
C/nn — ^ml b/w, (B6) 
/=rt 
and where the formula 
I 
T/(y)=X b/«P«(y) (B7) 
fi=0 
has been used. The bin in Eq. (B7) are given by [30; 8.924.3] 
u n{2l+l) 
(n-l-l)(n+D(n+l+l) Bk-j (B8a) 
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for l=2j+a, n=2k+a and (7=0 or 1, otherwise hin=0, and where 
Combining Eqs. (B3) with (B6), and using 
j dyeiuyp»(y)=2i%(u), 
yields 
M _ Nm 
F(Z) = 25^ Ax^eiXmZj^ i''Cmnjn(AX;;,z). (B9) 
m=l n=0 
The Fourier transform may now be evaluated from Eq. (B9) for any value of z, once the 
number of subintervals M and the endpoints Xm are selected, and the upper limit and the 
coefficients c^n are found for each m. These values (M, Xm, and c^^; actually a^n) 
are determined in an adaptive manner following Reference 35. 
The approach to the Laplace transform is exactly the same, and Eq. (B9) remains valid 
provided z is replaced by iz. Under this replacement, Eq. (B9) becomes 
M _ ^ 





has been used, with /„ the modified spherical Bessel function [29; Excercise 11.7.15 and 
11.7.17]. 
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X. APPENDIX C. EXPANSION OF PLANE WAVE DIRECnVITffiS 
In this appendix, the expansion for the plane wave directivity used in the paraxial 
treatment of the scattering coefficient is developed, as well as formulae for evaluating the 
required moments D^. The expansion is based on the Bessel function power series 
fc=0 
which is uniformly convergent over the entire complex plane (for all finite Izl) [33]. For a 
bounded source of finite extent (|d%,| finite and nonzero only within a limited region of the 
x-y plane), Eq. (CI) may be substituted into Eq. (22b) and the order of integration and 
summation interchanged to yield 
which is also uniformly convergent over the entire complex plane. The in Eq. (C2) 
represent various moments of the angular modes d^, being given by 
DL,=j dxx2"+W+idV(x). (C3) 
The upper limit of integration in Eq. (C3) is left as infinity for convenience, even though it 
will necessarily be finite since only sources of finite extent are considered. However, Eqs. 
(C2) and (C3) do hold for a large number of sources which "extend" to infinity, such as the 
Gauss-Hermite eigenfunctions [28], but the region of convergence for (C2) will no longer 
be the entire complex plane. Furthermore, only bounded sources of finite extent possess 
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moments D^n which behave in the manner necessary as n-^ in order for Eq. (76) to 
converge. 
From Eq. (21), the angular modes d^ are given by 
•i dm(p/a) = I d(|) dv(x), (C4) 
which follows from the orthonormality of the X^. Combining Eqs. (C3) and (C4) results 
in 
DL,= a-^ dx (p/a)%'+WXm(4,)dv(x), (C5) 






%=a- ^rd.(x). (C6b) 
Eqs. (C6) demonstrate that it is in fact proper to label the as moments, although to be 
strictly correct they are specific linear combinations of the traditional Cartesian moments 
defined by 
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j dx x'»y'«dv(x). 
The moments for the set of sources defined by Eqs. (23) are given by 






which follows from Eq. (C3) and the change of variable y=2x^-l. The integral remaining 
in (C7) is essentially the same integral required in Eq, (27) for K=0, and may be evaluated 
similarly to yield 
DV =1""^  [(M+W)!]^ y (C8) 
(«+M+/+i)!("+M-/)! ^ ^ 
For the subclass of sources defined by Eq. (24), the are given by 
DOT/i(K,n) = ^Mn+|/n|,n(K)» (C9a) 
with 
M„,(K)=|  dyyP(l-y)'?e-2iKy, (C9b) 
"1 
which follow from Eq. (C3) and the change of variable y=x^. By interchanging p and q, 
and making the change of variable y=l-x, one can show that the Mpq satisfy the relation 
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M,p(K) = e-2iKyM;,(K). (CIO) 
Furthermore, setting p=0 yields 
MO,(K) = CO(K,^). (Cll) 
where cq is defined in Eq. (31). Since the evaluation of cq has already been discussed in 
Section III, Mo^ may be evaluated directly from Eq. (Cll), which also yields the values for 
M;,o through the use of Eq. (CIO). The remaining Mpq can then be found from the 
recurrence relation 
Mp,(^+i(K) = Mpg(ic)—g(K), (CI 2) 
which follows in a straightforward manner from Eq. (C9b). 
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Fig. 1 Geometry for the transducer model used to describe the 
behavior of UT immersion probes. 
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Fig. 2 Dlustration of the errors incurred when Eq, (45) is used, first as a recurrence 
on / and then as a recurrence on m, to determine values for B/m : (a) transition 
point occurs before unstable region of recurrence; (b) transition point occurs 





plate air ) water 
Fig. 3 Geometry for the pulse-echo scattering from a flat, elastic 
plate immersed in water. 
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Fig. 4 Physical inteipretation of the four transition matrices T^^corresponding 
to the four possible combinations of the z components of n^and n'^for 
given values of K and K'. 
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Fig. 5 The four components of the first back surface reflection 
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Fig. 6 Normalized scattering coefficient for the front surface reflection from an elastic 
plate (symbols: exact theory, solid line: paraxial approximation) for a 
symmetric rigid piston with z^a = 10. 
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Fig- 7 Normalized scattering coefficient for the front surface reflection from an elastic 
plate (symbols: exact theory, solid line: paraxial approximation) for a 
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Fig. 8 Magnitude of normalized scattering coefficient for the back surface LL reflection 
from an aluminum plate for a symmetric rigid piston with z/a = 2 : (Top) b/a = 1 ; 
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Phase of normalized scattering coefficient for the back surface LL reflection 
from an aluminum plate for a symmetric rigid piston with z/a = 2 : (Top) b/a 
(middle) b/a = 2; (bottom) b/a = 4. 
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Fig. 10 Magnitude of normalized scattering coefficient for the back surface LL 
reflection from an aluminum plate with z/a = 2 and b/a =1 : (Top) rigid 
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Fig. 11 Phase of normalized scattering coefficient for the back surface LL 
reflection from an aluminum plate with z/a = 2 and b/a =1 : (Top) rigid 
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Fig. 12 Comparison between theory and experiment for the back surface LL 
reflection at 4.98 MHz for a 0.5" aluminum plate using a transducer 
with a 0.5" diameter and a 4" focal length (top); determination of B 
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Fip. 13 Comparison between theory and experiment for the ratio of the LT-TL to the 
LL back surface reflection at 5.08 MHz for a 1.5" aluminum plate using a 
transducer with a 0.5" diameter and a 4" focal length (top); determination 
of the scale factor (bottom). 
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PART 3. 
CALCULATION OF THE PULSE-ECHO 
SCATTERING FROM AN ELASTIC SPHERE 
IMMERSED IN WATER 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The scattering coefficient formulae developed in Part 1 were subsequently applied in 
Part 2 to the scattering from an elastic plate immersed in water. This particular scattering 
arrangement was selected because of both the practical importance of the arrangement, and 
because the general theory could be followed through to completion without the need for 
any simplifying approximations. It thus provided a relatively straightforward example 
illustrating how the various elements in the measurement process are brought together in 
the evaluation of the scattering coefficient. Another important example for which the 
general theory may be followed through to completion, but with some complication, 
involves the scattering from an elastic sphere immersed in water. This experimental 
arrangement is often used to map, at least qualitatively, the acoustic fields of transducers 
[1-3], and is the prototype for the acoustic scattering from finite sized obstacles. 
The scattering of finite beams by spherical obstacles immersed in water has been 
considered by others [4-6], but not within the general framework set forth in Part 1. 
Gaunaurd and llberall [4] consider only the field scattered by the obstacle in the presence 
of a radiating transducer, not the evaluation of the scattering coefficient representing the 
signal thus received by the probe. However, they do develop a formula for the coefficients 
in a spherical wave expansion of the incident field equivalent to Eq. (l.B23b), which they 
then evaluate by the method of stationary phase for a piston source having either a uniform 
or Gaussian amplitude of vibration. These results could then be combined with the work 
of Auphan [5], who develops, based on a reciprocity theorem for mechanical networks, a 
formula for the signal received by the transducer equivalent to Eq. (1.30). The combined 
work would yield a means of evaluating the scattering coefficient. However, we elect to 
follow a different approach which does not involve an approximate evaluation of the 
spherical wave expansion coefficients. Auphan et al. [6] utilize the results of Reference 5 
to numerically synthesize time domain waveforms corresponding to the signal received by a 
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uniform amplitude piston when the scattering obstacle is a rigid sphere located on the 
acoustic axis. Comparisons with experiment for both free-falling tungsten carbide and steel 
spheres show reasonable agreement, considering the assumptions on which the theoretical 
computations are based. 
The purpose of the present work is to calculate the pulse-echo scattering from a rigid or 
elastic sphere immersed in water within the general framework of Part 1. The field incident 
upon the sphere is taken to arise from the excitation of a nearby transducer, which also 
detects in a pulse-echo situation the field thus scattered by the sphere. In Section II, the 
field radiated by the transducer when used as a transmitter of ultrasonic waves is expanded 
about an arbitrary field point in the spherical wave eigenfunctions of Part 1. The behavior 
of the transducer as both a transmitter and a receiver of ultrasonic waves is modeled 
according to Section 2.11. This expansion of the radiated field allows the spherical wave 
formulation for the scattering coefficient, as developed in Part 1, to be applied in Section III 
to the scattering from a spherical target Included is an approximate formula relating the 
voltage signal in a more direct manner to the field radiated by the transducer [7]. Results of 
the calculations are presented in Section IV, along with some comparisons with 
experiment. 
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n. SPHERICAL WAVE EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS 
In this section, the field radiated by a transducer assumed to behave according to the 
model presented in Section II of Part 2 is expanded about an arbitrary field point in the 
spherical wave eigenfunctions of Part 1. Thç geometry is as shown in Fig. 1. The 
scattering obstacle, with a characteristic dimension b (diameter 2b for a spherical scatterer), 
has been included in anticipation of the application to which the spherical wave expansion 
will be applied. A general field point is denoted by the vector r witii respect to the probe 
oriented coordinate system xyz, and by the vector r' with respect to the scatterer oriented 
coordinate system x'y'z'. The origin of the scatterer oriented system, about which the field 
is to be expanded, is located at the point r in the xyz system, so that r=r+r'. This 
arrangement is consistent with the arrangement presented in Fig. 3 of Part 2. Thus, if 
multiple scattering between the transducer and obstacle may be neglected, then the 
expansion in Eq. (2.48a) is once again valid for the regular field in the vicinity of the 
scattering obstacle. Furthermore, the plane wave spectrum P^ is given by Eq. (2.52), and 
P~=0. It therefore follows fi-om Appendix B of Part 1 that p"^ may also be expressed as 
p'^(r3=Z a(/,mlr)A/^(r'), (1) 
l,m 
with the spherical wave expansion coefficients (SWEC) given by 
a(/,mlr)= i'jT dQkY/m(nk)P"^(nklr), (2) 
and with P+ given by Eq. (2.52). The Ai^ are the spherical wave eigenfunctions defined in 
Appendix B of Part 1. 
The SWEC will now be evaluated for probes adequately represented by the model 
presented in Section 2.II. Substituting Eq. (2.52) into Eq. (2), transforming the integral 
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according to Eq. (2.51), and converting to polar coordinates X,P for K and cylindrical 
coordinates p,(|),z for f, results in 
a(/,mlr)= 27ti'[2^]"'Po YrdTC/.'"'?), (3) 
where 
dT(/,^lr)=Y;^a2k-W jr°" :^^pj'^(^i)U^lp,(|)) (4) 
and 
UXlp,(t))=7i-i I" dp DT(X,p)X«(|3)e:^Pcos(P-4)). (5) 
J-n 
Eqs. (4) and (5) result from using the expression 
Y/m(a,p) =[^ Y/m sinWapW(cosa)X;»(p), (6a) 
where 
Pf* (cos a) = Pf (cos a) /sin'" a (m>0) (6b) 
is a normalized version of the associated Legendre function Pj" and 
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and from the relations A,=koSin a and |j,=cos a. From the properties of the associated 
Legendre function [8], the PJ" are found to satisfy the recurrence relation 
(/-m)(/+m)Pr(z) = /(2/-l)zPfii(z)-/(/-l)P,"l2(z), (7a) 




from which Eq. (7a) may be started in order to generate values for all of the Pj" (PJ"HO for 
/<m). Eq. (4) is in a form which has been found to be convenient for actual numerical 
computations. First, however, the angular integral in Eq. (5) is evaluated utilizing the 
expansion of DT given in Eq. (2.22a), which yields 
Im(^lp.4»)= S D^(Xa){iP-'"J^_;«(Xp)K+/(|)) + if+'"Jp+;»(Xp)K-/(|))) (8) 
oo 
with 
For numerical computations, it has also been found to be convenient to evaluate the special 
case p=0 separately from the general case p^K). The on-axis case (p =0) will therefore be 
considered first, and then the more complicated off-axis case (pi'O) will be addressed. 
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A. On-axisCase 
Letting p-»Oin Eq. (8) leads to the result 
Wm(t)) = 7t-%(Xa). (10) 
Substituting this result into Eq. (4) then yields 
drCZ/Mlr) = Vg'c/.mlv.t) , (11) 
where v=koZ, t=koa and the change of variables A.=koS has been introduced. In Eq. (11), 
the auxiliary functions for /i>0 have been defined as 
<(Wv,t) = &^ rdss2"+W+i (^)D^(st), (12) 
2"n! t''^ ^0 |i»-° 
where |i is given in terms of s by 
Although only the for the special case n=0 are of direct interest, together they satisfy a 
coupled set of recuirence relations which are very useful. Based on Eq. (7a) and the 
relation |i^= 1-s^ which follows directly from Eq. (13), the can be shown to satisfy 
(/-H)(/+H)^°(/,/wl...)+/(/+l)Y°(/-2,/Ml. • .)=/(2/-l)^|,(/-l,ml. • •) (14a) 
and 
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• •)+/(/+ l)Yl(/-2,ml. • •)=/(2/-l) VVld-lM- • •) 
If the special case l=\m\ is denoted by 
¥®(|m|.'wlv,t) = \|/S(/wlv,t), (15) 
then Eqs. (7b) and (7c) may be rewritten as 
Yn(|/M|+1,/M|. ..)=(/+l)i;/):(/Ml-. .) (16a) 
and 
Yl(W+l,ml.. •) = (H+l)[\l/°„(ml. • .)-^^^V„+i(ml. • •)]• (16b) 
From Eqs. (16), it is clear that only the values of the \|/^ are required in order to utilize 
Eqs. (14) for generating the values of all the Therefore, it only remains to evaluate 
X|/^(mlv.t) = i!^";[v^^W dss2"+W+ig^DL(st). (17) 
Before going on to discuss the evaluation of (17), several comments are in order. First, if 
Eqs. (14) are to be used for determining the values of for a given value of m and 
/=|m|,|m|+1 ,• • • A then the \\i° must be evaluated for «=0,1 ,• • • where 
/V(m)=[^d|!±l]. 
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Since both and are required, the total number of to evaluate is 2[yV(m)+1], or at 
most L-|m|+3. If one were to determine the directly (for a given a), then the total 
number to calculate for a given m and maximum l=L would be L-\m\+1. The only 
use of the recurrence relations in Eqs. (14). In exchange for this additional computational 
complexity, the PJ" occurring in the integrand in Eq. (12) for «=0 are replaced by the 
simpler factors s^ in Eq. (17). The advantage of this replacement becomes apparent when 
evaluating Eq, (17). 
To actually accomplish the evaluation of Eq. (17), the are further expanded as 
The validity of Eq. (18), and formula for calculating the D^, are discussed in Appendix C 
of Part 2. Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (17), and interchanging the order of integration 
and summation in the result, yields 
additional computations introduced by utilizing the auxiliary functions are therefore the 
2'^i'^%22^^!(^+|p|)! (18) 








with S=2jcv/t^. The validity of this interchange in the order of integration and summation 
can be justified for z>a, since it may be shown that the series in Eq. (19) converges under 
such a restriction on z [9]. The special functions defined in Eq. (20) may be evaluated 
as [10] 
%g(v)=Fh«+^(v). (22) 
The result given in Eq. (22) represents the advantage of the use of Eqs. (14)-(17) over the 
direct use of Eq. (12) for n=0. That is, if one attempted to utilize Eq. (18) for the direct 
evaluation of Eq. (12) for n=0, then the terms in the resulting sum would not involve 
integrals as easy to evaluate as the %°. Furthermore, the factors in Eq. (19) may be 
accurately determined by recurrence, based on the formula in Eq. (21). 
B. Off-axis Case 
The evaluation of Eq. (4) for the off-axis case begins with the substitution of Eqs. (8) 
and (9) into Eq. (4). Together with the change of variables X=koS, this leads to 
dr(/,mlr)=y;^t2c'^ S {i/'-'"K+/(|))<(/,-m,plu,v,t)+ i/'+'"K-/(|))<(/,7M,/?lu,v,t)) 
P=—oo 
(23) 
where v and t are as before, u=kop, and Ç=u/w=sin0 with w=Vu^+v^=kor. The 
auxiliary functions for «>0 have now been defined as 
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u.v.t) = ds s2"+W+i ^ f (^i)J;n+p(su)D^(st). (24) 
Denoting the special case /=|w| by 
*î'n(N.^./'lu.v,t) = \j/S(/w,plu,v,t), (25) 
one can show that Eqs. (14) and (16) are once again valid, with of course the index p and 
the variable u added to the argument list of the and V|/°. It therefore remains to evaluate 
\|/S(m,/7lu,v,t) = Ç~''^-^ f dss2«+N+i ê^J;„+p(su)D^(st). (26) 
2"n! Ja (ii-® 
But the themselves can now be shown to satisfy the recurrence relation 
\l/^+i(m,/?l- • .)=^^[(w+/'±l)xi/S(w±l,/7l- • •)-x\|/^(m±2,/?l- • •)], (27) 
with the + sign used for /n>0 and the - sign for m<0, and where T|=v/w=cos0 and 
x=u^/2w. Eq. (27) follows from the Bessel function recurrence relation 
Jn(x)=^^^J„+i(x)-J„+2(x), (28a) 
and also, for m<0, the relation 
J«(x)=(-l)"J_»(x). (28b) 
Eq. (27) allows one to find all of the from the starting values 
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ys^{m,p\ u,v,t) = ds s W+i 0^ Jff,+p(su)Dj(st) . (29) 
To accomplish the evaluation of (29), the Dj are once again expanded as in Eq. (18). 
Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (29) yields 
. \l/?(m,/7lu,v,t) = te) (T1T)-^X DJ,C;^,(S)0®(/7i+/?,^+^IU,V), (30) 
<7=0 
where 
0°(;M,/tlu,v)=^"'^ y f dss^w+M+i Ê^J^(su) (31) 
2"(M+W)! Jo 
and 
and with q defined by the relation |/M+p|=|/M|+|p|-2^, or 
9 = |-[l-sgn(/np)]min(|ml,|p|). (33) 
The series in Eq. (30) can be shown to be convergent for z>a [11], therefore justifying for 
these z values the interchange in the order of integration and summation used to obtain Eq. 
(30). 
Since the C^pq may be evaluated in a straightforward manner from Eq. (32), what 
remains in order to utilize Eq. (30) is the evaluation of the special functions 0° defined in 
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Eq. (31). From the Bessel function relation in Eq. (28b), one finds that 
0®(-w,«|. ••)=(-!)'" <I> V,«l- "), (34) 
and thus only the O^for m>0 need to be evaluated explicitly. Furthermore, using the 
Bessel function recurrence relation in Eq. (28a), one can show that the satisfy the 
recurrence relation 
0°(/»,M+l|. . .) = T| o V + l . n l -  •  ) •  • )  (35) 
Provided starting values are known for the special case «=0, Eq. (35) may be used to 
generate values for all of the remaining But for n=0, it can be shown that [12] 
a)°(/n,Olu,v) = Ti®x®(w), (36) 
and therefore all of the 0^ may be evaluated. 
For a given, fixed p, Eq. (27) considerably reduces the computational requirements for 
evaluating the SWEC. For a maximum l=L, and with m=-l,- • •,/ for each value of /, a 
total of (L+l)^ must be determined for each value of p. Upon examination of Eq. 
(27), one finds that the •\sf%(,m,p) may be evaluated for n=0,- • • with N{pi) as before, 
and for all m necessary to determine the entire (L+1)^ provided the \f^(jn,p) are 
evaluated for m=-{L+\),- • -X+l- Thus, a total of only 2L+3 are required for eachp 
in order to determine all (L+1)^ of the This is a tremendous savings for large L, 
being essentially a factor of L/l. For the special case p=0, and therefore for axially 
symmetric sources, there is also an additional savings of roughly a factor of two, since one 
can show from Eq. (24) that 
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»P°(/,-w,OI u,v,t) =(-ir<(/,m,01 u,v,t), (37) 
and thus values need be calculated explicitly only for m>0. Eq. (37), combined with Eqs. 
(9) and (23), leads to 
dr(/,mlr)= d^™(/,mlu,v,t)XOT(<t>), (38a) 
with 
df^(/.mlu.v,t) = C'^<(/Jm|,Olu,v.t) (38b) 
for symmetric sources and u^K). 
Another special source of considerable interest is the rigid piston, which is a symmetric 




for the model in Section 2.n with a=0. For the on-axis case (p=0), it can be shown that 
[13] 






^'(x) Pn(a/x) X dx. (40b) 
The asterisk on the f/ in Eq. (40a) designates complex conjugation and, along with the use 
of h^' instead of h^^ in (40b), appears in Eqs. (40) because Hasegawa et al. use an e+'"' 
time dependence. In order for the profile in Eq. (39) to agree completely with the 
transducer model in Section 2.11 and with Eq. (2.21), it is necessary to let 
Vo = (VpoCo a)"' YT Oo/VSiT, (41 ) 
from which Eq. (3) follows with 
d^''(//Ml r)= ^ 6^0 f*(koZ,koV a^+z^). (42) 
Although Eq. (42) is limited to the on-axis case, it is still very useful since the f/ may be 
evaluated quite rapidly by recurrence. 
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m. SCATTERING CALCULATIONS 
The formulas necessary for predicting the signal received in an ultrasonic scattering 
experiment are developed in this section for a rigid or elastic sphere immersed in water. As 
mentioned in the introduction, particular attention is given to the pulse-echo arrangement in 
which a single transducer is used to both excite and receive the ultrasonic waves. The 
geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The center of the spherical obstacle is placed at the origin of 
the scatterer oriented coordinate system x'yV, which is itself located at the point F in the 
transducer oriented coordinate system xy z. The generator and receiver are external 
electronics connected to the transducer by feeding cables, and the voltage V output by the 
receiver is the experimentally measurable quantity. 
From Part 1, the signal received in an experiment corresponding to Fig. 1 may be 
predicted as a function of frequency co from (the dependence on frequency is implicit) 
V(r) = |3r(r), (43a) 
where the scattering coefficient F is given by 
r(r)= (4PoCokâP)-^ X 2 T(/,ma,^)fl'(/^lr)û(X,^ilr) (43b) 
l,m X.fi 
and the system efficiency (3 by 
P — Yo ^ 0- (43c) 
In Eq. (43c), the factor jo represents the conversion of the mode amplitude bo, incident 
upon the input terminals of the receiver, into the voltage signal V at the output terminals. In 
Eq. (43b), the spherical wave expansion coefficients a(X,,^) and a'(/,/M) are determined 
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implicitly by the expansions 
P®(r')=S CL(l/nW)himix') (44a) 
l,m 
and 
p'(r')=S a\l/n\r)Aim(r'), (44b) 
I,m 
where p'^(r') is the regular field in the vicinity of the scatterer at r when the transducer itself 
is excited by a mode amplitude Oq, and p'(r') is the initial field in the vicinity of the scatterer 
at r when the adjoint transducer is excited by a mode amplitude Oq. The A/^ are again the 
spherical wave eigenfunctions as defined in Part 1. Other factors in Eq. (43b) are the 
spherical wave transition matrix T(/,mlA,,p.) of the obstacle, the normalization "power" 
P=^0oOo, and the fluid density po, wave speed Cq , and wave number ko . 
In order to calculate the scattering coefficient from Eq. (43 b), one must know the 
values of the spherical wave expansion coefficients a(A,,|i) and 'a\l,m), a task already 
discussed in the preceding section. Furthermore, one must also know the values of the T-
matrix elements T(/,wlA.,|i) for the scattering object used experimentally. Although various 
techniques have been developed for determining the T-matrix elements for objects of 
general shape [14-19], we restrict ourselves here to spherical scatterers for which analytical 
expressions are available for the T(/,/wlA,,|i). In general, for a spherically symmetric 
scatterer 
Til,m l^,|i) = T/ ÔM. 6;»^, (45) 
which reduces Eq. (43 b) to the simpler form 
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r(r) = (4PoCoP)-^ 2 T, a\l,m\f) ail,m\r). (46) 
1=0 m=—l 
Furthermore, for an acoustically rigid sphere of radius b one has [20] 
T/=-j;(Xo)/h'/'\xo), (47) 
where jy is the spherical Bessel function of order /, h^^ is the spherical Hankel function of 
the first kind of order /, and the primes denote differentiation with respect to the argument 
Xo=kob. The corresponding result for an isotropic elastic sphere is [21] 
_ KpX^ jf(Xo)Dy\xL,XT)+j;(Xo)Df (XL,XT) 
Kp x| hJ"(Xo)D/^(XL.XT)+h'/"(xo)D®(xL.XT) 
where XL=kLb=^b with Cl the longitudinal wave speed in the solid, XT=kTb=^b with Ct Cl CX 
the transverse wave speed in the solid, and Kp=pj/pg with pj the density of the solid. The 
determinants D/' and Df in Eq. (48) are given by 
Df(x^,xj) = df df - df df (49a) 
and 
Df (Xl.Xt) = df df - df df, (49b) 
where 
df=[2/(/+l)-x2] j,(XiJ)-4xLj)(xL), (50a) 
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dP= ZxJXxT) + [x2-2/(/+l)+2] J/Xt). (500 
Eqs. (48)-(50) were first given by Faran [22], although in a somewhat different form. 
Due to the complexity of Eq. (48), it is necessary to ensure that the T/ are being 
evaluated correctly. The plane wave scattering amplitude provides a convenient check for 
this purpose, since it involves all of the T/ in a relatively straightforward manner. From the 
plane wave results in Part 1, and the Legendre function addition theorem [23], the plane 
wave scattering amplitude for a spherically symmetric obstacle is found to be given by 
where cos0=nr-nk. The unit vector points in the direction of propagation of the 
incident plane wave, while the unit vector iir points in the direction of observation for the 
outward scattered spherical wave. Due to the spherical symmetry of the scatterer, Eq. (51) 










where P/(-l)=(-l)' has been used. Results are presented in Fig. 2 for a tungsten carbide 
sphere (pi = 13.8 g/cm^, Cl=6860 m/s, Cr=4185 m/s) immersed in water (Po=l g/cm^, 
Co=1476 m/s) for the k^b range 0 to 60, with a spacing of 0.04. The results in Fig. 2 are 
actually for the magnitude of the backscattering form function f(7C), where f(0) is given by 
(2/b)A(©), and is therefore a nondimensional quantity. Fig. 2 agrees with the results 
shown in Figs. 2 and 4 of Reference 22, thus verifying the computer code used to evaluate 
the transition matrix elements T/ for an isotropic, elastic sphere. 
As discussed in Section IV of Part 2, it is more convenient to use Eqs. (43) 
experimentally by introducing the concept of an effective system efficiency. This is done 
as before by rewriting Eqs. (43) in the form 
V(r) = per(r), (53a) 
where the normalized scattering coefficient F is now given by 
/ 
r(r)=(7ikoa)2 (2/+l)(-l)'T/ £ dT(/.mlr)dR(/,mlr), (53b) 
1=0 m=-l 
and with the effective system efficiency Pe given by 
Pe — P YTYR* (53c) 
Eqs. (53a) and (53c) are, of course, identical to Eqs. (2.55a) and (2.55c). Several steps 
are required in order to go from Eqs. (43) to Ecjs. (53). First, by considering only 
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spherically symmetric scatterers, F is given by Eq. (46) instead of Eq. (43b). In Eq. (46), 
the spherical wave expansion coefficients ail,m) are evaluated using Eq, (3), which follows 
from Eqs. (1) and (44a). The spherical wave expansion coefficients a\l,m) are also 
the 'a\l,m), with the replacements mentioned, since Eq. (2.54) may be used in exactly the 
same manner as Eq. (2.52). The factor Pq is now evaluated from Eq. (2.11), as is Po with 
Again, although it is not necessary, we have assumed that the characteristic dimension a of 
the transducer is the same whether the probe is being used as a transmitter or a receiver of 
ultrasonic waves. 
In several of the numerical calculations to follow, specifically for the calculation of time 
domain waveforms, it is necessary to assign values to the effective system efficiency. For 
this purpose, the model 
evaluated using Eq. (3), but with Pq, Yt ^nd dj- replaced by Pq, Yt d^. Eq. (3) holds for 
a and Oq replaced by a and Oq. Finally, the adjoint relations (2.19) are used to replace Yr 
and df by Yr and d^, and after a bit of algebra and the use of P=^3oao> Eqs. (53) result. 
Pe(t) = -e (^fot/Q) sin(27tfot) (54a) 
is used, where 
(54b) 
is the Fourier transform of pe(Cû), with 
P.(f)= (54c 
and (û=2nf (co is the frequency in radians/sec; f is the frequency in cycles/sec or Hertz). 
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The parameter fo represents essentially the center frequency of the spectrum Pe(f), while the 
parameter Q relates to the bandwidth of Pe(f). This is readily seen in Fig. 3, which shows 
plots of pe(f) for Q=1.5 to 3.5 in steps of 0.5, and of Pc(t) for Q=1.5 and 3.5. From Fig. 
3, and Eqs. (54), estimates for the bandwidth BW of pe. its maximum frequency 
component fmax. and its total extent in time T are: BW=2fo/Q, fmax=fo+1 -SBW, and 
T=2Q/fo. These estimates are useful when selecting a value for Q, and when determining 
the appropriate time window and At for the FFT (in the numerical simulations to follow, 
time domain waveforms are determined by applying the FFT to signal spectrums obtained 
from single frequency calculations). For simulating the behavior of an assumed ultrasonic 
transducer, fo will be taken as the desired nominal frequency and Q will be set to either the 
value 1.5 or the value 3.5, depending on whether it is to model a broadband or a 
narrowband transducer respectively. For example, fo=10 MHz and Q=1.5 would be used 
to simulate a 10 MHz broadband transducer. 
Before proceeding to the actual numerical computations, an approximate formula for the 
scattering coefficient will now be developed which relates F in a more direct manner to the 
radiated field. This approximate model is based on the assumption that the fields, both p'^ 
and p', in the vicinity of the scattering obstacle may be effectively represented by a single 
plane wave component, at least as far as the scattering calculation is concerned [7]. For 
this approximation, one therefore writes 
pR(r')=pi'AD(f+r') = pRAD(i:)eikonk-(r'+r-r) (55a) 
and 
pV)=^(r+r') = ^ °(r)eikonk-(r'+r-f), (55b) 
where r (r) is chosen to give the plane wave the appropriate amplitude, and Sfc (n^) to give 
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it the appropriate direction of propagation. The additional factor of r-r (f-r) in the 
argument of the exponential in (55) is included in order to keep the phase consistent with 
exact calculations and the separation between the origins of the xyz and x'yV coordinate 
systems. Eq. (55a), with the use of Eq. (l,B15a), yields the plane wave spectrum 
P^(nk) = 4% p'^(r) ô(nk-nk) e k * ( r-r) (56) 
Furthermore, from Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.6) and (2.11) one may write 
pRAD(r) = p,Y,CT(r), (57) 
where 
for either physical model (a=0 or a=l). Results equivalent to Eqs. (56)-(58) also hold for 
the adjoint field, and when combined with Eqs. (56)-(58) and Eq. (1.45) yield 
r(r) = ;|^Yr^CT(r)CT(r)T(-nklnk)eil^[nk-(i=-r)+n (59) 
kSaa 
where r, r, n^, and are obviously to be regarded as implicit functions of r. Eq. (59) is 
very general in form, since the dependence of r, and f, on r has yet to be specified. 
Typical use of Eq. (59) is for the case of a small scattering obstacle (small compared to 
local variations in the fields p® and p'), for which one would set r=r=r, and would select 
Hk ("k) as the normal at r to the phase surface of the field p*^ (p'). However, Eq. (59) is 
also useful for larger scattering obstacles, provided the signal of interest originates from a 
small localized region on the surface of the scatterer. This applies most directly to the 
specular reflection from points on the surface of the obstacle with convex curvature. The 
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classic example being the specular reflection from the leading edge of an isotropic, elastic 
sphere. In fact, it is for this very purpose that we will use Eq. (59), specializing it further 
to a pulse-echo situation involving fields which are bounded beams originating from a 
highly directional transducer, and scatterer locations which remain on or near the acoustic 
axis. For such a measurement situation, one has nk=nk=nz and r=r=f-bnz, as shown in 
Fig. 4. The propagation direction for the local plane wave follows from writing the total 
phase 0(r) of the radiated field as 0(r)=koZ+(|)(r), where l(t)l«koZ for z/a>l provided that 
koa» 1 (producing a bounded beam) and r is not too far off axis (otherwise koZ should be 
replaced by kgr). Eq. (59) therefore reduces to 
where the plane wave transition matrix has been replaced by the farfield backscattering 
amplitude following Eqs. (1.50) and (42), and the adjoint relations (2.19) have been used 
to extract Yr and %, and thus to obtain F. In Eq. (60), Cr is given by Eq. (58) as well as 
Ct, but with the subscripts T replaced by R throughout. If the transducer happens to be 
reciprocal, then Cr=Ct and 
(60) 
r(r )=  (const.) C?(r-bnz),  
so that F yields essentially a direct measurement of the radiated field. 
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IV. RESULTS 
The majority of the results presented here are concerned with the validity of the plane 
wave approximation (PWA), and specifically with the use of Eq. (60) in predicting the 
specular reflection from an isotropic, elastic sphere. In order to test the PWA, comparisons 
will be made with calculations of the normalized scattering coefficient based on the 
spherical wave expansion (SWE) formula in Eq. (53b). Note that a reciprocal source will 
always be assumed, and only the physical probe model for a=0 will be considered. The 
first results presented will be time domain waveforms for scattering by a spherical obstacle 
centered on the acoustic axis of a rigid piston probe. As mentioned in Section III, the 
waveforms are calculated by first determining the signal spectrums using single frequency 
calculations and then applying the FFT. In order to ensure a time window of sufficient 
length (since the energy slowly "leaks out" of an elastic scatterer), the spacing between 
successive single frequency calculations was taken to be Af = 0.1 MHz. This Af value 
yields a total time window of 10 |isec, which was found to be adequate for the calculations 
presented. Of course only that portion of the total time window which is of direct interest 
is actually shown. The maximum frequency in the calculations was then selected in order 
to satisfy both the bandlimit requirements of pe(f). and to provide a sufficient time 
resolution At. Because this usually resulted in a large number of frequencies at which to 
evaluate F, the spherical wave expansion coefficients for Eq. (53b) were evaluated using 
Eq. (42) instead of the more general approach presented in Section II. Furthermore, all 
time domain waveforms presented are for a transducer having a center frequency of 10 
MHz, a diameter of 0.25", and a Q value in Eq. (54) of either 1.5 (broadband) or 3.5 
(narrowband). 
The first set of time domain waveforms are presented in Figs. 5-7. Scattering was 
from a tungsten carbide sphere (cl = 0.686 cm/|isec, c? = 0.4185 cm/jisec, pi = 13.8 
g/cm^) immersed in water (Cq = 0.148 cm/|isec, po = 1 g/cm^) with b/a = 0.25 and 
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centered on the acoustic axis at z/a = 21.453,10.726, and 5.365 respectively. These 
seemingly odd values of z/a were selected because they correspond to S values of 1.0,0.5, 
and 0.25 respectively at the center frequency of 10 MHz, where S = (27r/koa)z/a (S = 1 
being the nearfield to farfield transition point for a rigid piston source at frequency k^a). 
Agreement between the PWA and the more exact S WE results is excellent, for all times 
shown, for the farthest distance of S=1.0, but the agreement deteriorates as the scatterer is 
moved closer. However, the agreement between the two results for the earliest time signal, 
the specular reflection, remains satisfactory even for the closest distance. This is consistent 
with the idea that the the specular reflection originates from a small "spot" on the leading 
edge of the sphere, upon which Eq. (60) is essentially based. 
However, the narrowband results in Fig. 7 demonstrate that the specular reflection may 
be difficult to separate from the other signals present in the response (through transmitted 
waves, Rayleigh surface waves, etc. [24-32]). To investigate this possibility. Figs. 8 and 
9 present results similar to those in Figs. 5-7, but for scattering from either a steel sphere 
(CL = 0.596 cm/|isec, CT = 0.324 cm/|isec, pi = 7.7 g/cm^) or an aluminum sphere (CL = 
0.627 cm/(isec, CT = 0.338 cm/|isec, PI = 2.7 g/cm^), both with b/a = 0.25 and located at 
the middle distance of z/a = 10.726. For the broadband transducer, the specular reflection 
is resolvable in both cases, while for the narrowband transducer, the tail end of the specular 
reflection is affected slightly in both cases. Furthermore, it is difficult to tell exactiy where 
the specular reflection ends for the narrowband results, especially for the aluminum sphere. 
Figs. 10 and 11 present results which are once again for scattering by a tungsten carbide 
sphere, also centered at the middle distance of z/a = 10.726, but for sphere sizes of b/a = 
0.1 and 0.5. For the b/a = 0.5 case, the spacing between successive single frequency 
calulations was decreased to Af = 0.05 MHz in order to ensure a sufficient time window. 
Although the specular reflections are clearly resolved for the sphere of size b/a = 0.5, they 
are certainly not resolved for the sphere of size b/a = 0.1. However, even though the 
specular reflections are not resolved for b/a = 0.1, the PWA results are in very good 
agreement with the S WE calculations for this sphere size for all times shown. The well 
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resolved specular reflections for b/a = 0.5, on the other hand, show some deterioration in 
the agreement between the PWA and S WE results from that obtained with b/a =0.25. 
Obviously, if one is interested in both the resolvability of the specular reflection and the 
validity of the PWA for that signal, then the size and material of the sphere will have to be 
chosen with regard for the size and frequency content of the transducer to be used 
(resolution of the specular reflection is of interest because one can then mount the sphere on 
the end of a rod of smaller diameter without disturbing the specular signal). 
For a comparison of the PWA and S WE results at a single frequency, one would like to 
separate the T-matrix of an elastic sphere into the sum of a component representing the 
specular reflection and a term representing all of the remaining scattering signals. One 
could then check the PWA for the specular reflection by comparing it with S WE 
calculations that use only this specular component; the resulting comparison between the 
two metiiods would be unbiased. But it is known that the scattering from a rigid sphere is 
composed of only a single specular component combined with many smaller creeping wave 
components. Furthermore, for backscattering at higher kob, these creeping wave 
components are well separated from and considerably smaller than the dominant specular 
component [20]. In addition, the specular reflection from a rigid sphere, multiplied by the 
plane wave reflection coefficient for normal incidence on a planar liquid-solid interface, 
approximates well the specular reflection from an elastic sphere (of the same solid material) 
at higher kob [32,33]. This idea is demonstrated in the top graphs of both Figs. 12 and 13, 
which compare die signals for a tungsten carbide sphere to those of a perfectly rigid sphere 
multiplied by the appropriate reflection coefficient. The sphere, centered on tiie acoustic 
axis at z/a = 5.363, was of size b/a = 0.25 for both cases, and the same transducer models 
were used as for Figs. 5-11. In both figures, the specular reflection components for the 
signals do indeed show excellent agreement. One can also distinguish a very small 
creeping wave signal in the rigid sphere waveforms around 2.8 ^sec. The bottom graphs 
in Figs. 12 and 13 show both the waveform Pe*C*C, scaled by a factor of 50, and its time 
derivative, inverted and shifted by 1.6 jisec. The * designates a convolution in time, and C 
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is the normalized on-axis pressure in Eq. (58) evaluated at the front edge of the sphere (z/a 
= 5.113). The specular reflection is clearly closely related to the time derivative of 
Pe*C*C. 
The rigid sphere T-matrix in Eq. (47) is therefore seen to yield an accurate 
approximation to the specularly reflected component, and may be used in the S WE 
calculations to provide an essentially unbiased comparison with the PWA. The results of 
these calculations are shown in Figs. 14-21, all of which are for scattering by a rigid 
sphere. Comparison between the PWA and S WE results are made for both the magnitude 
(in one figure) and the phase (in the following figure) of the normalized scattering 
coefficient as a function of the radial location of the sphere (with respect to the probe's 
acoustic axis). Because calculations have been made for off-axis locations, the spherical 
wave expansion coefficients were evaluated by the general approach presented in Section 
n. Three separate graphs appear in each figure, with each individual graph showing the 
results for a different value of a parameter selected to vary. Since the scattering is fi-om a 
rigid sphere at a single frequency, there are four parameters to consider: the z/a value for 
the front edge of the sphere, given in terms of the normalized distance S; the type of source 
used, i.e., rigid piston, focused piston, etc.; the size of the sphere, given by the normalized 
value b/a; and of course the frequency, given by the normalized value koa. The "standard" 
scattering arrangement was taken to consist of the parameter values S = 0.5, a rigid piston 
source, b/a = 0.25, and koa = 100. These are the values the parameters assume unless 
otherwise stated. 
The results begin in Figs. 14 and 15 with the parameter S being varied; taking on the 
values S = 1.0,0.5, and 0.25. As expected, the agreement between the PWA and S WE 
calculations deteriorates as S decreases. Note that the S WE calculations are continued out 
only to p/a = 0.85 for S = 0.25. Beyond this value of p/a for S = 0.25, the accuracy of the 
S WE calculations are suspect because of the finite precision with which real numbers are 
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represented by the computer. The difficulty is identical to that which occurs for the 
evaluation of the diffraction integral 0 by Eq. (2.76). In Figs. 16 and 17, the type of 
source is now varied while S is fixed at 0.25. The calculations are made for a pinned 
piston, M = 0, n = 1, and K = 0 in Eq. (2.24); a clamped piston, M = 0, n = 2, and K = 0; 
and a focused piston with F/a = 12, M = 0, n = 0, and K = 2.083. This value of F/a puts 
the geometric focal point at S = 0.75 for k^a = 100, so S = 0.25 is considerably closer to 
the source than the focal point. The behavior of the phase in the bottom graph in Fig. 17 
for p/a < 1 is therefore consistent with the focusing of the beam. Once again the results are 
as expected; showing that the agreement between the PWA and the S WE calculations 
increases as the beam profile becomes smoother. Since the beam profile for the focused 
piston is not smoother, the results for this source do not show an improved agreement 
between the PWA and S WE. However, the level of agreement is essentially the same as 
for the rigid piston source, demonstrating that the rigid piston by itself provides a useful 
test of the PWA. 
Figs. 18-21 follow up on this idea of using the rigid piston source alone as a test case 
for the PWA. In Figs. 18 and 19, the size of the spherical scatterer is varied, taking on the 
values b/a = 0.1,0.5 and 0.75, while in Figs. 20 and 21 the normalized frequency is 
varied, taking on the values koa = 25, 50 and 200. Clearly the agreement between the 
PWA and S WE decreases as the size of the sphere increases. However, one must also 
remember that die ability to resolve the specular reflection is lost when the sphere becomes 
too small. The agreement between the PWA and S WE also decreases, for a fixed value of 
S, as the frequency decreases. The fact that S is fixed, and not z/a, is important since it 
requires that z/a be decreased along with the frequency in order to maintain S at the desired 
value. It is also why the beam profiles in Figs. 20 and 21 appear to be nearly identical, 
since the field of a rigid piston source at high k^a is known to be essentially a function of S 
and p/a only. One therefore concludes from Figs. 20 and 21 that the PWA will be valid 
farther into the nearfield of a source, defined by S=l, for higher frequencies than it will be 
for lower frequencies, but not necessarily for smaller values of z/a. 
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Having examined the theoretical calculations in detail, some experimental verification of 
the theory is now of interest. However, tiiis requires that an actual transducer be available 
for which the distribution function dy (assuming it to be reciprocal) is known. Fortunately, 
a probe was available which appeared from preliminary field measurements to behave 
essentially as a rigid piston source. The probe was a Panametrics model V309 immersion 
transducer with a nominal frequency of 5 MHz and a diameter of 0.5". The scattering 
experiments that were performed involved the reflection from a 0.125" diameter steel ball 
mounted on the end of a rod of smaller diameter. A total of 5 transverse (x-y) scans were 
taken, with the front edge of the sphere remaining a fixed distance from the plane of the 
probe face for each scan. All of these scans were 0.64" X 0.64" in size with a spacing 
between the points in both the x and y directions of 0.04", yielding a 17 X 17 grid of 
measurement points. In terms of x/a and y/a the scans were 2.56 X 2.56 in size with a 
spacing of A(x/a) = A(y/a) = 0.16. The signal at each measurement point was acquired 
using a pulse (spike) excitation, which enabled the specular reflection to be windowed in 
time and digitized separately. The FFT was subsequently applied to each of the discretized 
waveforms, and the 4.98 MHz component extracted. For the 5 scans, the front edge of the 
sphere was successively located at the z values of 5", 4", 3", 1.5" and 0.75", which yield 
the normalized values of S = 0.94, 0.75,0.56,0.28, and 0.14 for a frequency of 4.98 
MHz (Co = 0.148 cm/nsec and a = 0.25" yield koa = 134.25). Qualitative comparisons of 
theory and experiment are presented in Figs. 22-27 for the S values of 0.94,0.75 and 
0.56. The theoretical results are for the magnitude and phase of the normalized scattering 
coefficient F, as determined by the S WE, and the experimental results are for the magnitude 
and phase of the spectrum at 4.98 MHz for the received signal V. 
The results in Figs. 22-27 are actually a direct comparison between theory and 
experiment for the magnitude of F and V only. In the experimental results, a linear trend 
appeared in the phase of V for each scan. The removal of these linear trends resulted in the 
phase values shown in the lower graphs of Figs. 23, 25 and 27. The presence of such 
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linear trends is presumably the consequence of a small misorientation between the z axis 
(the acoustic axis of the probe) and the true normal to the x-y plane. The experimental x-y 
scans were therefore not true transverse scans of the probe field at a fixed z, but instead 
satisfied 
where z was the apparent value of z as measured along the acoustic axis. Of course there is 
also a difference between the "true" and "scan" x and y values, but this difference is second 
order in the misorientation. Provided the coefficients A and B are small and the size of the 
scan not too large, then the effect of this misorientation on the magnitude of V should be 
negligible. The effect on the phase, however, will not be negligible if ko is large (ko = 
211.4 cm"' for 4.98 MHz). This is due to the propagation component of the phase 2koZ, 
which will give the total phase a linear trend as a result of Eq. (61). Because the probe 
fields here are supposed to be symmetric without the linear phase trends, and because the 
measurement scans were symmetric, the coefficients A and B could be found by simply 
fitting a linear trend to the phase values with a least squared error calculation. The 
following results were obtained: 
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where y = cos"'(l +A^+B^)""^ is the misorientation angle between the z axis and the normal 
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to the x-y plane. From Eq, (61), the largest lAzI = Iz-zl could possibly be over the entire 
scan is given by 
lAzluiax — V A^+B^ Pmax> 
which yields lAzI ^ 0.0047" based on the largest values of A and B found for all scans. 
For koa = 134.25, this bound on lAzI in turn yields IAS I < 0.0009, which is still only 0.6 % 
of S at the smallest S value of 0.14. The approximate 0.5° misorientation angle should 
therefore not effect the shape of either the magnitude or the phase profile (with the linear 
trend removed). Also note that since the center of the beam does not shift away from the 
origin in the x-y plane as z is decreased, the acoustic axis of the probe and the z axis are in 
fact the same (the z axis being defined by the search tube which holds the transducer in the 
water and moves it "normal" to the x-y plane). 
Because the misorientation angle appears to be small enough, more quantitative 
comparisons between the theory and experiment can be made. These are presented in Figs. 
28-31. The experimental values are for the magnitude and phase of V taken from the scans 
along both the positive and negative x and y axes. The spread in the four experimental data 
points at each p/a value thus provides some measure of the symmetry of the source. The 
theoretical values are for the magnitude and phase of F, as determined by both the PWA 
and the S WE (except at S = 0.14, for which the S WE results could not be accurately 
calculated, at least with the floating-point precision used here). Because the theoretical 
calculations do not take into account the attenuation in water, and do not include Pe, it was 
necessary to scale the magnitude of F in order to obtain the quantitative comparisons in 
Figs. 28 and 30. Also, because an absolute zero-of-time reference was not kept in the 
experimental measurements, the experimental phase values may only be considered on a 
relative basis, and it was necessary to shift the phase values for F in order to obtain the 
quantitative comparisons in Figs. 29 and 31. The scaling and shifting of the magnitude and 
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phase of F were done in the following manner. First, the PWA was used to obtain values 
for F at the experimental p/a locations, excluding the origin p = 0. The origin was 
excluded because the theory and experiment tended to disagree considerable more at the 
origin than elsewhere (this is not so much true for the phase as it is for the magnitude). 
Then the average of these values was determined, separately for both the magnitude and the 
phase, and the scale factor and phase shift selected in order to make this average agree with 
the respective average for the experimental values. Note that making the averages 
equivalent actually provides the best fit in a least squared error sense only for the phase, not 
for the magnitude. The PWA results for F were used for determining the necessary scaling 
because they could be calculated for all 5 S values, and because the S WE results are for a 
rigid sphere and therefore contain some small creeping wave components as well as the 
desired specular reflection. Although the scale factors for the magnitude of F were 
determined separately for each S value, they should in fact be given collectively by Be-^"\ 
as in Eq. (2.79) (provided the attenuation is small, since the theoretical calculations were 
made using real-valued wave numbers). To test this idea, the logarithm of the individual 
scale factors is plotted against 2z in Fig. 32. The points fit a straight line fairly well, and 
the value for attenuation found is a = 0.(X)8 Np/cm, which is in line with the attenuation in 




The calculation of the pulse-echo scattering from an elastic sphere immersed in water 
was considered based on the general formulae developed in Part 1. For the particular 
scattering coefficient formula applied from Part 1, the coefficients for a spherical wave 
expansion of the radiated field about the center of the sphere were required. A method for 
evaluating these coefficients for an arbitrary source was presented which is efficient and 
accurate for locations which are not too close to the source or too far off its acoustic axis. 
This provided an exact method (SWE) for evaluating the scattering coefficient for a variety 
of probes and scatterer locations. An approximate method (PWA) was also developed for 
evaluating the scattering coefficient which was based on the assumption that the fields 
could be adequately represented by plane waves within the vicinity of the obstacle. This 
approximate model is expected to be accurate for predicting the scattering from obstacles 
which are small with respect to the local variations in the fields. It is also expected to be 
useful for larger obstacles in predicting the specular reflection from points on the surface of 
the scatterer with convex curvature. 
Time domain waveforms were calculated for the specific case of an elastic sphere 
centered on the acoustic axis of a rigid piston probe. Spheres of various materials and sizes 
were considered. The results showed that the PWA is very useful for predicting the 
specular reflection from the leading edge of the sphere, even for spheres located well into 
the nearfield of the probe. The results also showed tiiat the specular reflection is separated 
in time from the other scattering responses if the size and material of the sphere are 
appropriately chosen with respect to the size and frequency content of the probe. Single 
frequency calculations further verified the usefulness of the PWA for the specular reflection 
from spheres located off the acoustic axis. The calculations also demonstrated that the rigid 
piston source is a critical test case for the PWA, with the PWA working better for 
"smoother" sources. 
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In comparisons with experiment, the theory was found to do well in general, even far 
into the nearfield of the source. The experiments consisted of 5 transverse (x-y) scans of 
the field from a commercially manufactured 5 MHz, 0.5" planar probe. The scattering 
obstacle was a 0.125" diameter steel sphere mounted on the end of a rod of smaller 
diameter. The sphere was large enough to enable the specular reflection to be resolved in 
time from the other scattering signals and digitized separately. A small misorientation of 
the transducer resulted in the presence of linear trends in the measured phase profiles, 
which were subsequendy removed for comparisons with theoiy. The theoretical 
computations were based on modeling the transducer as a rigid piston source. Considering 
this idealistic assumption for the behavior of the transducer, the agreement between theory 
and experiment was quite satisfactory. 
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VI. APPENDIX A. CALCULATION OF THE RADIATED FIELD 
In this appendix, the results of Section n are applied to the computation of the 
normalized pressure Ct in Eq. (58). The approach is based on Eq. (1) and (2.49), and the 
result 
A/>n(r)-> 7^5/00^0. (Al) 
V47C 
which holds as Irl 0. It follows from these formulae that 
p«^(r)=y=a(0,0lr), (A2) 
y47c 
from which, with û(0,0lr) given by Eq. (3) and the use of Eq. (57), one finds 
CT(r) = Y^dT(0,0lr). (A3) 
Considering first the off-axis case, Eqs. (23), (6c), (9), (25), (30) and (32)-(34), together 
with Eq. (A3), yield the formula 
+"«» ju \|pl oo 
Cr(r)= E i^ly) Xp((t))X (A4) 
p=-oo'^'' q=0 
after considerable simplification. For the on-axis case, one can show that Eq. (A4) reduces 
to the correct result in the limit p 0 (u->0). Since w=Vu^+v^ ->v, T|=v/w-> 1 and 
T=U^/2W—>0 as u—>0, it follows from Eq. (34) that 
0*^(/n,n+ll0,v) = 0®(w+l,nl0,v), (A5a) 
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and from Eq. (36) that 
<I>®(m,OIO,v) = %°(v). (A5b) 
Eq. (A5) shows that the 0° are well behaved as u->0; in fact, 
0°(/«,rtl0,v) = x0+„(v) (A6) 
is the solution of Eqs. (A5). The only other factor in Eq. (A4) which involves u is Ç=u/w, 
which tends to zero with u. Eq. (A4) therefore yields in the limit u —>0 the result 
which is now valid for u=0. Eq. (A7) is also the result when (A3) is combined with Eqs. 
(11), (15), (19) and (21), which also hold for u=0. Eq. (A4) is therefore seen to be valid 
for all field points, at least under the restriction z>a, since only then is Eq. (30), and thus 
Eq. (A4), actually convergent. 
Alternately, one could use Eqs. (1) and (2.49) directly as 
where r' is found from r'=r-r and r may be chosen arbitrarily. Combining Eq. (3) for the 
a(l/n) with Eq. (A8) yields, with the use of Eq. (57), 
Cr(^) = ïèi^(frDÎ,XÎ(v). (A7) 
P^(r)= X a(l,m\r)Aim(r'), (A8) 
l,m 
~ I _ 




In Eq. (A9), the are defined through 
and by comparison with Eq. (6a). Although Eq. (A9) is useful as a check on the 
computation of the di.(/,m), it is not an efficient way to compute Ct. For actual numerical 
calculations of Cr, Eq. (A4) is considerably more efficient and therefore preferred. 
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vn. APPENDIX B. UPPER BOUND FOR (D° 
The purpose of this appendix is to develop an upper bound on the defined in Eq. 
(31) which can be used in proving the convergence of Eqs. (30) and (A4). Using in Eq. 
(31) the upper bound 
|Jn(z)l^ l ,  
which is valid for real-valued z, results in 
|<DV.«)I ^ (Bl) 
where 
li{fn,n)= f dss2"+W+i(l-s^)~^^ (B2) 
Jo 
and 
h(m,n)= ^ dss2"+M+i(s2-l)-(^-°)/2e-v(s2-l)'". (B3) 
The change of variables x=(l-s^)'^ in Eq. (B2) and x=(s^-l)'^ in Eq. (B3), then yields 
h(m,n)= J dx (B4) 
and 
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l2{m,n)= f dx x° (1e-y\ (B5) 
Jo 
From Eq. (B4), it is clear that Ii has the simple upper bound Ii< 1 valid for all m and n 
(and a=0,l). For h, we further use the upper bound 
Vl+x^^l+x, 
which is valid for x^, and follow with the change of variable y=l+x to arrive at 
h(m,n)< dy (y-l)°y2'*+M e-v(y-l), (B6) 
Since (y-l)<y for y>l (in fact for all real-valued y), one has 
l2(m,n)< dy y2n+W+a g-vy 





which is the desired result. 
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Fig. 1 Geometry for the pulse-echo scattering from a rigid or elastic 




















Fig. 2 Magnitude of backscattering form function for tungsten carbide 
sphere immersed in water for kob in the range 0 to 60. 
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Fig. 3 Frequency spectrum Pe(f) modeled by Eq. (54c) for Q=1.5-3.5 (0.5) (top); 
time domain waveform Pe(0 for Q=1.5 (solid) and Q=3.5 (dashed) (bottom). 
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Fig. 4 Geometry for the plane wave approximation of the specular reflection 




Fig. 5 Received signal by S WE (solid) and PWA (dotted) for scattering by a tungsten 
carbide sphere of size b/a=0.25 centered on the acoustic axis at %/a=21.453 for 
a 10 MHz, 0.25" rigid piston model: (top) broadband; (bottom) narrowband. 
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Fig. 7 Same as in Fig. 5 except for a location of z/a=5.363. 
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Fig. 8 Received signal by S WE (solid) and PWA (dotted) for scattering by a sphere of 
size b/a=0,25 centered on the acoustic axis at z/a=10.726 of a 10 MHz, 0.25" 
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Fig. 10 Received signal by S WE (solid) and PWA (dotted) for scattering by a tungsten 
carbide sphere centered on the acoustic axis at z/a=10.726 of a 10 MHz, 0.25" 
broadband rigid piston: (top) b/a=0.1; (bottom) b/a=0.5. 
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Fig. 12 Received signal by S WE for scattering by a tungsten carbide (dotted) or rigid, 
multiplied by reflection coefficient, (solid) sphere of size b/a=0.25 centered on 
the acoustic axis at z/a=5.313 of a 10 MHz, 0.25" broadband rigid piston (top); 
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Fig. 14 Magnitude of normalized scattering coefficient at 1(^=100 for a rigid piston 
source and scattering from a rigid sphere of size b/a=0.25, with the front edge 
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Fig. 16 Magnitude of normalized scattering coefficient at koa=100 for scattering by a 
rigid sphere of size b/a=0.25, with the front edge located at S =0.25: (top) pinned 
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Fig. 17 Same as in Fig. 16 except for the phase of the normalized scattering coefficient. 
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Fip. 18 Magnitude of normalized scattering coefficient at 1(^=100 for a rigid 
piston source and scattering by a rigid sphere with the front edge located 
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Fig. 20 Magnitude of normalized scattering coefficient for a rigid piston source 
and scattering by a rigid sphere of size b/a=0.25, with the front edge located 
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Fig. 28 Comparison of theory (Ipi) and experiment (IVI) for the specular reflection 
from a steel sphere of size b/a=0.25 for 1(^3=134.25 and a planar piston probe, 
with the front edge at: (top) S =0.94; (middle) S =0.75; (bottom) S =0.56. 
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Fig. 30 Comparison of theory (iri) and experiment (IVl) for the specular reflection 
from a steel sphere of size b/a=0.25 for !q,a=l34.25 and a planar piston probe, 
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APPLICATION OF THE SCATTERING 
FROM AN ELASTIC SPHERE TO THE 




The general formulae developed in Part 1 for the scattering coefficient have been 
applied in Parts 2 and 3 for two common UT scattering experiments. In order to carry out 
any actual numerical computations, it was necessary to assume a specific form for the 
distribution functions dv characterizing the distributed properties of the probes involved. 
The results of these computations have not always depended critically on the actual dv 
assumed (the dependence on dy relates to the type, location and size of the scattering 
obstacle). Furthermore, one is sometimes interested in more general, less quantitative 
conclusions, such as the inspectability of a component, for which the use of a standard 
model like the rigid piston is often sufficient. However, for answering questions about the 
probability of detection (POD) for a given measurement system, or for incorporating the 
system's properties into a flaw characterization technique, one needs more specific, 
quantitative information regarding the characteristics of the actual system being used. For 
the transducers involved, this means essentially the experimental determination of the dv, 
while for the system as a whole, it also means the measurement of the effective system 
efficiency Pe. 
The determination of d? for a transducer is equivalent to the determination of the normal 
velocity Vz on the plane flush with the probe face when the probe is radiating into water 
(assuming an immersion measurement system and the physical model for a=0 in Section 
2.n). For a reciprocal probe, since dR=dT, this determines the reception properties as well. 
The determination of the radiation (or diffraction) characteristics of transducers has long 
been of interest, both from a theoretical and an experimental point of view [1-3]. The 
actual experimental techniques for obtaining dt naturally separate into two categories: direct 
methods and indirect methods. In a direct method, one attempts to actually measure the 
normal velocity Vz directly on the plane z=0 (the plane flush with the face of the probe), 
while in an indirect method, one attempts to infer Vz for z=0 from measurements of the 
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radiated field for z>0. Direct methods further break down into those which involve actual 
contact between the probe and the measuring device, such as the capacitance technique used 
in Reference 4, and those which do not involve any contact, principly the optical techniques 
such as laser interferometry [2]. Indirect methods have an analogous break down into 
those which involve the actual placement of an object in the radiated field, such as a second 
transducer [5-7] or a scattering obstacle, and those which are noninvasive, again principly 
the optical techniques [8]. A direct, noncontact method is clearly very desirable, since no 
additional loading is placed on the transducer, which would otherwise disturb the radiation 
characteristics, and no additional processing is required of die experimental data. 
However, the indirect, invasive methods are of interest here, since the results of Parts 1-3 
may be applied to such methods. Furthermore, these methods are usually less complicated 
experimentally, and are therefore more frequently employed in practice. 
For an indirect method, one usually seeks measurements of the pressure at individual 
field locations, from which the determination of dj involves the inverse source (diffraction) 
problem for the Rayleigh integral (at least for the transducer model we have selected). The 
inverse source problem for the Rayleigh integral has been investigated extensively [9-15] 
and remains an area of active research. We begin in Section II by describing two indirect, 
invasive methods and reducing them to the solution of the inverse source problem for the 
Rayleigh integral. The first method involves the scattering of the radiated field from an 
elastic sphere, and is based on the results of Part 3. The second method involves the 
measurement of the radiated field using a second transducer, which is usually a jiprobe in 
practice in order to approximate a point measurement of the pressure. The inverse source 
problem itself is addressed in Section III, where the method of solution used here is 
presented. The solution is based upon writing the distribution profile in the plane z=0 as a 
sum over a set of basis functions, each weighted by an unknown coefficient. Values for 
the coefficients are then found by minimizing the error between the experimental pressure 
measurements and the pressure predicted fnjm the assumed profile. Finally, some results 
are presented in Section IV for the characterization of both a planar and a focused 
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transducer, both commercially manufactured, utilizing the first of the two methods 
discussed. It should be mentioned, however, that the main objective for the work done 
here was taken to be the characterization of the radiated field in a manner adequate for 
predicting the beam throughout the region in which testing is usually performed. This 
"relaxed" objective allows one to look for any profile which predicts the field correctly 
throughout the desired region, instead of demanding the determination of the exact profile, 
which is a considerably more difficult task. 
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n. TRANSDUCER CHARACTERIZATION 
In this section, two different approaches to the problem of transducer characterization 
are discussed. Both involve the scanning of the radiated Held, and may be reduced, at least 
in part, to the solution of a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind (the inverse source 
problem for the Rayleigh integral). The first approach follows from the results of Part 3, 
and involves the pulse-echo scattering from an elastic sphere. The second approach 
involves the scanning of the radiated field using a second transducer as a receiver (a pitch-
catch arrangement). The second approach also requires further post-processing of the 
inverse source solution, as described later. 
The first approach applies to the measurement geometry shown in Fig. 1. From the 
results of Part 3, the signal received for the specular reflection component of the scattering 
may be approximated over a large region of the radiated field by 
where r is the location of the leading edge of the sphere, x represents a general point in the 
plane z=0, ABS is the plane wave backscattering amplitude for the sphere, KO is the wave 
number in the fluid, 2a is the diameter of the source, and 2b is the diameter of the sphere. 
Eq. (1) applies for reciprocal probes with (we consider here only the physical model for 




P c — P  YT> (3) 
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where dj is the spatial distribution function of the probe, 7^ is the electromechanical 
conversion efficiency of the probe, and (3 is the system efficiency. Note that the 
assumption of reciprocity is commonly made in practice for probes which are reversible 
(i.e., can be used to both excite and detect ultrasonic waves). Furthermore, the transducer 
is assumed to behave according to 
pRAD(r) = -poCoao^ j" dx fr(x)(4a) 
and 
?o = dx fR(x)p''^Hx). (4b) 
The field p'^^ is the pressure incident upon the transducer when operating as a receiver, and 
generates a mode in the feeding cable traveling away fi-om the probe with an amplitude bo-
The field p'^° is the pressure radiated by the transducer when operating as a transmitter, 
and is due to a mode in the feeding cable incident upon the terminals of the probe with an 
amplitude OQ. The spatial distributions fj and f^ are given by 
fv(x) = (VpoCo a)~ Vv dv(x) (v=T,R) (5) 
in terms of the nondimensional factors Yv and dy. In order to actually define the Yv and dv 
uniquely, a further stipulation must be made. For illustrative purposes,we will use the 
normalization 
/ dx dv(x) = 27ta^ (6) 
although other normalizations may be preferred in some instances. 
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Eqs. (1) and (2) may be combined as 
/ dx h(x) ^  = iW), (7) 
where the spatial distribution h is given by 
h(x)= [peg|ABsj"'eikobd^(x). (8) 
The determination of h provides a solution to the inverse source problem, a task taken up in 
the following section. Once h is found, the transducer property dy may be recovered from, 
utilizing Eq. (6), 
dT(x) = 2^h(x) (9a) 
"O 
where 
Ho = Jdxh(x). (9b) 
The square root on the right-hand side of Eq. (7) does cause some difficulties, since V is a 
complex quantity in the frequency domain, and the complex square root has two branches. 
However, by converting to polar form (magnitude and phase), 
fV# = Vfwr e%W/2 (10) 
and the problem is transformed into one of determining, in a continuous manner, the phase 
(j)v. Experimentally, one may effectively deal with this problem at the moment when the 
voltage waveform v(t), in sampled form v„=v(nAt), is transformed into the frequency 
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domain via. the FFT. After the FFT, the phase ^n=^v(.nA(û) is determined in the usual 
manner with the arctangent function. This actually provides a wrapped phase (])'„ which is 
restricted to have values within the range -k to +7C. However, if Ao) is chosen small 
enough that A(|)M=A(|)v/Ao)<7r, then the unwrapped phase (])„ may be evaluated from 
<t>rt=<l>'n+5<t), where 5(1) is determined by following the (|)% as they circle the origin in the 
complex plane with increasing n. Every time the (|)% cross the branch cut (])= -7t of the 
arctangent function, &}) is either increased or decreased by a factor of 271, depending on 
whether the branch cut was crossed in a counterclockwise or clockwise direction 
respectively. Since v(t) is a real signal, the method starts out at n=0 with &))=-(])'o, so that 
^0=0 (the FFT should give (t>'o=0, since the are real). The only difficulty with this 
method is that, if the bandwidth of the probe is such that the noise is comparable to the 
signal at low frequencies, then it may be hard to track the phase properly through the low 
frequencies in order to obtain the coixect unwrapped phase within the bandwidth. 
The second approach applies to the measurement geometry shown in Fig. 2. The 
receiving transducer B is scanned throughout the field radiated by the transmitting 
transducer A. A general field point is denoted by the vector r with respect to the transmitter 
oriented coordinate system xyz, and by the vector r' with respect to the receiver oriented 
coordinate system x'y'z'. If the vector r (r') happens to lie in the plane z=0 (z'=0), then it 
is denoted by the vector x (x'). The "origin" of the receiver is located at the point r in the 
xyz system, so that r=r+r'. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 2, it is assumed that the 
acoustic axes (z,z') of the probes have been aligned in the manner n^s-nz, and that the 
probes have been mounted in the manner and ny=-ny (this would require marking 
an X axis on each transducer in some fashion, and then rotating each probe about its 







Note that Eq. (1 la) differs in form from Eqs. (lib) and (1 Ic), a result which follows from 
the use of a right-handed coordinate system for both the xyz and x'yV systems, and from 
the alignment of the x and x' axes. 
The transmitting transducer is now taken to behave according to Eq. (4a), 
PA^(r)= -poCoOo^ J dx f^(x)£^, (12) 
and the receiving transducer is taken to behave according to Eq. (4b), 
b!= J dx'f^(x')p^^W. (13) 
Furthermore, if multiple reflections between the two transducers may be neglected (we 
assume they are resolved in time) and only the first signal received by transducer B is 
considered, then it is clear from Fig. 2 that the relation 
p^(:(x') = p^°(r+x) (14) 
holds. Utilizing Eq. (14) to combine Eqs. (12) and (13) yields 
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bo( r )  = -poCoOo^ J dx' fiixOJ  dx fr( x ) ( 1 5 )  
where R=|R| and R=r+x'-x. From Eqs. (11), the vector R may be written as 
R=(x+x'-x)nx+(y-y'-y)ny+znz, or R=r-x under the change of variables x=x-x' 
and y=y+y'. With this change of variables, Eq. (15) may be rewritten as 
• Of) = -poCoa^^/dxfAB(x)fi^, (16) 
where 
fAB(x) = f dx'g(x')f^(x-x')=g(x)®f^(x) (17a) 
with ® denoting a two-dimensional convolution and f" defined by 
fR(x,y) = fR(-x,y). (17b) 
From Part 1, the voltage actually measured in the experiment is given by Vab=7oÔo. where 
Yo characterizes the mode amplitude-to-voltage relationship for the receiver electronics 
connected to transducer B. Nondimensionalizing according to Eq. (5) therefore yields 
VAB(r) —pe CAB(r), (18) 
where 
Pe =Pab')^Yr (19a) 
is the effective system efficiency with 
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PAB — TO ÛO> (19b) 
and 
CAB(r) = J dx dAD(x) eikpR 
R 
(20) 
with R=|r-x| and 
dAB(x) = (a* an)-^ d? (x) ® d^(x). (21) 
In Eq. (21), 2aA and 2aB are the diameters for transducers A and B respectively. In order to 
apply the approach discussed in the following section, Eqs. (18) and (20) are now 
combined as 
Eq. (22) is in the same form as Eq. (7), except that it does not require the square root of 
the voltage to be taken on the right-hand side. However, as mentioned at the beginning of 
this section, further processing (other than a simple normalization as in Eqs. (9)) of the 
inverse source solution hAs is required in order to obtain a transducer characterization. 
Taking the two-dimensional Fourier transform, defined as 
(22) 
where the spatial distribution hAB is given by 
hAB(x)=Pe dAB(x). (23) 
(24a) 
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of Eq. (23) leads to 
HAB(K) = 27caAaBpf D^(K) D^(K) (24b) 
when dAB is expressed as in Eq. (21). In Eq. (24b), 
DR(kx,ky) — DR(—kx,ky). (25) 
which follows from Eq. (17b) when written in terms of d^, and the Dv are given by 
from Eq. (7b) of Part 2. If either of the d" is already known, then the other may be found 
from Eqs. (24) and the inverse transform of Eq. (26). For example, if d® is akeady 
known, then Dr may first be found from Eqs. (25) and (26). Eqs. (24) then yield 
remembering that the d" are normalized according to Eq. (6). The inverse transform of Eq. 
(26) can subsequently be applied to Eq. (27) in order to obtain dT(x). 
Before continuing on to discuss the solution of Eqs. (7) and (22), several comments are 
in order regarding the two methods discussed. The first method is limited by the 
approximation involved in using Eq. (1) as the basis for obtaining the experimental data for 
characterization, and by the restriction to reciprocal probes. It also suffers from the need to 
take the square root of the voltage on the right-hand side of Eq. (7), and from the need to 
separate out the specular reflection in the measured time domain waveform. Although the 
second method does not suffer from any of these particular limitations, it does suffer from 
(26) 
D^(K) = [Hab(K)/HAB(0)]/D|(K), (27) 
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several limitations of its own. First, the characteristics of one of the transducers used in the 
measurement must already be known, presumably from some independent approach. 
Second, the method requires that the two transducers be oriented and aligned as shown in 
Fig. 2. Although the alignment of a pair of transducers in this manner is certainly not 
impossible, it is a considerably more difficult task experimentally than the alignment of 
only a single transducer, and since the experimental apparatus necessary to accomplish this 
was not available, the results presented in Section IV are limited to only the first method. 
Finally, the second method requires further processing of the inverse source solution, in 
the form of a two-dimensional, spatial deconvolution. However, the second method is still 
to be preferred over the first method in general, since the only limitation as to how close the 
two probes may be is that the multiple reflections between them still be resolved in time 
(this is clearly much less restrictive than requiring that Eq. (1) hold). Furthermore, the 
smaller the z values are in the inverse source problem, the more accurate the solution may 
be obtained, and the more complete the resulting transducer characterization (this is 
explained in detail at the end of the following section). 
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in. INVERSE SOURCE PROBLEM 
In this section, the problem of solving an equation in the form of (7) and (22) for the 
unknown spatial distribution under the integral sign is addressed, assuming that 
measurements of the right-hand side are available. That is, the solution of the integral 
equation 
- ^ Jdxh(x ) f i ^  =  g ( r )  (28 )  
is desired for h(x) when measurements of g(r) are given for the half-space z>0. 
Comparing Eq. (28) to Eq. (4a), we see that this is exactly the inverse problem for the 
velocity profile on the plane z=0 given measurements of the pressure radiated into the half-
space z>0. It is well known that the mapping between the velocity profile and the pressure 
field on a single plane z=constant>0 is unique, and that this is in principle enough to 
determine the profile. However, it is also well known that the inverse source problem is 
ill-posed. In essence, this means that a number of very different h's can lead to g's which 
are nearly identical, so that the solution h(x) is very sensitive to errors in g(r). Since the 
measurements will always have a finite dynamic range, errors in the location and 
orientation of the probes, electronic noise, etc., there will always be some loss of 
information and inconsistencies in the "given" data g(r). Because of these inherent 
difficulties, a number of different approaches have been developed for attacking such ill-
posed problems [16]. 
Because Eq. (28) is in the form of a two-dimensional convolution, the usual approach 
is to apply the method of Fourier transforms. This requires that the right-hand side g(r) be 
measured over a single plane z=Zo, and allows the use of the computationally efficient FFT 
algorithm. The method is equivalent to the representation of the radiated field as an 
expansion in plane waves, and the ill-posed nature of the problem shows up in the 
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treatment of the evanescent, or inhomogeneous, plane wave components. As these 
evanescent waves propagate away from the plane z=0, they are attenuated in an exponential 
manner. Therefore, in order to recover the information originally contained in the 
evanescent waves at z=0 from the measurement of them at z=Zo, their amplitudes as 
determined at z=Zo must be increased exponentially. Any errors in the measurement of the 
evanescent components will also subsequently be increased exponentially, and as a result 
may completely dominate the solution. The most straight forward approach to overcoming 
this difficulty is simply to remove (i.e., set to zero) the evanescent components. Since the 
evanescent components correspond to the high spatial frequencies in the distribution h(x), 
neglecting tiiem results in a smoothing of the solution. To be more precise, the resulting 




Smoothing therefore occurs over a circular region of roughly one wavelength in diameter, 
or a normalized diameter of roughly 27r/koa. For the high koa values typically used in UT 
NDE, the smoothing effect of removing the evanescent components is therefore relatively 
minor, although certainly not completely negligible. Rather, it is the data requirements at 
these higher k^a values that cause difficulties. Based on the sampling dieorem for the 
Fourier transform of a bandlimited function (since the evanescent components are 
exponentially attenuated, the plane wave spectrum is essentially bandlimited for z>0), the 
number of data points required for a scan taken over an aperture the size of the source is on 
the order of (k^a)^. AlUiough the efficiency of the FFT algorithm makes it feasible to 
handle such a large number of measurement points computationally, the disk space required 
to store the experimental data and the time required to actually perform Uie measurements 
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becomes prohibitive (at the maximum scan rate we have achieved, a modest 64x64 grid of 
points would require a measurement time of around 5 hours). Furthermore, if the sampling 
theorem is strictiy adhered to, then the measurements must also be made at a spacing of 
l/(2ko), or roughly 5/f mil in water,where f is the measurement frequency in MHz (for the 
scanning system we used, the minimum step size was already only 2.5 mil). Of course 
such a fine spatial sampling is really necessary only for measurement planes which are very 
close to the source, but even with a relaxation of the 5/f mil value, one will still need a 
relatively small sample spacing for the frequencies used in UT NDE. 
Although it cannot remove the ill-posed nature of the problem, a least squared error 
approach can reduce significantly the number of measurement points required. The first 
step in such an approach is to effectively discretize the source profile h by expanding it as 
where the f„ are a given set of basis functions, which need not be either orthonormal or 
complete (at least in practice; in principle they should be complete in order for the solution 
to be able to converge to the correct result for any source profile as N-»oo). The radiated 
field g(r) corresponding to the profile in Eq. (29) is given by 
N 
g(r) = X C/.F„(r), (30) 
/l=l 
where the functions F„ represent the images of the basis functions f^: 
N 
h(x) = X Cn fn(x), (29) 
(31) 
Of course the idea is now to determine the particular values of the coefficients c„ which 
result in the best fit between the field predicted by Eq. (30) and the field measured 
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experimentally. Although there are many ways one .can define "best fit" in order to 
accomplish this, the simplest and most direct, given point measurements of g, is to define 
the best fit as that which minimizes the squared error 
M 
e^= £ IgW-gml^ (32) 
m= 1 
where M is the number of measurement points, the gm are the measured values at each 
location Tm, and gitm) is evaluated from Eq. (30). By combining Eq. (30) with Eq. (32), 
the squared error may also be written as 
e' = |F-c-gf, (33) 
where F is an MxN matrix with elements Fff,n=F„(rff,), c is a column vector of length N 
with elements c„, and g is a column vector of length M with elements gm- The vector norm 
and dot product in Eq. (33) are defined in the usual manner. The coefficients Cn are found 
by minimizing in Eq. (33). 
In order to reduce the effect of noise and measurement errors in the evaluation of the c„, 
the number of measurement locations (M) is usually taken to be significantiy larger than the 
number of coefficients sought (N). However, it invariably happens that the measurement 
locations still do not distinguish well between all possible combinations of die basis 
functions. This is of course a result of the ill-posed nature of the inverse source problem. 
A singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix F leads to 
N 
F=S G,u,v!, (34) 
j=i 
where the v; are the right eigenvectors of the matrix F, the u, are the left eigenvectors of the 
matrix F, and the a,- are the singular values of F (01^02^- • >0). The eigenvectors v; and 
Ui satisfy the relations 
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v/y/ = 6,y 0V=1,.--,N) (35a) 
and 
u I • u j=8ij (ij= 1. .,M) (35b) 
respectively, where the superscript t means adjoint (transpose and complex conjugate). 
Although Eq. (34) uses only the first N of the u,-, there are actually M u/ returned by the 
SVD, the last M-N of them forming a basis for the null space of F. Using Eqs. (34) and 
(35) in Eq. (33) results in 
N 
= e^in + X |a«<yi - b,f, (36) 
i=l 
with a/=vj-c and b,=uj*g, and where 
M 
Emin = ^ IbjP (37) 
i=N+l 
is the global minimum of e^. The vector c may be recovered from the a,- through the 
relation 
c=2, a/v;, (38) 
1=1 
which follows directiy from Eq. (35a) and the definition of the a,-. From Eq. (38), it is 
clear that the vectors v,- represent specific linear combinations of the basis functions f„. In 
particular, those v,- for which the corresponding singular values a,«ai represent the 
combinations diat are not distinguished well by the measurement locations (the 
"nonradiating" modes). 
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Furthermore, it is clear from Eq. (36) that the global minimum of is reached when 
each a; is selected as a/=bi/aj. However, this choice for a/ can predict a value which is far 
from the correct one when a,«ai and b,- is corrupted by noise and experimental errors. 
The ill-posed nature of the inverse problem therefore manifests itself in the behavior of the 
a,-. But it is also true that the a, for which o,«ai may be varied considerably in value 
without changing appreciably the value of e^. Thus it is reasonable to ask that they also 
satisfy as closely as possible additional constraints. If these additional constraints are 
chosen properly, then the result will be to keep the a,- closer to the correct values when 
noise and errors in the b/ would otherwise lead to unreasonable results. In essence, we are 
attempting to reduce our solution space to only those profiles which we deem as reasonable 
possibilities. This is the role that prior knowledge plays in the inverse problem, and clearly 
we must be careful not to exclude any viable solutions (or more to the point the actual 
solution). For smooth, well-behaved source profiles, the more useful additional 
constraints would tend to eliminate any rapid variations or large spikes in the profile. This 
leads us to consider the minimization functional 
N 




llhlP= j dx lh(x)P= 2 CrtCvD^v (40a) 
J n,v=l 
I 
IIVhlP= j dx IVh(x)P= c%CvD^, (40b) j n,v=l 




=1 D% = I dx f^;(x) fv(x) (41a) 
and 
D<|t=|dxVf:(x)-Vfv(x), (41b) 
where V is the usual two-dimensional gradient operator. The minimum of x is found by 
setting to zero the derivatives of x with respect to each a* (while considering the a; fixed). 
The result of this procedure is the linear system of equations 
A a=b, (42) 
which are to be solved for the elements a,- of the vector a. The elements of the vector b in 
Eq. (42) are b,-, while the elements of the NxN matrix A are given by 




which follows from Eqs. (38) and (40). In Eq. (44), v,y is understood to represent the 
element of the vector v/. 
The solution of Eq. (42) yields the values of the a,- which minimize the functional in Eq. 
(39). Combined with Eqs. (29) and (38), one thus obtains the profile h(x) which solves 
the inverse source problem, subject of course to the constraints placed on II h II and II Vh II in 
Eq. (42). The weighting of these additional constraints is controlled by the parameters yo 
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and Yi respectively. The ability of this method to reduce the number of measurements 
required follows essentially from its flexibility. The basis functions f^ are arbitrary, and 
may be chosen to minimize the number of coefficients required to represent the source 
profile. The method can therefore easily incorporate any prior knowledge about the source, 
such as a known size. Furthermore, the location of the measurement points is arbitrary, 
so one may place them where the signal-to-noise ratio is largest. Thus, the number of 
values one is solving for is generally smaller (the number of coefficients vs. the number of 
discrete points in the FFT) and the overall noise level is lower. One may therefore use a 
smaller number of measurement points in order to extract the same amount of information. 
In addition, the use of a smaller number of values for representing the behavior of the 
source (the coefficients in the expansion) translates into a characterization widi a less 
demanding data storage requirement. 
Before proceeding on to the results, the comment made at the end of Section II can now 
be explained. There it was stated that the smaller the z values are in the inverse source 
problem, the more accurate the solution may be obtained. Although in principle the data on 
any plane is sufficient to uniquely determine the source profile, the combined effects of the 
finite dynamic range of the measurements, the finite spatial aperture and sampling, and the 
ill-posed nature of the problem, change this in practice. In particular, it is found that the 
magnitudes of the singular values a,- drop ofif more rapidly witii increasing i as tiie plane of 
the measurements is moved away from the source. The matrix F therefore becomes more 
ill-conditioned as the value of z is increased, and it becomes more difficult to solve for the 
coefficients representing the source. In essence, this difficulty has to do with the 
smoothing out of the field over any finite aperture as z is increased, since it naturally 
becomes more difficult as the field smoothes out to solve for die finer details of the source 
(and also of the field itself for smaller z values). It is dierefore beneficial in solving the 
inverse source problem to have smaller values for z. 
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IV. RESULTS 
As mentioned in the introduction, the results presented here include the characterization 
of both a planar and a focused probe, each commercially manufactured. The planar probe 
was a Panametrics model V312 immersion transducer having a nominal frequency of 10 
MHz and a nominal diameter of 0.25", and the focused probe was a Panametrics model 
V309 immersion transducer having a nominal frequency of 5 MHz, a nominal diameter of 
0.5", and a nominal focal length of 4". The characterizations were based on the first 
method discussed in Section H. For the planar probe, hereafter referred to as PI, a 0.125" 
diameter steel sphere was used as the scattering obstacle, while for the focused probe, 
hereafter referred to as Fl, a 0.125" diameter tungsten carbide sphere was used. The 
experiments involved transverse (x-y) scans of the probe field, with the front edge of the 
sphere remaining at a fixed distance from the plane of the probe face for each scan. The 
signal at each measurement point was acquired using a pulse (spike) excitation, which 
enabled the specular reflection to be windowed in time and digitized separately. The FFT 
was subsequently applied to each of the discretized waveforms, and the magnitude and 
phase extracted for a single frequency component. For each probe, a number of scans 
were made with different z values, z being measured from the plane of the probe face to the 
plane containing die leading edge of the sphere. The experimental data obtained for the 
scan closest to the probe were used to perform the characterization in both cases. 
Prediction of the results for the remaining scans, based on the source profile thus obtained, 
forms the basis for verification of the characterization. 
The experimental equipment used to actually obtain the data for characterization is 
depicted in Figs. 3 and 4. The overall measurement system is shown in Fig. 3, while Fig. 
4 shows die measurement system and the scattering geometry in the immersion tank. A 
Macintosh Ilex computer, with a circuit board installed to provide an IEEE-488 interface, 
was used to control the stepping motors for the x-y raster scans, through a Klinger CCI.2 
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programmable controller, and also to control the sampling and acquisition of the receiver 
output voltage, through either a Tektronix 2430A or a LeCroy 9400A digital oscilloscope. 
Note that in the experimental measurements it was the transducer which was actually 
moved in the x,y and z directions, while the scattering obstacle remained fixed. As shown 
in Fig. 4, motion in the "z" direction was provided by the search tube, which held the 
transducer in the water and moved it "normal" to the x-y plane (this was done manually). 
In order to ensure that this motion actually provided a z axis peipendicular to the x-y plane, 
the goniometer for the search tube was used to align the axis of motion for the tube with the 
normal to the x-y plane. The goniometer for the transducer, mounted on the end of the 
search tube, was then used to align the acoustic axis of the probe with the axis of motion 
for the tube. This alignment of the acoustic axis was necessary in order to provide true 
transverse scans of the transducer's beam. Note that in theory, the normal to the x-y scan 
plane, the axis of motion for the search tube, and the acoustic axis of the probe are all 
impliciUy aligned and define the z axis. Experimentally, the alignment of all three is 
difficult to accomplish, and some degree of misalignment should probably be expected. 
Such a misalignment is depicted in Fig. 4, although greatiy exaggerated for illustrative 
purposes. The value of z was actually measured by the relative movement of the upper end 
of the search tube, with a zero reference determined by placing the leading edge of the 
sphere directly in the plane flush with the face of the probe (the plane z=0). The elastic 
spheres for the scattering were mounted on rods of smaller diameter, since this type of 
mounting does not effect the specular reflection. 
The windowing in time of the specular reflection is illustrated in Fig. 5 for a typical 
waveform (this is an actual experimental waveform obtained from scattering by a tungsten 
carbide sphere). The lower and upper time limits of the window, represented by the 
vertical dashed lines in Fig. 5, are selected such that only the signal of interest, the specular 
reflection, is contained within the window. The measurement values outside this 
rectangular window are then set to zero. The total time length of the "signal" is therefore 
kept the same, which ensures that Af remains small enough to minimize leakage between 
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the discrete frequencies in the FET. Of course if the signal is truly limited in extent in the 
time domain, then it cannot also be limited in extent in the frequency domain, and no 
sampling rate would be sufficiently high. In practice, however, the signals are very nearly 
limited in both time and frequency (even in theory a Gaussian pulse is for all practical 
purposes limited in both time and frequency). A probe with a nominal center frequency of 
fo, for example, will not transmit very much energy at frequencies higher than say 5fo. 
Furthermore, the puiser does not generate a true impulse excitation, and the receiver 
electronics and digital oscilloscope also have upper bandlimits. The sampling can therefore 
be done at a rate such that the frequency components above the Nyquist frequency are 
negligible in amplitude. For the 10 MHz probe PI, the sample spacing was At= 10 nsec, 
yielding a Nyquist frequency of 50 MHz, while for the 5 MHz probe Fl, the sample 
spacing was At=20 nsec, yielding a Nyquist frequency of 25 MHz. The results of Part 3, 
however, demonstrate that it is not always possible to completely resolve in time the 
specular reflection from the other signals in the scattering response, and this was found to 
be true, at least to some extent, for the experimental work presented here (scattering from 
the steel sphere was by far the worst offender). In addition, the time limits for the window 
for each scan plane were selected on the basis of the measured waveform for the on-axis 
(x=y=0) measurement point only, and were fixed at these values for all other points in the 
scan. This was deemed to be sufficient since the location in time of the signals did not 
change appreciably over the aperture of the scan (the scans were never considerably larger 
than the size of the main lobe of the beam). 
From this discussion it seems inevitable diat there will always be at least some degree 
of disturbance in the experimental measurement of the frequency spectrum for the specular 
reflection. This is just one of the possible sources of error for the measured values gm in 
Section ni. Other sources of error for the gm include the use of the plane wave 
approximation in Eq. (1), the unwrapping of the phase required for the square root in Eq. 
(7), and the presence of electronic and acoustic noise (acoustic noise arising from the 
scattering of the acoustic beam by small contaminants in the fluid). In the solution of the 
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inverse source problem by the method of least squares presented in Section III, it is 
assumed that such errors in the are in fact the only errors that occur in the problem [17]. 
However, errors also inevitably occur in the matrix elements Fmn appearing in Eq. (33). 
Possible sources of error for the elements F^n include inaccuracies in the measurement 
frequency f and the assumed wavespeed Co, the use of a real-valued wave number ko (the 
fluid will always be dissipative to some extent), and inaccuracies in the measurement 
locations (which are themselves a consequence of errors in the alignment of the search 
tube and the transducer, in the positioning in x and y by the stepping motors, and in the 
positioning in z by the manual movement of the search tube). This list of measurement 
errors are correctly associated with errors in the matrix elements F^n since their effects 
could in principle be eliminated, without any alteration of the measured values gm, by 
properly accounting for them in the calculations of the F;^:. Of course the values for these 
measurement errors are not known in practice, otherwise they would not be errors, and 
thus they can not be accounted for directly in the calculation of the F^n- However, ifis 
possible to take these errors into consideration using an alternate version of method of least 
squares [18], although such an approach is not pursued here. 
For probe PI, five independent scans were taken. The z values for these scans were z 
= 1.5", 2.25", 3", 4", and 5". From the FFT, the 9.96 MHz component was extracted, 
yielding the normalized distances S = 0.56, 0.84,1.12, 1.50, and 1.87 (based on koa = 
134.25 for Co = 0.148 cm/|i,sec and a = 0.125"). The scans were 0.35" X 0.35" in size 
with a spacing between the points in both the x and y directions of 0.025", yielding a 15 X 
15 grid of measurement points (total number of points M=225). In terms of x/a and y/a the 
scans were 2.8 X 2.8 in size with a spacing of A(x/a) = A(y/a) = 0.2. The magnitude and 
phase of the experimental data for S = 0.56 are shown in the top graphs in Figs. 6 and 7. 
In accordance with the discussion in Section H, the experimental data is appropriately taken 
as the square root of the magnitude of the received voltage and one half of its phase. 
Presented in the lower graphs of Figs. 6 and 7 are the magnitude and phase of the fit to the 
experimental data obtained using the method discussed in Section HI. The basis functions 
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used are given by Eqs. (2.21) and (2.23); that is, 
I PK2pV-l), p^a 
f»(x)=(p/a)WX;»(# 
I 0 ,p>a 
with the angular index m and the radial index / combined into the single index n. The 
maximum value of I was selected as 5 and the maximum value of Iml as 7, with m 
ranging over both positive and negative values, so that a total of 90 coefficients were used 
(N=90). Because the main objective this work was to obtain a characterization adequate for 
predicting the beam throughout the region in which testing is usually performed, around S 
= 1 for planar probes, only forward propagation from the first scan plane outward is of 
direct interest (the first scan plane being located at S = 0.56). For this reason, the 
parameters Yq and Yi in Eq. (39) were set to zero, so that the values of the a,- were given 
simply by b/Za,-. 
Although any noise in the data on the first scan plane will be amplified in the 
determination of the source profile with yo and Yi set to zero, it will also be subsequently 
attenuated in the determination from this source profile of the field on more distant planes. 
However, this clearly applies only to noise corrupting the reconstructed evanescent or 
inhomogeneous plane wave components of the source profile spectrum, since noise 
corrupting the homogeneous plane wave components will propagate outward unattenuated. 
Thus, not all of the a, evaluated from b//a/ were actually used. Upon examination of the b,-
and Gi values, it was found that, although both decreased in an essentially continuous 
manner as i increased, the b,- decreased at a slower rate for i>60. Presumably this was 
due to noise and experimental errors corrupting the b/ for these higher / values. Therefore, 
only the first 60 a, were taken into account in the evaluation of the source profile 
coefficients from Eq. (38). The predictions for the results of the remaining scans based on 
this characterization are presented in the lower graphs of Figs. 8-15. The actual 
experimental results are shown in the upper graphs of these figures for comparison. The 
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characterization does very well in these predictions considering the complexity of the field 
(the source is clearly not behaving as a rigid piston). 
However, the results in Figs. 8-15 do not actually represent a direct comparison 
between the predicted and measured field values. The predicted values have in fact been 
altered in two ways, both of which represent valid, and necessary, modifications. First, 
since the theory does not take into account the attenuation in water, it was necessary to 
scale the magnitude of the predicted field values by a constant factor representing the 
attenuation of the beam from the plane used for die characterization to the plane of the 
measurement scan. Also, since an absolute zero-of-time reference was not kept in the 
experimental measurements, the experimental phase values may only be considered on a 
relative basis, and it was necessary to shift the phase of the predicted field values by a 
constant amount representing the difference in the placement of the zero-of-time for each 
scan. Second, when calculating the predicted fields, it was necessary to shift the x and y 
measurement location values by constant amounts Ax and Ay, different for each scan, in 
order to account for a misorientation in the axis of the search tube. Remember that tiiere are 
actually three "z" axes associated with the experimental measurements: the normal to the x-
y scan plane, the axis of motion for the search tube, and the acoustic axis of the probe. In 
the theory, all three of these are assumed to be the same, and represent the z axis. 
Experimentally, it is difficult to orient tiie search tube and the transducer such that all three 
are in fact identical. The effect on the experimental measurements of misaligning the 
acoustic axis of the transducer has already been discussed in Part 3, where it was shown 
diat such a misalignment results in a linear trend in die phase profile of the measured 
values. The effect on the experimental measurements of misaligning the axis of the search 
tube is simply to cause the center of the beam, as defined by the location where the acoustic 
axis passes through the x-y scan plane, to shift over as the distance between the probe and 
the scan plane is increased. It was the correction for this effect which required the x and y 
measurement location values to be shifted by constant amounts Ax and Ay respectively, 
when calculating the predicted field values. 
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Values for the shifts Ax and Ay, and also for the scale factor and the phase shift, were 
determined for each scan plane using a least squared error procedure. That is, the values of 
Ax, Ay and B (IB I being the scale factor and arg B being the phase shift) were determined 
by minimizing the functional 
= X lg^^''(xM,ym)-Bg™^(xM+Ax,y;M+Ay)r, (45) 
where only the measurement locations near the center of the beam were actually used. 
Although the location shifts and scale factors were determined separately for each scan 
plane, they should in fact satisfy the relations 
Ax = -(sin0x)Az, (46a) 
Ay =-(sin0y)Az (46b) 
and 
IBI = e-«^z, (47) 
where Az is the difference in the value of z between the measurement scan plane and the 
plane used for the characterization, a is the attenuation in water at the measurement 
frequency, and 8% and 6y are the misorientation angles of the axis of the search tube with 
respect to the x and y axes respectively. In order to test Eqs. (46) and (47), the values 
obtained for Ax and Ay are plotted against Az in the upper graph of Fig. 16, while the 
logarithm of the values of the IBI obtained are plotted against Az in the lower graph of Fig. 
16. Both the values of Ax and of In IBI fit a straight line very well, with zero crossings that 
are essentially at the origin, as predicted by (46a) and (47), and slopes which yield 8% = 
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0.57° and a = 0.047 Np/cm (this is in line with the attenuation in water at 10 MHz). The 
values of Ay suggest that, within the limits of experimental error, 0y = 0°. 
More quantitative comparisons between the predicted and measured field values appear 
in the contour plots of Figs. 17-21. The upper graphs in Figs. 17-21 are for the error 
between the magnitude of the predicted and measured field values, given at each scan point 
by the difference between the two values as a percentage of the maximum magnitude, over 
the entire scan, of the measured field values. The lower graphs in Figs. 17-21 are for the 
error between the phase of the predicted and measured field values, given at each scan point 
by the difference between the two values as a percentage of 180°. Figs. 17-21 show that 
the error in the magnitude remains below 4% of the maximum magnitude for most of the 
scan area, while the error in the phase remains below 5%, or 9°, for most of the scan area. 
Furthermore, the overall error level for both the magnitude and the phase decreases as the 
distance between the probe and the scan plane increases, and no systematic errors occur in 
either. The characterization therefore appears to be quite successful in predicting the 
behavior of the probe. As a final note, it turns out that including more than the first 60 of 
the a; values in the characterization effects the results in Figs. 6-21 very little. The a/ for 
higher i values, which in turn are the smaller a/ in magnitude, therefore do correspond to 
the features of the field which "die out" as z increases. 
For probe Fl, four independent scans were taken. The z values for these scans were z 
= 2", 3", 4", and 5". From the FFT, the 5.08 MHz component was extracted, yielding the 
normalized distances S = 0.37, 0.55, 0.73, and 0.92 (based on koa = 136.95 for Cq = 
0.148 cm/|isec and a = 0.25"). Also note that the first two scans were before the nominal 
focal plane, the third at the nominal focal plane, and the fourth beyond the nominal focal 
plane. The scans were 0.32" X 0.32" in size with a spacing between the points in both the 
X and y directions of 0.02", resulting in a 17 X 17 grid of measurement points (total 
number of points M=289). In terms of x/a and y/a the scans were 1.28 X 1.28 in size with 
a spacing of A(x/a) = A(y/a) = 0.08. Because of the focusing of the acoustic beam which 
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takes place, these scans are much smaller, relative to the size of the probe, than the ones 
used with PI. The magnitude and phase of the experimental data for S = 0.37 are shown 
in the top graphs of Figs. 22 and 23, while the magnitude and phase of the fit obtained 
using the method in Section HI are shown in the bottom graphs. The basis functions used 
were the same as for PI, but with a maximum / value of 6 and an upper limit on \m\ of 6. 
The upper limit on \m\ was decreased slightiy because of the higher degree of symmetry in 
the experimental data, and the maximum value of / was increased in order to better account 
for the quadratic phase variation assumed to occur in the source profile for a focused probe. 
The total number of coefficients was thus 91; only one more than used with PI. Once 
again the parameters yo and Yi in Eq. (39) were set to zero, and not all of the a,- values were 
used. From the behavior of the b; and a,- values, it was determined that the first 57 a,-
values should be kept. The predictions for the results of the remaining scans based on this 
characterization arc presented in the bottom graphs of Figs. 24-29, while the actual 
experimental results arc shown in the top graphs of these figures. 
Once again the results in Figs. 24-29 do not actually represent a direct comparison 
between the predicted and measured field values. This time, however, the predicted values 
have been altered using only a scale factor and a phase shift. The location shifts Ax and Ay 
were not used, since initial comparisons between the predicted and measured values 
appeared to indicate that both 8% and 0y were zero (i.e., the search tube was properly 
aligned with the normal to the x-y plane). Thereforc, with Ax and Ay kept at zero, Eq. 
(45) was used to evaluate the scale factor and phase shift for each of the scans by 
determining the value of B which minimized e^. The logarithm of the scale factors thus 
obtained are plotted against Az in Fig. 30, and again they fit a straight line fairly well, with 
a zero crossing that is essentially at the origin and a slope which yields a = 0.0097 Np/cm. 
The ratio of the attenuation value determined for PI at 10 MHz, and of this attenuation 
value for 5 MHz, is 4.9, which is roughly in line with the f^ dependence for the attenuation 
in water (considering that the measurements for F1 were performed approximately three 
months after the measurements for PI). 
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More quantitative comparisons between the predicted and measured field values for FI 
appear in the contour plots of Figs. 31-34. The upper graphs are for the error in the 
magnitude and the lower graphs are for the error in the phase, both defined in the same 
manner as used with PI. In this case, although the errors for the fit obtained on the 
characterization plane are noticeable smaller than for PI, the overall error levels for the 
predicted field values actually increase as the distance between the probe and the scan plane 
is increased (this is especially noticable in the magnitude). However, a pattern also 
becomes clearly discernable in the error contours for the magnitude as the distance to the 
scan plane increases, indicating that a systematic error of some kind is taking place. The 
results in Fig. 35, which show contour plots of the magnitude for the measured and 
predicted field values for the farthest scan plane (in the upper and lower graphs 
respectively), clearly indicate the nature of the sources of this systematic error. First, the 
center of the beam for the measured values has shifted away from the origin in the x-y 
plane, which indicates that a small misorientation of the search tube has actually occurred. 
Second, the center of the beam for the predicted values has also shifted away from the 
origin in the x-y plane, although unfortunately in the opposite direction. This shifting of 
the predicted values indicates that a small misorientation in the acoustic axis of the probe 
has also occurred, since the theory would "predict" in such a circumstance that the acoustic 
axis, and therefore the center of the beam, would pass through the scan plane at a location 
other than the x-y origin. As mentioned previously, a misalignment in the acoustic axis 
should be accompanied by a linear trend in the phase profiles of the measured field values. 
The phase profiles in Figs. 23,25,27 and 29 do indeed show such linear trends, although 
the trends are not prominent features in any of these graphs. To correct for this 
misalignment in the acoustic axis, the linear trend in the phase profile for the measured 
values on the characterization plane would have to be removed. The misalignment of the 
search tube could then be corrected for in the same manner as used for the transducer PI. 
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V. DISCUSSION 
Two possible techniques have been presented for the characterization of ultrasonic 
immersion transducers. Both techniques are based upon measurements which are already 
commonly used to qualitatively characterize probe fields, and both techniques may be 
reduced to the solution of the inverse problem for the Rayleigh diffraction integral. A 
solution method for this inverse problem was subsequently presented, based on the 
minimization of an error functional and the use of additional constraints to "desensitize" the 
inversion process to noise. The method allows for the arbitrary location of the 
measurement points, and can easily incorporate any prior knowledge concerning the 
source. For the characterization of the probe field for z ^ Zq based on measurements in the 
plane z = Zo, it is not actually necessary to retain the additional constraint terms. However, 
one should apply instead the more traditional approach of limiting the number of singular 
values used to those which are most significant, since noise may still corrupt the 
information required for forward propagation from the plane z = Zq. 
The first method of characterization, involving the specular reflection component of the 
pulse-echo scattering from an elastic sphere, was applied to both a planar and a focused 
immersion transducer. The characterizations were based on experimental data taken in a 
single plane, and tests were performed on the prediction of the fields for more distant 
planes. The results were very satisfactory, verifying that an accurate quantitative 
characterization of the transducer beam is possible. The evaluation of the POD for a given 
measurement system, and the proper interpretation of flaw signals for that system, should 
benefit considerably from an accurate characterization of the probe field. Of course 
considerably more testing of this characterization method is required in order to determine 
its usefulness in practice in handling a variety of probes and frequencies. Further work 
should also be done to investigate tlie effect of the number and type of basis functions used 
in the expansion of the source profile, and the effect of the number of measurement points 
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and their locations, in terms of the distance from the source, the size of the sample spacing, 
and the size of the scan aperture. 
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Pulse-echo scattering geometry for the measurement of a transducer's 
radiated field using the specular reflection from an elastic sphere 




Pitch-catch geometry for the measurement of a transducer's radiated 
field using a second transducer as a receiver. 
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Fig. 3 The overall experimental measurement system used to obtain data 
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Fig. 4 The measurement system and the scattering geometry 
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Fig. 5 Time domain windowing of the specular reflection component of the pulse-echo 
scattering from an elastic sphere immersed in water (actual experimental 
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Fig. 16 The values of the shifts Ax and Ay (top) and of the logarithm of the scale 
factors IBI (bottom) for each scan plane for probe PI vs. the distance Az 
between the scan planes and the plane of characterization. 
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Fig. 17 Error between the predicted and measured field values for the magnitude (top), as 
a percentage of the maximum magnitude of the measured values, and for the phase 
(bottom), as a percentage of 180°, for PI at 9.96 MHz and z=1.5" (S=0.56). 
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Fig. 18 Error between the predicted and measured field values for the magnitude (top), as 
a percentage of the maximum magnitude of the measured values, and for the phase 
(bottom), as a percentage of 180", for PI at 9.96 MHz and z=2.25" (S=0.84). 
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Fig. 19 Error between the predicted and measured field values for the magnitude (top), as 
a percentage of the maximum magnitude of the measured values, and for the phase 
(bottom), as a percentage of 180°, for PI at 9.96 MHz and z=3" (S=1.12). 
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21 Error between the predicted and measured field values for the magnitude (top), as 
a percentage of the maximum magnitude of the measured values, and for the phase 
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Fig. 27 Phase of the experimentally measured field ' 
predicted field values based on the character 
probe F1 at 5.08 MHz and z=4" (S=0.73). 
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Fi p. 30 Logarithm of the scale factors IB I for each scan plane for F1 vs. the distance Az 
between the scan planes and the plane of characterization. 
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Fip. 31 Error between the predicted and measured field values for the magnitude (top), as 
a percentage of the maximum magnitude of the measured values, and for the phase 
(bottom), as a percentage of 180', for F1 at 5.08 MHz and z=2" (S=0.37). 
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Fig. 32 Error between the predicted and measured field values for the magnitude (top), as 
a percentage of the maximum magnitude of the measured values, and for the phase 
(bottom), as a percentage of 180°, for F1 at 5.08 MHz and z=3" (S=0.55). 
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Fig. 33 Error between the predicted and measured field values for the magnitude (top), as 
a percentage of the maximum magnitude of the measured values, and for the phase 
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Fig. 34 Error between the predicted and measured field values for the magnitude (top), as 
a percentage of the maximum magnitude of the measured values, and for the phase 
(bottom), as a percentage of 180', for PI at 5.08 MHz and z=5" (S=0.92). 
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Fig. 35 Contour plots for the magnitude of the measured field values (top) and predicted 
field values (bottom) for probe F1 at 5.08 MHz and z=5" (S=0.92). 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
The work presented here was concerned with the modeling of ultrasonic scattering 
experiments, which are used in UT NDE as the basis for obtaining information regarding 
the defects present in a structural component. The aim was to obtain a thorough 
understanding of the measurement process, including all of the aspects involved, not just 
the wave-obstacle interaction usually considered. The overall model for the voltage signal 
received in such an experiement was presented in Part 1, with both contact and immersion 
measurements being considered. The signal was written in the frequency domain as a 
product of two factors: the system efficiency and the scattering coefficient. The system 
efficiency represents the combined electrical properties of both the generator electronics, 
used to excite the transmitting transducer, and the receiver electronics, used to amplify the 
signal output by the receiving transducer. The scattering coefficient represents the overall 
ultrasonic nature of the measurement process: the radiation, propagation, scattering and 
reception of ultrasonic waves. As such, the scattering coefficient may be normalized in a 
manner that requires only the distributed field properties of the probes to be used in its 
evaluation, and not the probes' electromechanical efficiencies. The electromechanical 
efficiencies of the probes are then most conveniently absorbed into an effective system 
efficiency. Since this effective system efficiency is independent of the ultrasonic nature of 
the measurement, it may be determined experimentally using the scattering from a known 
target. This type of reference experiment eliminates the need for any modeling of the 
electronic components of the measurement system. However, it does require the evaluation 
of the scattering coefficient for the experimental arrangement employed, which in turn 
requires that the distributed field properties of the probes be known. 
Based on a generalized principle of electroacoustic reciprocity, several formulae were 
developed for the evaluation of the scattering coefficient from the individual aspects of the 
measurement process. The most general of these involved an integration over either the 
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volume or the surface of the scattering obstacle. More specific formulae were further 
developed which expressed the scattering coefficient in terms of either the spherical wave 
transition matrix of the obstacle, or its plane wave scattering amplitude. The plane wave 
version of the formulae was subsequently applied in Part 2 to the pulse-echo scattering 
from an elastic plate immersed in water, while the spherical wave version was applied in 
Part 3 to the pulse-echo scattering from an elastic sphere immersed in water. Both of these 
arrangements represent "traditional" ultrasonic scattering experiments, and serve to 
illustrate how the various individual aspects of the measurement process are brought 
together in the evaluation of the scattering coefficient Furthermore, both of these 
arrangements may be considered without the use of any simplifying approximations, due to 
the symmetries in the scattering obstacles with respect to the coordinate systems selected 
for the evaluation of the scattering coefficient Therefore, they are also candidates for the 
testing of any approximations which may eventually be useful in the evaluation of the 
scattering coefficient for more complex arrangements. Specifically, the paraxial or Fresnel 
approximation, which assumes that only the plane wave components of the fields traveling 
in directions close to or equal to the direction of the acoustic axis of the probe are 
significant, was examined in the case of the immersed plate, while the plane wave 
approximation, which assumes that the fields in the vicinity of the scatterer may be 
adequately represented by plane waves for the calculations, was examined in the case of the 
immersed sphere. In particular, for the case of the immersed sphere, it was shown that the 
specular reflection component of the scattering is very well represented by the plane wave 
approximation over much of the radiated field; a result which was subsequentiy used as the 
basis for obtaining experimental data for transducer characterization. 
In order to evaluate the scattering coefficient for a given measurement system, and for a 
given experimental arrangement, the distributed field properties of the probes involved 
must first be known. Specifically, the properties which are required are the two 
distribution functions dt and d», where dr represents the normal velocity profile across the 
plane flush with the face of the probe when the transducer is being used as a transmitter of 
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UT waves, and d^ represents the weighting profile for the incident pressure field across this 
same plane when the transducer is being used as a receiver of UT waves. For a transducer 
which is reciprocal, an assumption that is commonly made for reversible probes (probes 
that may be used to either transmit or receive UT waves), these distribution functions 
satisfy the simple relation dR=dT. Thus, only the radiation characteristics need to be 
determined for a reciprocal probe. The determination of the radiation characteristics for real 
transducers was investigated in Part 4, where it was shown that an accurate characterization 
of the beam radiated by the probe is possible. The characterization was based on the 
approximate formula developed in Part 3 for the specular reflection component of the 
pulse-echo scattering from an elastic sphere, and on the solution of the inverse source 
problem for the Rayleigh diffraction integral. The solution method developed and used 
here for the inverse source problem was based on the minimization of an error functional, 
together with the use of additional constraints to "desensitize" the inversion process to 
noise. The method allows for the arbitrary location of the measurement points, and can 
easily incorporate any prior knowledge concerning the source profile. Furthermore, the 
method will work for any transducer/frequency for which the normal velocity profile across 
the plane flush with the face of the probe may be modeled as being finite in extent. Both 
planar and focused probes may therefore be considered, as long as the frequency is such 
that a well collimated beam is produced. 
Two probes were considered in the experimental characterization work. Both were 
commercially manufactured, with the first being a planar, unfocused probe and the second 
a focused probe. The characterization for each transducer was based on experimental data 
taken for a single transverse scan of the radiated field at a fixed value of z. Verification of 
the characterization was then based on the prediction of such scans for planes further 
removed from the probe. In both cases, the characterization so obtained was able to 
accurately predict the behavior of the beam for these more distant planes. Furthermore, the 
initial characterization planes where located close enough to the probe to enable the radiated 
field to be predicted throughout the region in which testing would usually be performed. 
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The characterizations could therefore be considered essentially complete. The experiments 
necessary to actually perform a characterization in the manner presented are already 
commonly used to qualitatively characterize probe fields, and the actual number of 
measurements involved is small enough that the time requirements are not prohibitive. 
However, it is important experimentally to ensure that the acoustic axis of the probe is 
normal to the x-y scan plane, although a small degree of misalignment can be tolerated (by 
removal of the linear trend in the phase) and should probably be expected. 
The measurement of the system efficiency, which is necessary for the prediction of 
absolute signal amplitudes, was not considered explicitly in the work presented here. Such 
a measurement relies on the calculation of the scattering coefficient for a given experimental 
arrangement, which in turn relies on the knowledge of the distributed field properties of the 
transducers involved. Only in Part 4 was the determination of the necessary transducer 
properties finally addressed for real probes. Any futher work should therefore certainly 
involve at least some consideration of the measurement of tiie system efficiency, based of 
course on the use of scattering coefficients evaluated firom probe properties determined 
through characterization. The developments in Parts 2 and 3 could form a starting point for 
such an investigation, since the evaluation of the scattering coefficient was considered for 
arbitrary source characteristics, both with and without the use of simplifying 
approximations. Further work on the characterization technique presented in Part 4 is also 
clearly required. The experimental work presented here involved the characterization of 
only two transducers, and then for only the nominal frequency of each. Considerably more 
testing of the method is required in order to determine its ability to handle a variety of 
probes and frequencies. Further work should also be done to determine the number of 
measurement points necessary, and where they should be located, and to determine the 
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